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Ten Years On...
This is the tenth anniversary edition of the Lookout, and,
typically enough, it's six months late. Nonetheless, it will have to
do. Not that many magazines, above or underground, last that
long, so I guess some congratulations to myself are in order.
It was in October of 1984 that the first Lookout hit the streets
or, more precisely, the dirt roads ofrural Mendocino County. Fifty
copies, each consisting of four one-sided pages xeroxed and
stapled at the Spare Time Supply garden and feed store went into
circulation. At least half were immediately destroyed by irate
marijuana farmers who felt that their security would be compromised
by some of the articles it contained.
By the time the third issue, in March of 1985, came out,
indignation had reached a fever pitch, and a delegation marched
down my driveway to threaten me with, among other things,
having my house burned down if I didn't cease and desist.
Having nowhere else to go, I agreed to compromise by
changing the name of the magazine and shifting its focus away
from my immediate neighborhood . I felt as though I had been a
little cowardly, but after all, one of my reasons for starting the
magazine was as a public service, and if it was a service that the
public didn't want, well ...
At any rate, as it turned out, my neighbors' disregard for the
First Amendment may have been a blessing in disguise, because by
broadening my field of coverage to include politics and music from
all over Northern California, I began to attract many new readers
who probably wouldn't have been that interested in hearing about
whose house on my mountain had been attacked by a bear.
Still, over the course of the next few year there would be many
times when I would be a top contender for the most hated man in
Laytonville. I got numerous threats, both in person and through the
mail (this was one period when I was just as glad I didn't have a
phone). and even friends and supporters wondered aloud just why
I had to be so cantankerous.
I didn't know myself; in fact, I honestly didn't think I was
being that negative. As far as I was concerned, I was just a guy
saying what was on his mind, doing his best to tell the truth and to
give people something to think about. Almost no one would
believe me, but more than anything else, I was motivated by my
love for the land and the community. When I criticized, it was
because I thought - was sure, in fact - that we could do better.
Eventually, things eased up. Perhaps I grew more moderate
in my pronouncements; perhaps the locals got used to my scorchedearth style of rhetoric. For whatever reason, by the end of the
1980s, I was for the first time hearing more praise than disapproval.
I actually began to feel like a valued member of the community.
True to form, that's when I decided to leave.
I didn't really leave, at least not fully, but in the eyes of most
locals, I was as good as gone. If they don't see you atthe post office
or at Geiger's or the gas station on at least a weekly basis, you 're
not really here. And there were times during those years when I'd
be gone for months at a stretch. First I went to Arcata, then down
to Berkeley to finish my college degree. By the time I graduated,
Lookout Records had grown into a fulltime job for myself and
several others, and it wasn't possible to live in the mountains - with
no phone or fax or bank of computers - on any consistent basis.
Most of this part of the story was contained in last issue's
history of Lookout Records ("How I Became A Capitalist"), so I
don't want to reiterate too much. What I really mean to get across

is that however inconsistent the publishing schedule of this magazine
may have been, however geographically or culturally disoriented
it may have seemed at times, publishing the Lookout has always
been the most important thing I do.
True, I've made my living, and, in recent years, more than a
living, from Lookout Records. The amount of recognition I've
gotten for the record company has been far greater than that
accorded the magazine. And if I had to depend on Lookout
magazine for my sustenance, I would have wasted away to a
shadow long ago.
But every person is blessed - or cursed, it may sometimes
seem - with one or two things that he or she does especially well,
and which, if carefully cultivated, serve to define their life. If I'm
allowed to have two such things, I'll want one of them to be my
music, but if it's only one ... well, you 're holding it in your hands.
My good fortune in the economic arena has enabled me to
return to the mountains -not on a fulltime basis, but enough so that
I can once more feel that I genuinely live here. It's not just
sentiment or symbolism that caused me to restore the Laytonville
address to the masthead with this issue. Although I've spent the
majority of my time in Berkeley during the last four and a half
years, I never stopped thinking of Mendocino County as my real
home.
If it weren't for the fact that Mendocino County, despite some
appearances to the contrary, is still a part of the United States, and
if weren't for the fact that the United States is, in my opinion, a
nation in deep, deep trouble, I'd be making plans to spend the rest
of my life right here on this mountain. As it is, I'm not sure that this
country will remain a livable place, at least in the near future.
I'll do what I can to resist the drift toward totalitarianism and
fascism that I've seen coming for some years now, but I have no
intention of being a martyr. If the neo-nazi fundamentalists who
seem bent on establishing the Fourth Reich on these shores get
their way, I'll be watching from somewhere else, preferably
somewhere far, far away.
As I've noted elsewhere in this issue, I think we've got about
two years to tum things around. If the thugs, bullies, and quasi-
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religious zealots now in control of the United States Congress
manage to install one of their ilk in the Presidency come 1996,
constitutional democracy is probably a dead issue in America.
Even if it isn't, I'm not sure I'd want to stick around to find out.
These are not cheery or optimistic thoughts; if anything, the
outlook seems bleaker than it did when I started this magazine. In
a lot of ways, my accomplishments in publishing the Lookout
have been more personal than political, and that was not my
original intention. Perhaps it was overly optimistic of me to
expect to have any significant on the overall body politic with a
magazine that was so small in circulation, if notin scope. Perhaps,
just as I could not possibly have imagined all the ramifications of
the processes I set in motion in 1984, the full impact of the
Lookout has yet to be seen.
I know that I intend to keep publishing the Lookout for the
rest of my life, wherever I may be, whatever else that I may be
doing. Quite apart from any public service (or disservice) it may
have performed, it, above all else, has been the vehicle through
which I have grown as a writer, as a citizen, as a member of
society, and, most important, a human being. I've gone off half
cocked numerous times, I've embarrassed myself terribly in front
of thousands of readers, and, every now and then, I've struck a
sublime phrase or insight that's illuminated my own life and that
of many others. In a very real sense, I've grown up in public. It
hasn't always been pretty, but it's been very, very real.
And now, if you '11allow me a quick wallow in cheap, or at
least economical sentiment, I'd like to thank all of you, the
readers, for being there, for taking the trouble and time to listen to
me and think about what I say, forresponding to me with yourown
ideas, and most of all, for being the people who make what I do
worthwhile. Whether this is your first Lookout or your fortieth,
I hope you get out of it at least a fraction of what it meant to me
to produce it. It's been by far the most intense ten years of my life,
and thank you all, ever so much, for coming along for the ride.

TenYearsOn My Own...
It's with some hesitation that I confess the following fetish.

It will certainly do considerable damage to whatever standing I
possess (probably little or none) as a rationalist.
Anyway, here goes: for many years, beginning way back in
the early 1970s, I regularly consulted the I Ching, or Book of
Changes, for advice on how to live my life. Like many habits
acquired in the early 70s, this one was at least partially drug
induced. I was first exposed to the ancient book of wisdom (some,
to be fair, consider it a book of gibberish) while in a highly
suggestible state, which stemmed from an overly large intake of
LSD.
The person who introduced me to the book was highly
persuasive, to be sure, but for whatever reason - sheer chance,
perhaps, or maybe forces beyond my power to comprehend - it
worked. I was able, by putting my faith in the oracle, to get advice
that guided me safely through virtually all of the dangerous
situations I was fond of putting myself in during those days. On
one of the very few occasions that I disregarded tl1ebook 's advice
- it told me point blank, "It does not further one to go anywhere I hadn't gotten three blocks from my house before I was attacked
by a gang of muggers and nearly beaten to death.
Gradually, though, as my drug intake diminished and my
threshhold of credulity increased, the I Ching was moved to the
back of a dresser drawer, to be sought out only on extremely
sentimental or stressful occasions. One such occasion presented

itself in January or February of 1985. My girlfriend of four years
had just left me, and I was feeling mighty desolate, a feeling
heightened by the fact that I was sitting on top of a mountain where
my nearest neighbor was a mile away, and I had just come to the
rather sobering realization that I was perilously close to being dead
broke.
I had been broke before, and I had been without a girlfriend
before, and I had even been stuck in the middle of nowhere before,
but this seemed like the worst possible combination of the three
dire circumstances that I could recall. And what's more, it was the
dead of winter, the weather was lousy, I didn't even know ifl could
afford to drive into town, and even if I did manage to get to town,
I would still only be in Laytonville.
Every other such low point in my life had ultimately turned
out to be merely the beginning of a new and more exciting phase.
I assumed, even in my darkest hour, that this would once more be
the case. But as the days and weeks ground on offering no sign of
hope, I began to grow antsy. I hitchhiked to San Francisco and
walked around the streets, trying to rediscover whatever it had
been that had saved me so many times before, but I had been gone
for too long. No one knew me there, and I might as well have gone
to Omaha.
Back home, in a fit of self-doubt and despair, I dragged out the
I Ching. Perhaps it would have news for me about when this dark
and fallow period might end. I didn't expect much, since my
loyalty to the old book had grown quite situational in recent years:
I was like the Christian who shows up at church only in times of
trouble. And I had long taken to disregarding the oracle's advice
anytime it conflicted with what I really wanted to do.
I asked it when I would again find love or meaning or purpose
in my life, though I confess that love was by far the thing I was most
concerned with. It was too hard for me to be alone. Not alone in
terms of my living situation, or even in my work - I'd always
enjoyed solitude more than most people seemed to - but alone in
the sense that there was no one who wanted to be near me, who
would stroke my brow or gaze lovingly at me as I unburdened the
contents of my soul.
Yeah, pretty sappy, I know, and besides, you might suggest,
I had two dogs and four cats, all of whom had endless patience with
my neuroses. But I really did want someone human, and I
demanded that the I Ching tell me when that someone would come
along.
The news was not good. "A man strays into a gloomy valley.
For ten years he does not see anyone." A dull butter knife stabbed
through my heart. Ten years! That was preposterous! Who could
live, who would want to live ten years without love?
The upshot of it was that I never took the I Ching seriously
again. I had no intention of living even one year in that wretched
state. Every time before tl1ata romance or relationship had ended,
it had been a matter of weeks, or at most a few months, before
someone came along. It wasn't always true love - more often than
not it was anything but - but it was something.
Living in such a remote place, and having been out of
circulation for so long, I was willing to accept that things might
move a bit more slowly this time. But I never doubted that move
they would; to think otherwise would be inconceivable. For
someone of my temperament, the idea of facing the remainder of
my life alone was simply not acceptable. I would kill myself first.
And in the years that followed, there were times when I came
close to doingjustthat. There were many periods of despair, where
several months of my life would disintegrate into a blackened haze,
leaving barely a trace of memory and only the dimmest sense of
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longing and regret. But two things kept me going through those
times, one a blessing and one a curse, though I've never been
completely sure which was which. One was my work: this
magazine, the band, the .record label, my fruit trees and garden.
The other was hope (and this is the one I suspect of being the true
curse).
For there was always something or someone that led me on
with a promise that if I only worked a bit harder, if only my soul
became a bit purer, if the stars and suns and solar systems and
galaxies and interlocking universes would only align themselves
just so, then everything would make sense again, the scales would
fall away from the eyes of the human race, and I would be once
more be seen as worthy of being loved.
Few things are more treacherous or painful than unredeemed
or unredeemable hopes. If April, as T.S. Eliot would have it, is the
cruelest month, at least it still carries with it the certainty of May.
In crises of the heart, there is no such certainty. Or, if I may correct
myself, there is one certainty: some day all things will end,
including our capacity to love and be loved. It may come at 20 or
40 or 80 or as we are lowered into our graves, but it will end. And
similarly certain is the fact that, like any other sort of death, the
death of feeling is as unpredictable as it is inevitable.
Presumably this is the only way things can operate. Would we
work nearly so hard or so passionately if we knew we had only a
year to live? Would we squander our love so profligately if we
knew that when it was gone, it would never come again?
This presupposes the truth of one of my favorite theories: that
love, whether it manifests itself as physical, emotional, or spiritual
attraction (or, in the truly excellent cases, all of the above), is
merely one of nature's devious devices for bringing together those
beings whose essences must intermingle in order for the work of
evolution to go forward.
It's obvious how this works in the purely physical sphere:
something deep within us knows precisely where the missing
chromosomes are to be found . But it's no less true in nonreproductive relationships, or, to put a finer point on it, there are no
relationships which don't have some form of reproduction as their
ultimate purpose.
In the vast majority of couplings, that reproduction doesn't
involve physical offspring, but rather a synthesis of ideas or a
refinement of character that we couldn 'torwouldn 't have managed
on our own. We fall in love because, mistakenly or not, we
perceive the loved one as possessing the qualities we need to make
us whole. And to a certain extent, we are right; we are not drawn
to people at random.
That being the case, I have to also assume that if there is no
one for us to love or to love us, it is because such relationships
would stand as an impediment to what we need to accomplish. In
my own situation, I am inclined to believe this is true, because the
years I have spent alone have been by far the most productive of my
life. What price glory, it's fair to ask, but I personally haven• t been
given a choice between love and work; it seems that life has made
that choice for me.
Which brings me to the realization I had lately, actually in the
course of preparing to publish this tenth anniversary edition of the
Lookout. I noted to myself that it had been shortly after I published
the first Lookout that my girlfriend left me, and I made some sort
of speculative joke about how the two events might have been
connected.
Then it hit me: as wildly improbable, impossible even, as it
had seemed back in 1985, I was fast approaching the time when the
I Ching's prophecy of ten years of solitude would have been

fulfilled. I, who had simply decided to stop believing in the I
Ching, and who insisted that he would prefer to kill himself rather
than live one year, let alone ten, without love, had been on my own
for an entire decade.
Oh their had been brief fits and starts of supposed passion, all
bu tone of which can be filed under "hopes" that didn't pan out, and
there was that one anomaly, which you can read about elsewhere
in this issue, and which might fall more properly into the category
of delusion . None of it amounted to enough to break the decadelong spell, and now I am faced with the dilemma of whether to start
believing in the I Ching again, in which case it might be safe to
conclude that having now finished my ten-year sentence , I can look
for abundant love to be just around the corner.
But if I am to do that, presumably I should also consult the
oracle again to find out what I can or should do next, and in doing
so, there's always the possibililty that I'll find this past decade was
merely a warm-up for forty years in the desert and/or an early
grave.
People tell me I'm too much of a perfectionist, that no one
could ever possibly live up to my standards; it seems equally true
that I am unable to live up to anyone else's standards. Quite a few
years ago my father used the Henry Higgins line from My Fair Lady
- "a confinned old bachelor and likely to remain so" - to describe
me, and went on to theorize that after someone has lived alone as
long as I have, chances are slim that he can ever accomodate
himself to someone else.
Perhaps that's true. And perhaps lam actually quite happy in
the state I'm in, but just haven't realized it yet. In the meantime,
I seem to have no choice but to follow another bit of I Ching advice:
"When the superior man can have no great effect upon the world,
he turns his attention to refining the outward aspects of his
character." By now, I should be feeling pretty darn refined.
P .S. As I was proofreading this article, something prompted me to
check my long-unused copy of the I Ching to see if I had quoted it
correctly. As it happens, no, I hadn't . There was no reference to
"ten years" at all; the closest thing was a reference to "three
years" where I would "see nothing." So there you go : apparently
I have been serving out a ten-year sentence that was never handed
down. Not that it makes a heck of lot of difference; a prison without
walls is still a prison, and afooloperating under a misapprehension,
well, you can draw your own conclusions ...
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America: Love It Or Hate It,
Or Just Get The Hell Out?
Every time I have to leave London to go back to California it
bothers me a little more. It's not that I've turned against my native
land, just that I feel a lot more at home in England these days.
Actually, in some ways I have turned against America, and
when I say that, I don't mean in the usual sense of being mad at the
government or the corporations or the pigheaded individuals
running around making a mess of everything. For one thing, you
can find examples of that in any country, and for another, more
important thing, I'd like to think I'm intelligent enough to realize
that the sum of those various parts doesn't add up to the real
America.
Or perhaps it does. That's what's making it so hard for me.
I'm finding it harder than these days to believe that if only the
government changed, if only the corporations could be brought
under control, if only the people could get enough education and
economicsecurityandself-respectthattheywouldn'tfeelcompelled
to trample all over each other just to eke out some marginal excuse
for an existence, then America could finally live up to its enormous
potential. Or at least to its enormous hype.
Yet there is a sickness in the land today. Perhaps it's always
been there, but now it's spreading like an unchecked plague, and
it frightens me as much as it saddens me. There is a rush to
ignorance, a vast, sweeping plunge into the unsightly and unseemly
depths of the human soul, and though many of us can see what is
happening, we feel helpless to arrest it. I can't help thinking it must
have felt something like this to live in Germany at the beginning
of the 1930s.
Germany then was a confused and disoriented country too,
with various factions at each other's throats, unwilling to
compromise or agree on anything. The only group with the
organization and discipline to accomplish anything was the fascists,
and though they never had the support of more than a minority of
the people, they were able to obtain absolµte power and wield it for
12 years, at the cost of, among other things, 55 million lives.
Even among those who are rightly concerned with the direction
America is headed today, there are few who would accept what
seems to me the obvious analogy between Hitler's Nazis and the
right wing religious zealots who have a very real chance of seizing
absolute power in the United States of America. People always
forget that history neverrepeats, but only rhymes; until they see tl1e
swastikas and the goose-stepping stonn troopers, they'll never
believe that it could happen here. Which means. of course that
they 'II never believe it until it's far too late, because when fascism
comes to America, it will be dressed in red, white and blue, and the
swastika will be nowhere in sight.
In its place will be the cross, and while many sincere and
devout Christians will be offended by that statement, it makes itno
less true. It might be worth considering that the swastika too was
once a religious symbol before it was hijacked by the Nazis. Our
modern religious fascists are only a very loud minority among
Christians, but they are loud enough to effectively drown everyone
else out.

When I talk about these things to my English friends, they
smile indulgently and say something to the effect of, "It's just as
bad here, you know." But it's not. They're referring to the past 16
years of Conservative government, a period that roughly compares
to the Reagan and Bush eras. What they fail to realize is that it's
a whole different game in America now.
I would never have imagined that I could feel nostalgic about
Ronald Reagan, for example. I said then and I'll still say that he
was the worst President this country ever had, that we'll be
suffering the effects of his corrupt and contemptible administration
for a long time to come.
But Reagan was a measurable phenomenon, an understandable
commodity. He was a cheap crook with delusions of grandeur, a
snake oil salesman who was willing to wreck millions of lives in
exchange for fame and fortune for himself and a few hundred
thousand of his closest friends and financiers. In other words, an
old fashioned American charlatan and huckster, the sort our
history is chock full of.
But unless I'm seriously mistaken, I don't think Reagan got
any special enjoyment out of kicking people off welfare or taking
away kids' schoollunches or quintupling the number of America's
homeless. He was just doing his job. I wouldn't even be surprised
if he felt a little sorry for someofthe victims of his policies, though
perhaps he's just a better actor than most people gave him credit
for.
The 90s version of the right wing is a whole different animal.
These people are not just about lining their own pockets or making
the country safe for unchecked corporate greed. I think we could
all breathe a sigh of relief if that were the case, because at least we'd
be fighting on familiar ground.
Today's extremists, many of whom sit in the newly elected
Congress, and many more of whom are represented everywhere
from state legislatures to school boards, are out to destroy
constitutional democracy in America and replace it with a totalitarian
state based on quasi-religious principles. Traditional politics are
nearly useless in opposing these people, because it is their purpose
to destroy politics altogether.
It is a measure of how far we have sunk as a nation that many
people would enthusiastically applaud that notion. Politics has
been made into a dirty word, a real tragedy, considering that in its
true sense, politics is one of the nobler concepts devised by the
human species. Worse, those most responsible for distorting its
definition in the public mind are those who stand to gain most from
the public's ignorance.
The Greeks, who created most of the principles of democracy
that we still, however imperfectly, follow, saw the polis as the
embodimentofthecollectivemindsandwillsoftheentirecitizenry.
For all intents and purposes, the polis was itself a person, a person
which had to take decisions and actions which would affect the
well-being of each of its component parts, i.e., the individual
citizens. Politics became the process by which tl10sedecisions and
actions were made.
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There's nothing ignoble about that; in fact, though it might be
a bit hard to believe today, there have been many times in history
that politics was considered an honorable and vital calling. Why,
then, are Americans turning their backs en masse on the entire
business, leaving the field wide open for ideologues and fanatics
who would like nothing better than to put the body politic
permanently out of its misery?
That's where the sickness that I spoke of earlier comes in. Just
as cancer attacks the body by immobilizing its useful cells and
rapidly reproducing its destructive ones, so too are the innocent
and well-intentioned (and unduly naive) citizens of the United
States being neutralized, narcotized, and disillusioned out of the
picture while the malevolent ones run roughshod.
De Tocqueville saw it all 160years ago; he predicted that the
only way that America would be able to sustain its then stillgrowing experiment in democracy (as you would be right to point
out, it still had a lot of growing to do, since it then encompassed
little more than property owning white males) was to have a welleducated populace who took an active interest in public affairs.
He also said that if America were to fail, it would be when
crass materialism began to outweigh the highly idealistic principles
the new nation had established for itself. He worried that intentions
alone, no matter how noble, would not be sufficient once the initial
rush of nation-building had passed, and that people would seek to
distinguish themselves from their fellow citizens by vulgar
ostentation rather than the quality of their minds or the value of
their ideas.
Of course, someone probably could have safely made similar
observations about the ancient Romans (whose Republic, by the
way, lasted several centuries longer than ours before it too gave
way to a quasi-religious dictatorship). But de Tocqueville is
especially relevant today, in a time when it has become distinctly
unfashionable to care about either politics or ideals, when a
virtually malignant cynicism has become all the rage.
No, none of these conditions are unique to America, but it is
here that the sickness is most advanced, here that the rot threatens
the very underpinnings of society. It is true that the far right may
yet self-destruct, choking on its own excesses. It may also be, as
some argue, that the American people are by nature too skeptical
and too suspicious to blindly follow leaders into the sort of ruin that
Hitler produced for Germany.
Certainly I'd like to believe that. I too have a generalized
image of the good old fashioned American fixed in my mind: heart
as big as all outdoors, always ready to give a sucker an even break,
rooting for the underdog, and forever prepared to surprise you with
tl1e depth of compassion and intelligence that lies somewhere
beneath that hokey, corn-fed exterior.
But I'm no longer sure if that sort of American exists outside
the confines of movies and television. And anyway, if the visual
media are to be accepted as holding up the mirror to our collective
soul, then I would fear that the American we once knew, or thought
we did, is giving way to a new breed, whose component parts might
be the random ultraviolence of a Schwarzenneger or Stallone, the
cud-chomping ignorance of a Forrest Gump, the sardonic
detachment of a Letterman, and the mercenary disregard for truth
or honor of an infomercial pitchman.
Combine all those qualities and you just might find one of the
"religious" leaders of the New Right, which might help to explain
why such seemingly un-American characters have of late been
able to attract such a significant following. When people feel
impotent, when it seems that they have no control over their own
lives or destinies, they 're far more likely to follow the strong man
who preaches hatred of anything strange or different. When the

world threatens to grow too complex and demanding, ofcourse it's
tempting to retreat into a veil of superstition and mysticism. And
when truth has Jost all relevance, when it seems that only suckers
say what they mean or mean what they say, well, why not join the
party?
For some, that means literally: giving in to the perennial
human desire to be part of something bigger than oneself, they
align themselves with the growing fascist movement because it
feels good to be on the side that appears to be winning. Others, less
inclined to mass movements, simply withdraw, into private Jives,
into dissolution or drugs or channel-surfing the 500 circles of cable
and satellite hell.
And what becomes of those like me, to whom neither
alternative is appealing or even conceivable? The idea of becoming
an exile, a politicalrefugee, a displaced person, seems oddly unreal
and unwelcoming. And yet, if American continues down its
current path, what place is there in it for anyone possessing a
conscience and unable to keep quiet about it?
When the first putsches took place against the leftists and the
homosexuals and the artists and the Jews, a number of Germans
spoke up, but their protest was short-lived. They were either
beaten down by the mob or tossed into the camps along with those
they were attempting to defend. Their names, and the consequences,
if any, of their actions, were lost in the orgy ofbloodletting that was
to follow. Those who wished to keep their freedom or their Jives
soon learned to keep quiet.
Others left, heading to America or anywhere else that would
have them. It must have been awful for them, to see their native
country turned into the common enemy of most of the world's
population, and to not know if they would ever be able to return
home again, or if anything of what they once called home would
even survive.
Were they cowards, or simply being pragmatic? Is there a
time to stand and fight, but also a time to cut one's losses and run
away? When I look out over the lush hills of California, green and
lush from this winter's torrential rains, when I walk down a quiet
Berkeley street where the air is rich with the perfume of the jasmine
and a thousand other spring flowers, when I see the people all
around me going about their business and their lives with quiet
dignity and respect for their fellow man, it's really hard to imagine
that this is a country in such deep trouble. But I only need pick up
a newspaper or turn on a radio or television to be reminded that
truly evil forces are abroad in the land.
Many of these fundamentally decent people that I encounter
in my daily life are the same ones who last November elected
fascists and hatemongers to run our government. As polite as they
are to me, as friendly and jovial as they can be at times, I know some
of them would quietly, or not so quietly cheer at the sight of black
or brown people being herded into camps, of our inner cities being
converted into internment centers, of America being turned into a
nightmare vision of placid white faces where all disruption is
quickly punished and diversity is limited to the choice between
Coke and Pepsi.
It should be obvious that the real battle here is not merely
political; it is, as the more extreme religious zealots freely state, a
struggle for the mind and soul of the American people. With
schools increasingly failing to function as anything more than job
training and behavior modification centers, that struggle is being
waged primarily in the media, which, as always, is overwhelmingly
controlled by the right and its wealthy sympathizers.
One of the few hopeful signs, though it is a slim hope, is the
growing decentralization of the media made possible by new
technology . The virtual explosion of magazines like this one, the
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emergence of the internet, the ability of nearly anyone to become
his or her own publishing company, broadcaster, record label, or
filmmaker, offers the vital opportunity to re-awaken the consciences
and sensibilities of the American people. Unfortunately, the vast
majority of this new technology has as yet gone into ever more
elaborate versions of ever more trivial pursuits. In acquiring the
ability to replicate the functions of the mass media, it seems that too
many of us feel it necessary to replicate its content as well.
It's true that if you want people to listen and respond to you,
you have to first get their attention and then not bore or lecture them
into disinterest. But what's needed here is not simply the
transmission of missing political information; people like Chomsky
have been providing that in voluminous detail for years now, to no
visible effect. What the American people need now more than ever
is not another set of teachers or a new and improved ideology, but
rather to be challenged with the sort of ideas and to be asked the
kinds of questions that will prompt them to use their own minds in
critical and thoughtful ways again.
"To inform, entertain, and inspire" is the motto of KMUD
radio, and I think it's an equally appropriate prescription for any of
us who hope, who desperately desire, in fact, to alter the course of
history in American before it is too late. None of those elements
can be omitted; one of the constant downfalls of the traditional left
has been its (not always accurate) image of being humorless and
dull. While it gained adherents by promising to fill people's bellies
and free them from the oppression of poverty, it never succeeded
sufficiently in setting men's souls on fire as well. People need

more than material security; one of the reasons that the right has
been winning the ideological battle of late is that it promises,
however falsely, to give them something to live for.
By the same token, without trivializing what we have to say,
it is necessary that we be more clever and interesting and amusing
than those who would destroy us, and that requires more than
viewing the world with ajaundiced sneer and a cynical detachment.
If, as Nietzsche said, a joke is an epitaph on the death offeeling, it's
also true that the warmest and most life-affirming humor focuses
on the mutual acknowledgment of our all-too-human foibles.
Smashing the state should be fun, the 60s activists used to say, and
while I have no desire to smash the state, merely to bring it back
under the control of the people it was devised to serve, the principle
is the same.
I don't know what our chances are; I do know that however
stirring they might have seemed to the impressionable school boy
I once was, I have no desire to echo Patrick Henry's defiant cry of
"Give me liberty or give me death!" If it seems too hopeless here,
I will move on, and advise anyone who has the ability or inclination
to do likewise. If America is determined to destroy itself, I see no
reason to hurl myself upon the funeral pyre.
But as of yet there is still time, and still a chance, however slim
it may seem. While there is I will do what I can and ask that you
do the same. Our individual efforts may seem small indeed, but as
Archimedes put it, "Give me a place to stand, and I will move the
world." If there were ever such a place, and time, it is clearly here,
and now.

A Tale Of Two Countries ...
The Luck Of The Irish:
Could It Finally Be Changing?
It's been over a year since I've been in Ireland, but even
observing from across the water in England, it's easy to feel a
palpable sense of change that makes me genuinely hopeful, almost
for the first time, about the future of that lovely land.
In previous writings about the country, I've observed how
Ireland combines a stunning beauty with a maddening obstinacy of
spirit, how the warm and seemingly guileless manner of most of its
inhabitants seems to mask a dark streak that can turn itself to
implacable hatred and centuries-long vendettas. Ruled to an
alarming extent by the medievalist hierarchy of two warring
religious factions, Ireland has long been hamstrung by superstition
and mysticism that appears jarringly out of place in the
technologically advanced environment.of Western Europe.
Even the young people, who cried out in vain against the sins
of their fathers endlessly visited upon them, seemed powerless to
break the cycle of internecine violence that turned whole sections
of the North into a genuine war zone, and critically hobbled the
development of North and South alike. And then finally, a breath
of hope ...
It's been six months now, since the bombs and bullets
stopped, and already some of the benefits are visible. Belfast, and
to a lesser extent, Derry, are coming back to life. Southerners,
sometimes for the first time in their lives, are visiting the North and
finding that it is not exclusively populated by bloodthirsty
Orangemen intent on boiling Catholic babies in oil. The walls that
divided streets and neighborhoods have started to come down, and
Protestants have begun to discover that the dangers of the Papist

South Of What Border?
Like most Americans, I'm inexcusably ignorant about what
goes on in our nearest neighbor to the south. I can tell you the name
of the President of Mexico, of most of its states, and paint in broad
terms a picture of its history, terrain, and climate, but that's about
it. I would imagine that the average Mexican knows far about my
country than I do about his.
Of course when you've got a behemoth the size of the United
States astride your northern border, it's difficult not to take notice.
It's even more difficult when your own country's politics, economic
structures, land use policies, and industrial development are all
treated as minor subsidiaries of your vastly richer and more
powerful neighbor .
Americans' ignorance about Mexico is turning out to come
with a high price, however, far higher than the $20 billion of
taxpayer funds (so far) being used to prop up Mexico's imploding
economy. Would that we could get off so cheaply, in fact; $20
billion would be a drop in the bucket compared to the ultimate debt
owed by the USA to the Mexican people.
Populists on both the left and right have attacked , with some
justification, the Clinton bailout plan on the grounds that it amounts
to nothing more than corporate welfare, intended to protect US
banks and other speculative interests against the consequences of
their own foolish investments. The trouble with this analysis is that
if the investors, and with them, the Mexican government, were
allowed to go broke, the people who suffered most would be the
poorest and most powerless of the Mexican people, not the Wall
Street tycoons forced to cancel their orders for a second yacht.
At the same time, the $20 billion funneled into the bailout will
probably only delay the inevitable; Mexico has effectively been
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conspiracy to make them all burn incense and carry Rosary beads
were perhaps a little overestimated.
It could all go to pieces tomorrow, of course; previous ceasefires have, and been replaced by even more destructive rounds of
tit-for-tat murders and anti-personnel bombs tossed into pubs and
shopping centers. But the longer the current peace goes on, the
more people will be able to experience its benefits and the less
willing they will be to let it go.
The old guard of the IRA and the UDA are, it is to be hoped,
going the way of the dinosaurs, but they still have the ability to
wreak a great deal of havoc. Perhaps the IRA were the first to see
the writing on the wall; recognizing that they were fast losing the
support of all but an aging faction of diehard Republicans, they
took the crucial first step in agreeing to lay down their arms. The
Unionists followed suit with considerably more reluctance, perhaps
only doing so because the British, finally exhibiting some balance
and sanity, had begun to tilt away from their closet alliance with the
Protestant majority and adopt a more evenhanded stance.
The general feeling in Britain, echoed by more than 90% of
the public in recent opinion polls, is that this preposterous religious
and gang warfare has gone on more than long enough, that it is no
benefit whatsoever to Britain, and the sooner the Irish can sort out
their own difficulties, the better. There's considerable impatience,
therefore, even among hard-line Tories and traditionalists, for the
obstreperous antics of Ian Paisley, an old fashioned fire-andbrimstone preacher with the ponderous manner of a beached
walrus, and other ancient Unionist leaders who still trumpet the
language of bigotry and recrimination.
Paisley himself is almost a comic figure, his mealy-mouthed
accent the object of ridicule even among fellow Northerners, but
his message is not so humorous. He will probably never abandon
the ancient suspicions and hatreds that have guided his life; the best
that may be hoped for is that he will take them with him to his grave.
In the meantime, Ireland begins to flourish; in the South as
well, the ubiquitous influence of the Church, recently racked with
a series of scandals, is finally beginning to be seen as considerably
less than omnipotent. An attempt by the previous Prime Minister
and his hand-picked appointee for Attorney General to cover up the
repeated crimes of a pedophile priest ended by bringing down the
government, and brought the spotlight onto numerous other abuses
in the ecclesiastical establishment that has ruled Ireland very
nearly since the days of St. Patrick.
The new government may not represent a sea change, but it
is distinctly more secular, and politicians are becoming increasingly
willing to speak, and more importantly, vote against the Church.
Could it be that Ireland is finally slipping the bonds of feudalism?
Signs are hopeful. Will it be able to do so without in tum being
wracked by the drastic social and economic dislocations that have
accompanied modernization in most industrial societies?
Perhaps my opinion comes more from sentiment than reason;
perhaps history and economics will speak more loudly than the
best of intentions. But I feel rather strongly that if any country can
make a happy marriage between technological development and
humanist values , Ireland has an outstanding chance of doing so.
Perhaps it's because they were forced to serve such a long
apprenticeship while other countries were being dragged kicking
and screaming into the industrial age; perhaps it's simply that in a
country that has endured sp many centuries of misfortune,
oppression, and suffering, the luck of the Irish is long overdue for
a change.

bankrupt for years . For that matter, so has the United States; the
money we are shipping south is funny money in every sense of the
word except the humorous one. The ink on it will barely have had
a chance to dry before it disappears into the pockets and bank vaults
of the very rich on both sides of the border. Meanwhile, the very
real money that the common people of Mexico need to survive will
continue to become an ever scarcer commodity .
The two phenomena are not unrelated. When the United
States prints more currency to back up its commitments in Mexico,
the value of that currency is decreased proportionately . And to
paraphrase the old saw, when America's financial system hiccups,
Mexico's chokes.
This shouldn't be surprising; the Mexican peso is a shadow
currency of the US dollar, just as Mexico's political and economic
systems are almost wholly owned and operated subsidiaries of the
USA's. As such, they should have seen the current crisis coming
years ago. But the signal ignorance with which America has
always regarded Mexico made it unlikely that anything would ever
be done until events demanded it in no uncertain terms.
That time clearly seems to have arrived. With Mexico's
government in danger of complete collapse, its financial system
already past that point, and parts of the country in open , armed
rebellion, it doesn't appear too likely that the problems besetting
Mexico will be so easily papered over as they have been in the past,
even if said papering is done with copious amounts of cash.
One reason, already cited, is that in real terms neither Mexico
nor the United States has the money necessary to solve the
problems; still more important is that the real roots of Mexico's
difficulties go far deeper than its poverty. What is happening in
Mexico today is very similar to what happened in Europe and the
United States in the last century; it is being dragged, against the will
and perhaps the better judgment of much of its citizenry, into a late
20th century version of the Industrial Revolution.
True, Mexico has possessed some aspects of a modern
industrial society for near!y as long as the United States, while at
the same time and even in sight of the smoke stacks and
superhighways, peasants eke out a marginal subsistence from the
land in ways that have barely changed since the days of their
Mayan ancestors. Although the wealthy and privileged can enjoy
a level of comfort that is not far removed from that available in any
of the world's great cities, Mexico as a whole has remained
uncomfortably, and now, as it turns out, unsustainably trying to
straddle two very different and conflicting realities.
Most industrializing countries reach, usually within a few
decades, a stage that political economists call "take-off," meaning
that the process of industrialization is no longer dependent on
outside forces but becomes capable"of sustaining and reproducing
itself. Mexico never reached that stage; the more conspiratorially
minded (or simply more observant) might suggest that it was
deliberately prevented from doing so; until recently the colossus of
the north had more need of cheap, unskilled labor than it did for an
expanded market of consumers and producers.
But times change, and the old formulas run their course; now
Mexico has been integrated into the North American Free Trade
Agreement, a concept that ideally should work like the European
Union and in actuality will function as the wholesale annexation of
a smaller, weaker country by its larger, stronger neighbor. But
though the spirit of economic imperialism may be alive and well,
Mexico is proving to be a larger a morsel than even the voracious
United States can comfortably digest.
None of this should really be happening. If the United States
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hadn't been so drunk on the heady toxin of manifest destiny as to
strip a then-prosperous Mexico of half, the richer half of its
territory, if, having done that deed, it had endeavored to work with
Mexico to help both countries develop in tandem, if it had simply
kept its bloody, meddling fingers out and let Mexico grow at its
own pace ... It's easy to point to ways that things could have turned
out differently, but it's impossible to wriggle out of the realization
that they can no longer remain as they are.
Left entirely to its own devices, it's possible, perhaps even
likely that Mexico will slip into a civil war that neither side would
easily win, and which could spill across international borders that
in any event do not reflect demographic realities; the Southwestern
states may be American on the political map, but their population
is increasingly Mexican. Full scale political upheaval to the south
would send millions more fleeing northward, and it's not
inconceivable that the United States might itself be drawn into the
conflict.
There is, of course, the possibility that the rebellion now
centered in southernmostChiapas state could strike such a resonant
chord with the Mexican people that it could sweep to victory
without wreaking too much havoc upon the land, but the possibilities
of that happening remain slim. Although the rebels are charismatic,
and riding a crest of popular support at the moment, they are poorly
equipped, few in numbers, and would almost certainly bring the
wrath of the United States down upon themselves if they ever came
close to gaining real political power.
The best chance the rebels have of ever being allowed to make
real changes in Mexico would come if the continued deterioration
of the present system results in such a power vacuum that the
Americans would welcome any force that seemed capable of
restoring order. A far more likely outcome, though, would be a
long, protracted struggle which might drain the country of its
lifeblood for decades, and drag the United States down with it. An
alternative vision, one that seems nearly as unlikely as the Zapatistas
gaining power, would be for the present government to reform
itself, and with help but not interference from the United States,

Dayla Gets It Right:
To Hell With KZYX
I've had some in-print disagreements with her in the past, but
one of us must be coming to our senses: Dayla Hepting, an
increasingly frequent contributor to the AV A is turning out to be
not only a darn good writer, but - exhibiting a quality even rarer
than good writing - she's as often as not quite right.
Her recent response to the attempt by pseudo-public radio
station KZYX to arouse outrage in the masses over Newt Gingrich
and Co. 's announced intent to eliminate government funding for
community radio was just about perfect. She might have been a bit
intemperate in damning to hell KZYX and all its works and

guide Mexico on its now apparently inevitable transformation into
a modem state while minimizing the dislocation and suffering of
the indigenous peoples for whom a centuries-old way of life is
abruptly ending.
One of the results of NAFTA has been and will continue to be
the forcing of people off the land and into the cities. That alone
would seem more than sufficient reason for opposing NAFTA, but
history would appear to tell us that N AFTA is merely a political
ratification of the socio-economic evolution that would occur
sooner or later anyway. When English peasants were forced off
their land at the time of the Enclosures, when indigenous North
Americans were herded into ever smaller and meaner corners of
the countryside, we were seeing the same process at work as is now
being visited upon the Mayans of Southern Mexico. It's not a
pleasant sight; but I'm not sure if anything could be done to reverse
what, barring genuine land reform and the wholesale redistribution
of wealth, seems to be a historical imperative.
The transformation now taking place in Mexico runs the risk
of being particularly brutal because the means by which Mexico
has been kept down this past century and a half have also been
particularly brutal. It may be that the best we can hope for is to ease
that transformation, or, in the best of all possible worlds, it may be
that Mexico's revolutionaries, combining ancient tribal wisdom
with the sophisticated ways and means of the educated classes,
might have a thing or three to teach North American farmers and
workers who themselves are being squeezed, though not nearly so
harshly, from their land and livelihoods. In that case, we might see
some genuine examples of"hands across the border," and it would
be a whole new ball game with all bets off. An interesting concept,
but I wouldn't hold my breath ...
For afar more well-informed perspective on events inM exico
than I could ever hope to offer, I recommend the reports of John
Ross, regularly published in the Anderson Valley Advertiser and
the San Francisco weeklies. The AVA is also regularly publishing
the communiques of the Zapatista rebels.

machinations, but unless you spend all your days in a satori tank
chanting mantras and imbibing large quantities of Mendocino's
finest psychoactive substances, it's difficult not to get intemperate
aboutKZYX.
In short, KZYX was and is a fraud perpetrated upon the
public, portraying itself as a community radio station when in fact
all but the blandest and least interesting parts of the community
have been systematically excluded from its airwaves. Ifyourelied
on KZYX for your picture of Mendocino County, you'd think the
place consisted of nothing but New Age post-hippies scurrying
from wine tasting to bed and breakfast to channeling conference,
and perhaps stopping off somewhere in this busy routine to cash a
dividend check.
Bruce Anderson, for example, is a national treasure (irascible,
obnoxious, and unreasonable, yes; it's worth noting that nearly all
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of his predecessors in that grand American tradition of crusading
curmudgeons - Mark Twain andH.L. Mencken among them - were
similarly damned in their own time) . Yet though he lives and
works a scant five miles from KZYX headquarters, his words are
heard seldom if ever on the "community" station. Instead, he has
to tum to a true community station nearly 100 miles away in
Garberville. OfcourseKMUD'ssignalcan'tbepickedupanywhere
in Southern Mendocino except on a few select ridgetops, with the
result that the most articulate voice in the Anderson Valley can be
heard only in print.
Or how is it, one should ask, that this "community" station
offers almost no news or public affairs broadcasts concerning the
community it ostensibly serves, but instead offers up hours worth
of sickening pap courtesy of NPR, news which distinguishes itself
from that offered by the commercial networks only by being longer
and more boring? Or that a young, energetic and talented news
director, Joseph Leon, who was doing his best to develop a local
newsdepartment, was summarily fired, supposedly for something
resembling insubordination?
Where is Beth Bosk, axed for no other reason than the fact that
she annoyed some of the station's fat cats? Her Fourth Gate
Gazette program, bizarre and self-absorbed as it could be at times,
was a true and fascinating slice of indigenous Mendocino culture.
Most of the crapthatcascadesoverthe KZYX airwaves these days
could just as well have been piped in from Sacramento or
Schenectady.
It's a sad fact but true: more controversial material can often
be found on commercial stations than on KZYX. In fact the biggest
excitement the station has generated in recent times came when
one of its programmers was arrested in the studio for having sex
with a 14 year old girl Apparently the offense took place while his
program was airing, and though I've never had reason to believe
that on-air sex is a regular practice at KZYX, it certainly is one
possible explanation for the detached, near-vacant sound of most
of the station's "personalities."
Anyway, Dayla'sconclusion, and mine to a degree as well, is
that neither Congress nor the citizenry should lift a finger to protect
or perpetuate the funding of public radio earsores like KZYX.
Indeed, all criticisms considered, KZYX might be a good example
of the negative effects federal funding has had on what was
originally intended to be "alternative" radio.
On the other hand, a quick listen to San Francisco's egregious
KQED might even convince you that even KZYX isn't all bad;
here is a "noncommercial" station that not only airs what are
essentially commercials every half hour, but which spends more
time begging for money than a genuinely commercial station allots
to paid advertising.
And with paid advertising, at least some of the spots are
occasionally amusing, or at least they pass quickly; for sheer
tedium, few things can surpass the whiny tones of some bearded
neurotic and his female counterpart prattling on for ten or fifteen
minutes (except during official fundraisers, when it will be more
like ten or fifteen hours) about how "important" and "vital" the
programming offered by public radio is.
The only problem - and it is a slight one - that I have with
Congress cutting off all funding to the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting and NPR is that some - very little, admittedly - of that
money goes to truly valuable stations like Garberville's KMUD,
where the airwaves have never been sullied by NPR blitherblather, and which boasts, among many fine programs, the best and

most incisive news and public affairs programming heard anywhere
between San Francisco and Seattle.
Of course so well loved by its listeners is KMUD that even
though it serves a remote, sparsely populated, and not especially
prosperous region, it's never had much difficulty attracting financial
support from the community it serves. I'd like to think that an
absence of federal funding wouldn't put much, if any, of a crimp
in KMUD 's style, for the simple reason that people love it so much,
and would never let it die. As for KZYX, well, maybe it should be
given an opportunity to sink or swim. I know I won't be tossing
out any life preservers.

"Rush Room" Opens In ...
Where Else?
Intellectual masochists, those possessed by a perverse sense
of humor, and local epicures in search of a hefty dose of
misinformation and inanity to scarf down along with their
cholesterol and carcinogens are advised that Zack's "Family"
Restaurant, a franchised greasy spoon situated in the grim asphalt
outback of North Ukiah has declared itself an official "Rush
Room."
The "Rush Room" is a publicity gimmick conceived by an
obese nationally syndicated political satiristcalledRush Limbaugh,
who has parlayed his hamhanded parodies of thick-necked, bulletheaded know-nothingism into a multi-million dollar entertainment
empire. Ironically, Limbaugh's imitations of the babbling, paranoid
right-wing mindset proved to be so lifelike that he is now actually
taken seriously by many of the dimwitted boobs that he originally
set out to make fun of.
The latter being particularly well represented in Ukiah and
environs, it is to be expected that Zack's "Family" Restaurant will
draw a large segment of the gun-rack and rebel-flag crowd to the
daily sessions, during which the grotesquely unhealthy "ditto heads,"
as they call themselves, will hasten their devoutly to be hoped for
demise by gobbling down grotesquely unhealthy portions of
standard American junk food and nodding in cud-chewing
agreement to the piped-in sounds of Mr. Limpaugh augmenting his
megabucks by viciously lampooning them. You know, buddy, this
is really one great country, ain't it, and if you try to tell me different,
I'll knock your block off ...

They Paved Paradise ...
It's been a couple years now and I still haven't gotten used to
it: the Arcata Memorial Clearcut, also known as the Arcata Plaza,
the centerpiece of that mostly lovely town, which was manicured,
butchered and then mostly paved over in an attempt to "clean up"
its slightly seedy ambience.
The alleged problem, which cost over $250,000 to "solve,"
was that drug dealers and similar undesirable types were using the
Plaza's once-prevalent trees as cover for their various acts of
chicanery. The city mothers and fathers, perhaps befuddled by
chanting the wrong mantra or listening to too much of KHSU's
NPR pap, somehow neglected to consider the slightly more obvious
and certainly cheaper solution of dispatching a beat cop to stroll
around the Plaza on a regular basis (come to think of it, has anyone
ever seen an Arcata cop on foot?), and chose instead to remove
most of its vegetation.
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In a bold blow against another of the great menaces to the
public order, i.e., skateboarders, the City Council also made sure
to cover the Plaza with a new variety of concrete that was distinctly
unwelcoming to kryptonite wheels, and for good measure banned
skateboarding from the entire downtown. I'd like to report that as
a result of these forthright moves, the artistic, esthetic, intellectual,
and, (what really matters, of course) ·commercial climate of
downtown Arcata has greatly improved, but unfortunately I won't
be able to do that.
People still gatheron the Plaza, it's true, but if anything, they
are more than ever reflective of the types of people the City was
obviously trying to get rid of. As should have been obvious, people
with drug or alcohol-addled brains are the ones least likely to
notice that they are lounging about on what now bears a striking
resemblance to a fast food franchise's landscaped parking lot.
Whatever their faults, on the other hand, the middle class burghers
and out of town shoppers that downtown merchants are hoping to
attract usually have enough functioning brain cells to observe:
"Hey, this place looks like a dump. Let's go to the mall."

Back At The Plaza ...
No sooner had I finished typing the foregoing than news came
of a stabbing on the very same Plaza, in which a demented
Christian with nazi sympathies - or perhaps it was the otl1er way
around - attacked two members of a quasi-religious hippie cult.
Not having been there at the time, I'm relying on the account
given by the Arcata Union, probably not a very good idea, but the
best I can do, since nobody else I knew seemed to even be aware
of the attack having happened. The knife-wielding assailant was
described as a nut who had been making a nuisance of himself on
the Plaza by loudly preaching a garbled blend of Biblical prophecy
and racial hatred - apparently he had missed his calling as a radio
talk show host - and went into a violent rage at the sight of two
apparently non-violent hippie-types hugging, presumably because
the two were of different races.
One nearby merchant was quoted - anonymously, of course
- as saying, "Eureka has its zoo; we've got the Plaza," and while
knife attacks are hardly commonplace in downtown Arcata, he was
raising an issue -that a number of other Arcatans have been
tenuously broaching: the question of whether there is such a thing
as too much tolerance, and if so, whether Arcata might be suffering
the negative effects of it.
Anybody who's spent time there knows that despite it's
liberal trappings and plethora of cappuccino bars, Arcata can be as
narrow-minded and nasty as any small town anywhere. So it's
difficult to accept the suggestion that the increasing number of
unpleasant characters inhabiting the Plaza and surrounding streets
these days is solely a result of the city fathers and mothers throwing
open tl1e town gates to every wandering bit of human flotsam
drifting up and down the North Coast jet stream.
At the same time, there's no denying that there's a distinct
·mean streak to some of Arcata' s street denizens, even those whose
superficial trappings suggest that they are merely time-capsule
hippies or Deadheads. Part of this is no doubt due to the general
collapse of the American social order, which has resulted in
emotional and intellectual dysfunction on a grand scale. But part
of it, I think, is also a result of a mixup in semiotics on the part of
many well-meaning members of my own generation.
At one time, to be shaggy-haired, backpack-bearing. and potpuffing indicated that one was very likely a member of an

international youth movement that included at least a rudimentary
political consciousness and an inclination to make the world safe
for peace, love, and rock and roll. Veterans of the 60s, as they go
about selling insurance and paying their mortgages, find it reassuring
to see young people about the streets looking very much like they
themselves looked when they first hitchhiked into Berkeley or
Arcata 25 years ago.
What they often fail to grasp is that the hippie army of the 60s
tended to represent some of the best and brightest young people of
those days, while the neo-hippies of today come from very nearly
the opposite end of the social spectrum. The kids who would have
been hippies had they come of age in the 60s are today expressing
their creativity and rebellion in entirely different ways; the kids
who today ape the fashions and rhetoric of the previous generation
are more likely to come from the stock of frat rats and thugs who
would have been beating up longhairs during the Woodstock era.
If you doubt this, I encourage you to take a little time next time
you're out and about in downtown Arcata (or Berkeley, or Haight
Street, or wherever, as Frank Zappa had it, "phony hippies meet").
Watch and listen; see if you still think long hair automatically
confers a sense of decency, that pot smoking automatically promotes
a heightened social consciousness.
This isn't meant to slam every youngster who happens to
enjoy dressing up like mom and dad did, or who chooses to unwind
with a little weed (after all, someone has to smoke the stuff or our
whole local economy would unravel). There are plenty of bright
neo-hippies scattered amidst the dullards and damaged, and with
some patience and tolerance, they will probably graduate, if that is
the right word, at least to the level of tattoos, body piercings, and
multi-colored hairdos.
But to judge people favorably based on their imagined
association with a long-deadcounterculturecan be just as destructive
as judging them negatively for their real association with the varied
sub and countercultures of today. One thing that doesn't need to
change when evaluating human behavior is our right to hold our
fellow citizens to minimal standards of civility. Everybody has a
virtually inalienable right to parade around, should he or she
choose, arrayed in beads and braids, cowboy boots, peacock
feathers, pink mohawks, or lime-green doubleknits without being
molested for even the most obvious of sartorial offenses. Nobody
should have the right or privilege to harangue, obstruct, threaten or
intimidate other people, whether by words, manners or actions. It
seems so simple, though of course, it seldom is.

And Yet One More Plaza Item ...
Hank Sims, a young writer from Arcata, has been furnishing
the AV A with some pertinent and often hilarious dispatches from
the North Humboldt front, and his latest, an account of the
contretemps between the Arcata establishment and the north state
version of Food Not Bombs, was no exception.
But I might have to take issue with him when he rails against
the city fortrying to keep FNB food giveaways off the Plaza. He's
right, of course, that the city is being extremely hypocritical by
trying to shunt the free food program off to a more obscure part of
town while pretending that it's really concerned about public
health issues (odd, then, that city government has had so little to
say about 29 years worth of toxic emissions raining down upon the
guilty and the innocent alike from tl1e Samoa pulp mills).
But in his zeal to crusade for the cause of right and justice,
Hank might be forgetting that just because an activity is good, even
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praiseworthy, doesn't mean that it's equally appropriate anywhere.
Just as is the case with San Francisco Food Not Bombs, one has to
wonder whether the real point is to give away food to the hungry
or to find a pretext for confrontations with the authorities.
In Arcata that question is particularly apropos, since apparently
FNB was going about their business unmolested until they moved
their operations to the Plaza. So, unless I'm mistaken, the result is
that nobody's getting any free food, the city is wasting money and
time fighting over a ridiculous issue, and life goes on as usual in the
Athens, or at least the Alexandria, of the North.
Well, since you asked me, let me suggest that even though
dancing is good , and nudity is natural, I would probably not be
permitted to perform my ritual com dance au naturel in the midst
of the Plaza, and if the cops didn't stop me first, an outraged
vigilante posse of Food Not Bombers probably would, if only in
the interest of preserving the appetites of their clients.
Point being that communities do make choices concerning
what sort of activity should be permitted in which public places,
and I suspect it's not just a cabal of merchants and supine
politicians who don't want FNB on the Plaza. If the issue were put
to a general vote, which side do you think would win? Yes, yes,
I know, the masses are asses and all that, but this is a democracy,
isn't it? Well, theoretically, I mean ...

Real Goods? Not So Goods? No
Goods? Hard To Say, But Guess
Where I'm Not Shopping
The last issue of the Lookout carried a brief item about some
intense verbal sniping taking place between two of the County's
leading purveyors of altc.:rnativeenergy gear such as solar, hydro,
and wind generators for backwoods homesteads. Actually , much
of the sniping was unidirectional, aimed by the relatively tiny
Adv ancePower Co. of equally tiny Calpella at the big cheese of the
industry, Real Goods, currently in the process of turning the
otherwise mostly useless town ofHopland into what it immodestly
proclaims will be "the solar energy capital of the world."
I only bothered to note this conflict because I thought the ads
being placed by Advance were a refreshing change from the usual
meaningless tripe of "new and improved!" or "on sale now!' that
characterize most ad campaigns. Though I had no way of knowing
how accurate some of the charges leveled against Real Goods
were, I saw it as Advance doing its best to keep the alternative
energy giant honest.
Well, shortly thereafter, the tone of the ads softened
considerably. In fact there was even one where Advance Power
publicly apologized to Real Goods, though it never quite spelled
out what it was apologizing for. I haven't been able to get the detail
about precisely what happened, but apparently there were lawyers
and lawsuits, or at least threats of lawsuits involved. I also don't
have any idea how much, if any, Advance was in tl1e wrong (my
inclination is to suspect not very much, if at all).
What I do know is that in a system where justice is doled out
in direct proportion to your ability to pay for it, Advance wouldn't
have stood a chance in a full-on legal battle with the multi-million
dollar Real Goods corporation, and now that you know where at
least some of your alternative energy dollars are going, you can
make your own decision about where to shop.

So Long, Dan,
We Hardly Knew You...
Among the many electoral disasters that befell the American
countryside last November was the unseating of 1st District
Congressman Dan Hamburg by the principle-challenged and
resolutely venal Frank Riggs , a man who represents the North
Coast about as well as Bill Clinton would the Legion of Vegetarian
Monks.
As was the case nearly everywhere, outraged white males
with advanced cases of testosterone poisoning trooped to the polls
to combine their efforts with those of demented religious crackpots
while the real villains, the reasonably intelligent citizenry who one
would think might know better, stayed home watching O.J. or
contemplating their CD rates. The result: Riggs, liked by almost
no one, including those who bought and paid for him, goes to
Washington, while Hamburg, a man who even his opponents
conceded was intelligent and principled, is sent into early retirement.
I got into this subject with Pau!Encimerone night on KMUD;
along with some callers to the program, I demanded to know how
Paul, who generally doesn't believe in voting at all, and certainly
not for either of the major parties, could rationalize contributing to
the defeat of Hamburg and his replacement by a man who will do
his best to reverse many of Hamburg's environmental and social
efforts.
Paul, of course, is not likely to be swayed by any such
arguments. He is convinced, and has been for a long time, that
democracy as it's presently constituted (i.e., no democracy at all as
he sees it) is not a viable proposition . I have a good deal of respect
for his stand, even though I think it's long on theory and short on
execution . But Paulis somewhat of an exception; most people who
don't vote are not making that choice as a matter of philosophy so
much as one of acute lethargy.
It's my opinion that the great majority of people who don't
vote haven't thought their inaction through very thoroughly, if at
all. And even among those who do have a well-reasoned basis for
boycotting electoral politics, few have a plausible alternative to
offer . By not voting for Hamburg, you were essentially saying that
it's okay with you for Frank Riggs to be the North Coast's
Congressman, or least that it doesn't make any difference to you.
That presumes that either a) you don't care if Louisiana-Pacific
and Maxxam get to cut down even more of our forests than they
already do, that you 're happy with our present health care system,
and that you don't mind government chipping away at a woman's
right to control over her own body; or, b) that you do indeed care
about those things (as any civilized person would), but that you
have a better way of preserving, protecting , and defending them .
If the latter is the case, you are to be commended, but please,
oh please: let the rest of us in on your secret. Presuming that your
approach is more substantive than visualizing world peace and
chanting a mantra for social justice, I'm sure we'd all like to hear
about it. In the meantime, I'd also be interested to hear how you
think how any of those causes might be damaged by having a
representative in Congress whose views are at least somewhat
similar to your own.
It's true, as Bruce Anderson pointed out, that Hamburg didn't
mount the most effective of campaigns, and, upon losing, departed
precipitously and without much grace. That's unfortunate, because
Hamburg could have played a part in organizing an opposition to
the Riggs interregnum. Presuming that the country has regamed
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its senses by 1996,he could have taken back his seat in Congress,
where he was well on his way to becoming one of the more
progressive and effective Congressmen (even Bruce Anderson
admits this, so it must be true). As it stands now, Hamburg is
missing in action, and who, if anyone, will surface as an opponent
to Riggs next year remains a mystery.

The Sad Old Streets Of Eureka
A couple issues back (#38), I devoted a large portion of the
magazine to what amounted to a song of praise and a heartfelt
lament for the odd and mostly unloved city of Eureka. I say mostly
unloved because I personally had come to love the place a great
deal, and still do. I'm always happy for the opportunity to spend
time there, and have often considered moving there permanently.
Sadly, I don't think I'll be doing that anytime soon, and not
merely because it's not possible, but because as much as I love it,
there really is something wrong with Eureka. Just what it is, I've
never been able to put my finger on; I can recite the symptoms
endlessly, but as to fixing the cause, I'm at a loss.
It may have something to do with the air of brooding
melancholy that hangs over the place as surely as the constant fog
and overcast, but to me personally, that has always been one of the
city's charms. It may be Eureka' s long legacy of incompetent and
corrupt government, brutalization at the hands of industry, and
mean-spiritedness occasionally erupting into murderous bigotry
of the sort that led to the massacre of an entire village on Indian
Island.
Or perhaps some locations are simply cursed from the
beginning. Maybe if we were able to communicate with the native
tribes who inhabited the southwest shore of Humboldt Bay before
the coming of the white man, we would find that they too displayed
a disproportionate tendency toward substance abuse, environmental
havoc, and random violence. The Chinese concept offeng-shui, for
example, states ,that physical setting is absolutely vital to the
success or failure of any human construction, whether it be a house
or an entire city.
It's even more tempting to believe this when you consider that
Arcata, a mere six miles away, has very little of the desperate and
seemingly foredoomed character that virtually stalks the streets of
Eureka. Though the two cities have practically identical weather,
Arcata seems an infinitely sunnier place.
And yet in so many ways I prefer Eureka, find it more
inspiring, more comforting, more gritty and human and real.
Which prompts me to ask again: is it something in the air or the
water, or, as the hippies would no doubt have it, simply bad karma,
that causes so much ofEureka's vast potential to come to nought?
Like most people in Humboldt and Mendocino Counties, I at
one time had a very low opinion of Eureka, viewing it mainly as a
smelly, unsightly place to be gotten through as quickly as possible
en route to Arcata or other more pleasant destinations. It was a
young man called Sam, who had lived most of his life there, who
first got me to see past some of its superficial manifestations and
appreciate the true beauty of the town. Sam was a one-man
chamber of commerce, extolling Eureka's virtues in his writing
and art, and amassing a store of knowledge that might put the local
Historical Society to shame.
But last year Sam moved away from Eureka, and I don't think
he'll be back. I remember him agonizing for a long time whether
to give up on his home town, or to stay there in the hopes that he
would be able to make it a better place. He finally opted to save

himself, and though his decision saddened me, I couldn't in good
conscience have advised him otherwise.
There were a couple reasons that Sam felt it necessary to
leave, and both of them go to the heartofEureka's problem. In the
first place, he's very talented, and understandably wants to put that
talent to a better use than it was finding in the city's relatively
limited confines. Secondly, he was tired of seeing so many of his
similarly talented contemporaries sinking into a self-destructive
cycle of drug and alcohol abuse.
The latter situation is hardly unique to Eureka, but it seems
especially virulent there. It's also probably closely linked to the
fact that for ambitious and creative young people, there are not a
whole lot of opportunities. Why that should be the case is a matter
of conjecture; while it's a small place, it's notthat small, and at any
rate, there are still smaller cities, even, to an extent, Arcata, that
manage to sustain a lively cultural and artistic environment.
You could also argue that truly talented people don't use a
lack of opportunities as an excuse for destroying themselves, but
instead get down to work and make their own opportunities.
Unfortunately, too little of that has happened in Eureka, and what's
more, the town has never been especially welcoming toward the
new or unusual. And while there are always signs that things may
finally be changing, sometimes it just gets too hard to keep the
faith.
Eureka remains at the same crossroads that I've described in
previous articles: having to choose between continuing to degrade
itself and its people through short-term and short-sighted economic
development of the type that has wrecked the great majority of
American cities, or, alternatively, becoming an artistic and cultural
oasis that takes advantage of the area's great natural and man-made
beauty and its copious reservoir of local talent.
At tl1is point, the pave-it-over neon-and-plastic crowd are
winning, hands-down, while much of what should be the opposition
is either permanently out to lunch or getting ready to move away.
Still, Old Town shows continued signs of reviving, and if that new
infusion of energy can extend itself to the moribund and halfabandoneddowntown nearby, Eureka still has a half-decent chance
of living up to its long-dormant possibilities.

Ukiah "Redevelopment?"
How About A Well-Placed
Nuclear Bomb?
Thanks to having to help defend my sister against a series of
lawsuits by her lunatic ex-husband, I had the dubious opportunity
to spend considerable time in lovely downtown Ukiah this past
year.
There are actually a few blocks of it that are fit for human
habitation, most of them centered around School Street behind the
Courthouse, where with a certain amount of squinting, it is
possible to maintain the illusion that you 're in a real town rather
than the last vestiges of what once was one.
Downtown Ukiah has been dying for years - even the city's
apologists, if indeed there are any - would admit that. But it hasn't
been a natural death; as has been the case in so many American
cities, it was collusion between real estate developers and corrupt
local government that caused most economic activity to migrate
into hideous strips of neon junk food architecture out on the edge
of town, chewing up what once was prime agricultural land,
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making an unwieldy and impractical sprawl out of what had been
a reasonably compact community, and leaving a useless and
unwanted shell of a city in the center of town.
It's a truth universally acknowledged that once government
and business have done and adequate job of wrecking an area,
they'll come up with some taxpayer-financed scheme for
"redeveloping" it, and thus has the Ukiah Redevelopment Authority
come to spread further blight in its wake.
You'd think that rather than squandering yet more tax dollars
trying to revitalize the corpse of downtown, local civic leaders
might have taken the much cheaper - in fact, absolutely free - step
of reining in the proliferation of malls and "business parks" that
have replaced downtown. It was, after all, only two years ago that
the same city fathers (and a couple of mothers) gave the giddy goahead to the ultimate downtown destroyer, that grotesque monument
to everything that is dark and despicable in the American soul,
Walmart.
The surest way to restore Ukiah to some semblance of
livability would have been for the earth to open up and swallow this
monstrosity the day it opened, preferably along with all the local
civic and business operatives who had welcomed it into the
community. Unfortunately, Mother Nature didn't cooperate, and
the same hustlers and schmoozers are now hopping on the
redevelopment gravy train. It's as if your local burglars, after
cleaning out your house repeatedly, were to sue for compensation
because you no ionger have enough loot to make robbing you again
worth the effort.
Anyway, all of this is so much business as usual that it
wouldn't even merit inclusion here had I not come across Mark
Heimann' s account in the AV A of just how redevelopment, Ukiahstyle, is being carried out. Having already done everything
possible to make the city a more welcoming place for automobiles
than human beings, URA bureaucrats decided that a useful first
step would be to kick some people out of their house, tear it down,
and replace it with - what else? - a parking lot.
Aha, yes, that must be it, that must be the reason that few
people shop or work in downtown Ukiah, because there just aren't
enough parking lots. Never mind that half the storefronts are
vacant, or that within walking distance of downtown there are
gaping stretches ofnearly vacant land. Nor that any of the existing
parking lots could have been expanded by adding an additional
story; it always seems so much more like real "urban renewal"
when you tear things down, especially places where real people
live and work.
TheCityended up spending nearly a year and $14,000toevict
a couple and their business from their Oak Street home, and will
no doubt spend far more than that erecting some misbegotten
structure called a "Downtown Plaza" which will probably sit half
vacant until it goes bankrupt and has to be bailed out by yet more
tax dollars. Meanwhile, the hulks of what were once Ukiah's
stately buildings, the Palace Hotel most notable among them,
continue to rot away, unused and unwanted.

Yet In The Desolation,
A Pleasant Oasis ...
Despite all the foregoing, I do have one piece of good news
regarding downtown Ukiah that's worth passing on to my readers:
the presence of a (relatively) new vegetarian restaurant that's
barely a stone's throw away from (common sense would dictate,

of course, that any stones be flying in the opposite direction) the
lime green Behemoth of State Street that passes for a County
Courthouse.
It's called Govinda's, and while the cuisine is predominantly
hippie-flavored Indian, there are usually a few other selections as
well, all ranging from good to very good. It's buffet style; you pay
one price and get all you can eat. If you 're not especially hungry,
it might seem a bit expensive, at least compared with McDonald's
or some of the city's other fine dining establishments, but if you've
got even a medium appetite, it's well worth a visit, even if only to
welcome and support the unaccustomed presence of real food in
the heart of the beast called Ukiah.

"Crime" And Punishment:
One Reason The County
Is Always Broke
Several articles in the AV A lately, especially those by Russ
Emal, a convicted pot grower serving time in Sheriff Tuso's
hoosegow, have pointed out what is too often overlooked by
County number crunchers and overburdened taxpayers: that the
bulk of the inmates taking up space in the Ukiah lockup are there
for reasons that, if they weren't so pathetic, would be ridiculous.
I don't have any hard figures on this, but I'd hazard a guess
that fully half the County Jail's occupants are there for growing or
transporting pot, or similarly mickey mouse drug offenses.
Now you don't have to be a raving apologist for the drug
culture, or a die hard 60s dinosaur (since such a description probably
encompasses about half the local population, let me hasten to add
thatiintendnoslur)toseethataperpetuallybrokeanddysfunctional
County can hardly afford to keep arresting and locking up individuals
whose "crimes" are considered near-normal behavior in the eyes
of all but a dwindling faction of right wing kooks.
I myself haven't smoked marijuana in a couple years, and
could probably go happily to my grave without ever encountering
the righteous herb again, but my personal lack of interest certainly
doesn't mean that I want to see my considerable contribution to the
County's tax coffers squandered on imprisoning pot growers while
school children and welfare mothers get the perennial shaft.
In a sense, I know it's as much my fault as it anyone's that
local government, particularly the law enforcement aspect thereof,
is so criminally and wastefully mismanaged. Our District Attorney,
a woefully corrupt, vindictive, and essentially incompetent
Republican, has no business holding public office (or, for that
matter, private employment) in a County that laughably likes to
pride itself on being a "progressive" and "enlightened" place. Not
to put too fine a point on it, she holds the powerful office that she
does for two reasons only: 1) many people who shouldhaveknown
better voted for her simply because she is a woman; and 2) most
people hereabouts are too stoned, lazy, or entranced by the sight of
the hairs curling out of their own navels to take an active interest
in politics. As a result, Susan Massini, who even right wing
ideologues would hardly tout as a shining star of the legal profession,
was unopposed for re-election.
Massini and the staff she's assembled have made it obvious
that the criminals they're mainly interested in going after are the
small fry, preferably the nonviolent variety. Unfortunately, Sheriff
Tuso, who, to his credit, has introduced some much-needed
discipline and civility into his Department, has gone right along
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with the Massini program , aggressively pursuing drug offenders,
with a special emphasis on pot, and thus providing our troglodytic
DA with an opportunity to rack up some impressive stats with
respect to convictions and imprisonments (impressive, that is,
until you look more closely and realize that most of Massini's
"convicts" are less disruptive to the public order than a garden
variety drunk bellowing at passersby down on Main Street.
But let's face it - at the risk of regurgitating a cliche - you get
the government you deserve. I'd guess a·hefty proportion of my
readers have atleastsome marginal involvement with the marijuana
industry. Ifyoudon'tgrow the stuff or at least occasionally smoke
it, you almost certainly know people who do. What's more, if you
earn a living in this County, you ' re at least indirectly profiting from
pot, because, as any honest person will admit, .it's far and away the
backbone of the local economy .
In the light of that, if you're still so bored or disinterested in
politics that you 're willing to see an obscene portion of your tax
dollars wasted on persecuting your friends or neighbors - or
perhaps yourself - well, what more can I say? Personally, I can't
turn around in this County without encountering some problem
more in need of addressing than attacking pot growers or users, but
maybe it's just me. Hell, who needs the roads fixed or new school
books for the kids: as long as we keep locking up pot growers,
prices will stay high and the ones who don't get caught will keep
getting fat. It;s a long way from the 60s, isn't it?

Heavy Industry
Comes To The Hills ..
Despite the foregoing , I'm not unreservedly sympathetic
toward all of our local druggies. I've always been partial to good
old fashioned, small scale, organic mom and pop marijuana
growers; to me, they're the salt of the Mendocino earth. But
they 're a dying breed, I fear, in danger of being replaced by diesel
powered industrial growers, many of whom share roughly the
same compassion and sympathy for the land as Louisiana Pacific,
and whose motives don't differ all that greatly either.
The bucolic little homesteads scattered amidst the back sides
of our far-flung mountains are still there, but increasingly they're
giving way to a new style of rural living, one that more closely
resembles a POW compound or an Eastern European construction
site.
From a low flying plane or a high mountain vantage point,
you can spot them as surely as you can the gouged out clear cuts
that pepper the North Coast from here to Alaska: tl1eearth scraped
bare of any vegetation that might conceal an intruder, securely
fenced and illuminated by the sort of floodlights you'd expect to
see around an urban housing project in a high-crime district.
A single one of those high intensity street lamps can alter the
character of an entire mountainside; where there was once almost
complete darkness broken only occasionally by pinpricks of
(solar-powered) light filtered through the overhanging trees, now
an entire quadrant of the sky is lit up, thanks, of course, to the
ubiquitous diesel generator, whose carcinogenic fumes and
perpetual racket have become as much a part of backwoods life as
solar panels and hydraulic ram pumps once were.
Few people, myself included, have been willing to speak out
against the diesel generator and the year-round indoor marijuana
growing scene it makes possible. After CAMP forced so many
farmers off the land or into retirement, it seemed churlish to

criticize those who attempted to continue their horticultural efforts
by newer, safer means. Even when a couple badly maintained
diesels blew up on our mountain and threatened to engulf the entire
neighborhood in flames, most people were hesitant to speak out:
after all, diesel-powered growers were only trying to make a living,
just like everybody else .
True, one could make the same argument on behalf of loggers
(or, for that matter, CAMP agents), but the live-and-let-live ethos
is extraordinarily strong up here in the hills. It wasn't until I saw
close up the aftermath of a diesel-powered grow that I reluctantly
concluded that there was a fundamental difference between outdoor
and indoor growers, and that the new predominance of indoor
growing has had a profoundly negative impact on the local
environment and culture.
Granted, this particular instance is, I'm sure, nowhere near
typical of all indoor growers. My former brother in law, a Mr. Jeff
McPherson, was not a reputable person to begin with. He regularly
beat my sister, and frequently used his children as shields when
conducting drug deals. His attitude toward nature was typified by
the way he leveled a handsome stand of second growth fir and pine
for several hundred yards surrounding his home for absolutely no
reason other than that he liked cutting down trees (most of the wood
was left there to rot).
One of his many indoor growing operations was set up,
without her knowledge, on land belonging to my sister: After he
kicked her out of his house, she moved onto the land ( which he had
also abandoned, following a raid by the authorities) to find that
what was once a pristine oak-covered hilltop had now taken on
some aspects of a toxic waste dump. Several barrels of used, and
presumably highly contaminated oil, sit there to this day.
Unless she can figure out how to deal with them, sooner or
later, they 'II end up leaching into the ground and the water supply.
Multiply that situation by the dozens of diesel-powered grows that
exist on our mountain alone, and we've got quite a problem. I'm
sure that many if not most growers are far more responsible than
McPherson, but frankly, how does even the best-intentioned
grower dispose of the industrial wastes he or she generates in a
rural setting? It's not as though they can just call the County and
ask them to take care of it.
McPherson, of course, has moved his operations on to other
mountains; if you run into him in your neighborhood, you can be
assured that there's a reasonable chance that he's busily befouling
your environment for a quick buck as well. But though I obviously
have a personal gripe with McPherson (I'm funny like tl1at; wife
beaters and child abusers just sort of get on my nerves for some
reason orother), he's not a unique case. He represents a new breed
of entrepreneur in rural Mendocino: one who exhibits at least the
residual trappings of the 70s counterculture, but whose motives
and modus operandi are straight out of the 80s and 90s culture of
individualism and greed.
Both the big money - there are diesel growers in these
mountains raking in a cool million or more a year - and the physical
realities of indoor growing have drastically changed the face of
community life in the backwoods, not, in the opinion of most
residents, for the better. It will hardly come as news that wealth particularly of the newfound and illegal variety- promotes a high
degree of paranoia. And that paranoia is not entirely without
justification.
Where the outdoor grower might have his or her plants
scattered up and down a precipitous hundred acre hillside, the
indoor grower normally has the whole operation in a single room
or two, in, under, or immediately adjacent to the house. Any thief
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is capable of figuring that out, which means that the indoor grower
who wants to hold on to his or her crop is taking a big risk by
leaving the house, even for short times.
Thus emerges a fortress mentality, one that both encourages
and thrives on satellite TV, the heavy intake of drugs and/or
alcohol, and a degree of isolation that is only compounded by a
deep seated suspicion of anyone who comes near. Hardly the stuff
of which communities are made, and I don't think anyone would
argue that mountain life today is characterized by the same degree
of openness and cooperation that it was 10 or 15 years ago.
But what of it? Is there a solution? While I feel, and fairly
strongly, that heavy duty industrial activity, whether normal
manufacturing or diesel-powered marijuana growing, is not an
appropriate use of remote rural land, there's no way of addressing
the problem through the usual channels. If someone were to set up
a toxic waste dump or an auto dismantling yard in your immediate
vicinity, you'd probably feel free to complain to County zoning
authorities; if a grower upstream from you is leaking diesel oil into
your drinking water, you'd still think long and hard about bringing
in the law, because you might be responsible for sending someone
to prison for many years.
So there you go: as long as marijuana laws are so wildly
divergent from reality, and as long as our Sheriff and District
Attorney are determined to dishonestly fatten their arrest and
conviction portfolios by locking up marijuana growers, zoning and
environmental laws will be meaningless in the County's upper
elevation agricultural regions. Someone who's guilty of a little
noise or air pollution needs a cease and desist order, not ten years
in the slammer. What's more, since many of the offenders are
otherwise valued members of the community and good friends and
neighbors, nothing is said or done, and the money and pollution
keep on rolling in.
Another reason nothing is likely to be done is the way that
marijuana has come to be regarded as a holy herb by a significant
portion of our backwoods population. Just as anything can be
justified in the name of Jesus or America by other groups of
fanatics, so too do many starry-eyed hemp apologists feel that the
greater good of constantly increasing the ganja supply makes up
for the lesser evil of increased pollution, a gangster mentality, and
an unrealistic skewing of the local economy that hurts as many
people as it helps.
It's really no different from the attitude exhibited by many
old-timers when they rail against any attempt to limit or regulate
logging. This region was built on timber, they reason; working in
the woods was good enough for dad and grandpa, so why shouldn't
they be able to go on cutting anything with leaves and branches?
So bound by tradition are they that the obvious escapes them: it's
a different world we live in now, and there simply aren't enough
trees left to live the way we once did.
Many of the newer settlers are sympathetic to marijuana for
the same reason. It was marijuana that made it possible for them
to settle and survive here, it was marijuana that built their houses
and raised their families and sent their kids to college. So it's not
surprising that they have a sentimental attachment to the herb, even
if they themselves haven't grown or smoked it in years.
Just as the old timers from the logging era are having to do,
newer settlers are going to have to recognize that marijuana, while
it's likely to be one of the cornerstones of the North Coast economy
for a long time to come, is no longer the business it once was.
Whether we 're speaking of legal or illegal produce, experience is
demonstrating that the small organic farm is superior to chemically
fueled agribusiness. It's a lesson that should not be disregarded,

especially hereabouts, where we are blessed with not only abundant
water and a (relatively) benign climate, but probably the largest
intact stretch of chemical-free soil remaining in California.
Perhaps even more important than purely economic or
environmental issues is the kind of communities we want to see
developing in Northern California. Agriculture - and, like it or not,
agriculture includes marijuana - is and should continue to be a
significant part of life in the mountains. But other sorts of
enterprises and activities are moving in too, and should be welcomed
for the balance and diversity they offer.
Whether its retirees or software designers or artists or
meditators, there's room for a variety of activities in the Emerald
Triangle. To let the marijuana industry - with the emphasis on
industry - dominate the region would be as wrong-headed as
allowing big timber to continue the inordinate sway it has maintained
over all aspects of North Coast life during the past century.
Monocultures don't make it: the Dust Bowl and the Rust Belt
should provide us with sufficient evidence of that.

Crawling Through Hell
One of the numerous banes of my existence is that I have to
make frequent trips between the North Coast and the northern
suburbs of Los Angeles, otherwise known as the San Francisco
Bay Area.
While waiting for benighted state and local transit authorities
to re-open the railroad lines (I'm still hoping to be able to ride the
train to Frisco sometime before the end of the next century; I've
pretty much given up on this one), I of course have to drive, along
with the rest of the internal combustion lemmings.
In the 13 years since I settled into Livermore Acres high in the
Mendocino hills, Highway 101 has changed considerably. It used
to be that once you got out of southern Marin County, you could
look forward to a reasonably pleasant ride through mostly rural
countryside. You might have to slow down a bit for North San Jose
(more commonly known as Santa Rosa), but that was about it,
except of course for the picturesque bottlenecks of Cloverdale and
Willits. But even those towns, where the freeway abruptly gave
way to Main Street, weren't too bad on traffic except during
holidays or at the height of the tourist season.
No longer. Except for a brief stretch of green between Novato
and Petaluma. and a smaller, rapidly shrinking one between the
latter town and Rohnert Park, the sprawling megalopolis now
reaches all the way north to former land shark and present
Congressman Frank Riggs' contribution to the culture of
depredation and waste, the "town" of Windsor.
Windsor is really a real estate developer's wet dream of
endless, faceless tract homes sprawled across what was once was
prime agricultural land and possessing as its spiritual center a
quickly burgeoning mall. It is the sort of place that ten years from
now will already be turning into a slum, plagued by bored and
alienated youths with "nothing to do" except fonn gangs and
engage in violence and destruction, and concerned parents will be
plotting their next move north to ... where? Greater Ukiah?
What's happened to Windsor, only a few years ago a tiny
nondescript village that barely rated a freeway exit, provides a
graphic and not at all appealing illustration of what's happening all
up and down the 101 corridor. Windsor asit'spresentlyconstituted
wouldn't even exist were it not for the exponential growth
(metastasis, the uncontrolled reproduction of cancer cells, might
be a better word) of nearby Santa Rosa.
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It's still possible to stand on one of the leafy avenues that
surround what's left of downtown Santa Rosa and imagine oneself
in the wholesome, all-American small town memorialized in
Alfred Hitchcock's 1948 film, whose name, curses oh curses, I
can't recall at the moment . But wander a few blocks and you will
quickly be disabused of that notion; in fact, wandering very far in
any direction will soon bring one to the unpleasant realization that
Santa Rosa is being turned over as inexorably as was Los Angeles
to the tyranny of the private automobile. All other considerations,
quality of life least among them, are secondary .
And yet this is not mere happenstance, the undesirable yet
unavoidable concomitant of "progress." It is the logical result of
decisions, some uninformed and some just plain corrupt, that have
been made and continue to be made by Santa Rosa's citizenry and
the powers that be. Unlike Topsy, Santa Rosa didn't "just grow;"
certain individuals made conscious choices to maximize their own
profits at the cost of irrevocably damaging an entire community.
Foremost among these villains is one Hugh Codding. Despite
his canonization by the local media and the near-daily hagiographies
of his personal press agent (and occasional newspaper columnist)
Gaye LeB aron, Codding has single -handedly done more to destroy
Santa Rosa than all the criminals, past and present, ever booked
into the Sonoma County Jail.
Codding, for those not familiar with local Jore, is the real
estate baron responsible for devastating numerous residential and
business districts in and around the city, and replacing them with
shopping centers. The first, and perhaps ugliest of them, still bears
the name Coddingtown, though it hardly represents the sort of
legacy one would think a normal man would aspire to.
To give the devil his due, when Coddingtown came into being
some 30 years ago, urban planning barely existed and the longterm consequences of suburban sprawl hadn't become so painfully
obvious as they are today. So one could concede that Codding was
really doing nothing that any normal businessman wouldn't have
done, and that the only reason we still have him to kick around is
that he was so successful at it.
But today, even though he is already rich beyond the wildest
dreams of the average American, and ofan age when it would seem
he'd want to tum his efforts toward something like spending time
with his grandchildren or dictating his memoirs to Gaye LeBaron,
Codding is still going about the business of wrecking towns for big
bucks. The latest beneficiary of his empire building run amuck is
Rohnert Park, itself a cancerous growth that attached itself to
Cotati back in the days when the latter was still governed by
controlled-growth advocates (generous applications of money
have changed that situation, and tract homes are sprouting like bad
mushrooms in the onetime hippie haven as well).
Rohnert Park, Cotati, and environs have all now been absorbed
into the grotesque colon-like appendage that stretches out for a bad
ten miles south of Santa Rosa, with the result that Highway 101
frequently resembles the myriad parking Jots and car dealerships
that border it. Southern Californians would not notice anything
remarkable here; except for fewer palm trees and (as yet) Jess
visible smog, they could be anywhere in the San Fernando Valley
or the Los Angeles Basin.
Bu tis this what we really want for Northern California? Yes,
it's easy enough to grit our teeth and endure a half hour or so spent
crawling through this hellish testament to short-sightedness and
greed, knowing that we'll soon enough arrive back in God's
unsullied (well, except for Ukiah and Willits, etc.) countryside.
And of course you could argue, with some justification, that I'm
engaging in hyperbole, that Greater Santa Rosa is not really

comparable to the full-scale ecological disaster of Los Angeles, or
even San Jose.
But that's not the point. Anyone with a sense of history (or
who is a bit older than me) knows that Los Angeles itself was once
considered, not without reason, as a near-paradise. If we fail to
learn from what went wrong there, then I suppose we deserve an
endless proliferation of Los Angeles, and thus far, that's exactly
what we're getting.
And there ' s no reason to think that those of us fortunate
enough to Jive in Northern Mendocino and Southern Humboldt, at
this point still far removed from the detritus of sprawling suburbia
and exurbia, can simply tum our backs on the whole mess and
count our blessings . Ukiah to the south, and Eureka to the north,
are already chewing up the surrounding acreage according to the
Santa Rosa-San Jose-Los Angeles model. Even dinky Willits has
added a Rohnert Park-style extended strip mall to its southern
flank.
What's more, if we ever want to leave home, it will entail a
journey - most likely by automobile, since real alternatives don't
look to be available any time soon - through ever-lengthening
miles of semi-urban wasteland. I'm sure that nobody ever imagined
that Los Angeles would ever expand into a 150 mile-wide expanse
of Jung-killing, soul-bludgeoning, stop-and-go visions into the
darkest underbelly of the American psyche. Yet there it is, still
growing, and coming soon to a town near you and me. ·

Et Tu, Garberville?
I was just aboutto wrap this section up (put it to bed, as we say
in the newspaper trade) when I happened into a conversation with
a couple of downtown (to use the term in its most grandiloquent
sense) Garberville businesspeople.
They were worrying out loud about where the town's
commercial district might be going, as rumors fly in the wake of
the mysterious fire that destroyed about a quarter of downtown
Garberville's north end. As usual there were suspicions that the
fire was another example of the quick and easy (and bureaucracycircumventing) style of urban renewal that seems to be afflicting
north coast towns - most notably Fort Bragg - more frequently than
might be expected.
But while it remains to be seen what sort of structures and
businesses will fill the yawning chasm where two of the town's
more sordid (and popular) watering holes once stood, there was
also talk about Garberville ' s version of a mini-mall being slated for
the south end of town.
Not everyone is opposed to new development in town. There
was a shortage of both commercial and residential space even
before November's fire. But with Garberville being one of the
very last human-scaled towns in the north state, it's to be profoundly
hoped that a desire for development at any price doesn't blind
people to just how excellent a town they already have, and to how
quickly it could be ruined.
What sets Garberville apart from all the other sprawling
conurbations stacked up on the highway to perdition is that it's got
a clearly defined and compact downtown area which can easily be
covered on foot. It's the old-fashioned way oflaying out a city, and
it's infinitely preferable to the modem madness of forcing people
to drive everywhere, which in turn leaves the sidewalks empty,
unwelcoming, and charmless.
Garberville is doubly fortunate in that its physical setting
doesn't permit unlimited sprawl, but to line its main street with the
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sort of malls and fast food franchises that normally are seen on the
garish outskirts of conventional cities would still go a long way
toward strangling the town's unique and (in my opinion, at least)
very appealing character.
Since tourism is already big business hereabouts, it should be
obvious why it makes economic as well as common sense to plan
for development that will make Garberville more, not less unique,
and that will encourage visitors and locals alike to stroll about town
at leisure rather than viewing it as just one more wide spot in the
road to more scenic destinations, a place to, as one hopefully
sarcastic wag put it, "eat and get gas."
But in order for that to happen, people need to be talking to
each other, communicating about what kind of Garberville they

want to see, and at present not enough of that is being done. On
the contrary, too much of the development that has taken so far
seems to have taken place in semi-secrecy, with some unsightly
results, for example, the Sentry parking lot and market, suddenly
appearing fully hatched.
That's not to deny Sentry, or anyone else, the right to do
business, merely to state what should be obvious: the whole town,
including the merchant in question, benefits from development
that' sesthetically pleasing, well thoughtout, and fits harmoniously
into its surroundings. Which in my opinion would seem to leave
out most if not all fast food franchises; Ijustdon 'tthinkGarberville
needs a McDonald's or a Taco Bell. Not to be snide, but they've
got Redway for that sort of thing.

Hello Larry,
Kevin Seconds here, just hoping you'll someday get your
facts straight whenever you decide to mention me or any project I
have something to do with.
"We hear rumors that Jen is now playing in something called
5' 1O"with, of all people, Kevin Seconds (who's also in the process
of reuniting and/or reforming 7 Seconds yet again ......." (Lookout

it. As you must know, I have been one of the biggest, most googlyeyed 7 Seconds fans ever, and I have the press clippings to prove
it: check out some old Lookout zinesfrom 1985 and 86 when/ all
but compared a 7 Seconds show to the second coming of Mr. JC
hisself.
Whether or not 7 Seconds ever broke up officially is a matter
of semantics; since the band has always essentially consisted of
you and whoever is playing with you at the time, I guess you could
safely say that it never really broke up. But as to whether 7 Seconds
declined as a band after the mid-80s, well, that's strictly a matter
of opinion; in my opinion and that of most people I know (most of
whom are neither "old school" or "bigshots,") the answer is
decidedly yes. As long as you're doing what you want with your
music, my opinionshouldn' t matter. You didn't question my praise
when I offered it in the 80s; why not try taking a similar attitude
toward my criticism in the 90s?
I have no idea how many records you've sold in recent years
nor how many people have attended your shows. 1 don't see what
that has to do with anything. Phil Collins sells millions of records,
and I haven't noticed his music being taken too seriously around
here. Please, in case you're sensitive, don't think I'm comparing
you to Phil Collins. I haven't heard your new stuff in the last
several years. It might be great; a few people have told me that it
is. But I pretty much gave up on your band after witnessing a
pathetic display at the I-Beam afew years back where you and the
band swung your long hair back and forth with what looked like
well-rehearsed synchronous timing. It was straight out of hesher
hell, and it wasn't the hair trick that bothered me so much as the
fact that it was more memorable than the music you played that
night.
Make another record like "The Crew" and I'll love you
forever. Otherwise quit yer whining and be thankful you still have
the opportunity - which so many others only dream of- of making
your living playing the music you love. What I think or say
shouldn't mean diddly compared to that.
LL

#40)

Now I really could give a flying fuck about what you or just
about anybody else thinks of me, but man, if you 're going to write
about someone, at least have the decency to get things straight. For
your info (and I'm sure you're interested), 7 Seconds never
actually broke up, though we hadn't done a whole lot between '91
and '93. I took a break from the band as it was much needed after
spending 12 years or so, doing just that. Actually, since '91, we've
toured the US. twice, Europe twice, and came out with a new
album. We begin yet another 'reunion' tour in October and will
begin a new album in January.
It's funny, but I sometimes (call me paranoid) get the feeling
that a few of you old-school bay area bigshots are pretty convinced
that, after our peak in what, '84 or so, we've been on this downhill
slide, not selling records or drawing people to our shows. Well
guess what? Our recent spring tour was very successful (guess it's
time to thank Green Day, Bad Religion and the Offspring for
"opening the door to punk") and, despite
hardly any publicity, our most recent album has done quite well
too.
Oh, and by the way, the rumor is true (though not quite as juicy
as tl1eone about me and the Berkeley girl a few years ago), Jen and
I and a drummer named Brent and a guitarist named Allyson are in
a band called 5'10" with a new album out and a tour to begin in
September. We sound exactly like Tiger Trap so be sure to tell all
your punk rock friends about us ok?
Just thought you'd want to know, that's all.
Kevin Seconds
Sacramento CA
Dear Kevin:
Picky, picky picky! Be thankful for the publicity where you get

Dear Larry Livermore,
I just finished reading Lookout #39 and it was a pretty good
read .
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I enjoyed reading "Lookout Records: The Story So Far, or
How I Became A Capitalist." It seems rather similar to something
that I had read by you in a book called Threat By Example (that
I borrowed from a friend). If that's the case, !think reprinting the
material is kinda lame (I mean, without crediting Threat ...) if
you' re presenting it as brand new. If that's not the case, then my
apologies. No big deal here. I'm just calling you on your shit.
What struck me the most in the "Lookout" story is your
ambivalence toward "success." This reminds me of a little story
I read about the boy who preached against making something of
himself. It's from a book called The Tao is Silent, by Raymond
Smullyan. Regardless of what you think of Taoism or its
philosophy, give this story a read and note the parallels.
Other stuff:
I just moved out here (from CT) to go to grad school and I
have to agree with your assessment of The Purple Onion. I went
there on Saturday to see the Gargoyles (a good band nevertheless
- you probably wouldn't like - too retro) and the place was just
downright depressing. It reminded me of a frat party. More than
three times did I hear someone yell "Party!" The group of twentysomethings next to me kept on saying, "I love this place," not
really talking, while they enjoyed their beers. It reminded me of
Animal House without the comedy. Definitely not a place I'll
ever go to hang out.
Raymond Chandler! Yay! I'm glad someone else (still)
enjoys my favorite author (as of right now). Marlowe's antihomo jabs do not necessarily reflect Chandler's point of view.
Let's not make the author's character the author's mouthpiece. I
think it is "in character" for Marlowe to see gays stereotypically.
Marlowe is a 1940s hard-boiled, smart ass, tough guy. Not the
type to march for gay pride. Actually your comments are
interesting because many critics have gone as far as to say that
Marlowe is a repressed homosexual. He is certainly not too fond
of women and in every Chandler novel I've read, there is always
a greater "closeness" between Marlowe and another male. He
also likes to beat other guys up a lot (and gets beat up a lot too).
All of this: Marlowe's emotional closeness to men, his constant
physical confrontations with them, as well as his "kneejerk"
comments about how gays are (stereotypically) supposed to "no
iron in...their bones" give the Chandler novels a homoerotic
subtext. Anyway, if you like Chandler, try reading Dashiell
Hammett. Not as witty or ironic as Chandler (that's why I like
Chandler better), but probably a more gifted writer. Plus,
Chandler supposedly learned to write by aping Hammett's style.
Reckless Records. You say that when Lookout was first
starting that they tried to rip you off. I was in there the other day
and I saw the new Queers LP and Vindictives 7" ...on Lookout
Records. If those fuckers tried to take advantage of you when you
were new and small, don't let them have the advantage of selling
your stuff now that you 're established and bigger. Fuck 'em.
Like I said, pretty good zine.
Kris Schumacher
San Francisco
Dear Kris,
I suppose there might be some similarity between the Lookout
Records story and the Threat By Example piece, in that both of
them are attempts to sum up how various events and influences
conspired to make me into what I am, but the thing in Threat By
Example was written at leastfive or six years ago, and most oft he
stuff in the article about Lookout has happened since then. If
anything, you could view the Lookout article as the next chapter
to the Threat By Example one.

AboutRaymondChandler, we/1/findyourtheoriesmoderately
intriguing, but I have to admit that I find it somewhat disquieting
when intelligent and educated people spend too much time
discussing the putative sexuality of what is, after all, a fictional
character. My criticism was based on the fact that I didn' I think
there was sufficient distance between Marlowe and his creator in
that particular passage.
As for Reckless: we have little control over which stores
ultimately sell our records. They buy from second and third
parties, not directly from us. I suppose we could hire someone
whose job was to go around checking to see that nobody was
selling our stuff who wasn't sufficiently worthy, but really, we've
got better things to do with our time than exacting vengeance for
past wrongs . Reckless Records still has lo be Reckless Records.
That in itself is a bigger crueler fate than anything we could inflict.

LL

Dear Larry:
I read your musings with interest as you seem to call home
both the Bay Area and the Emerald Triangle. Actually, this letter
concerns the most recent Lookout, wherein you talk quite a bit
about age when responding to Skat Steppenwolf's letter (p. 16).
This is of special interest to me because of how you also talk about
the lack of willingness to compromise youth can show as, well,
shall we paraphrase, not being especially productive. Normally
such debates are of no interest to me, but not this time. Five years
ago Barrington Hall lost its right to exist. Five years ago I was five
years younger (funny that) and president there. This was an
uncomfortable job. I wasn't nearly radical enough for many, and
far too radical, or so it seemed, for the outside world.
Barrington had many, many faults, everyone agrees on this.
You might even say it dug its own grave with more relish than the
tall guy in Phantasm. Much of the closing of the institution which
helped to make Berkeley what it was certainly fell on our young
heads. Some felt that if Barr remained true to its anarchic, "fuck
you" mentality, and died that way, so be it. Any compromise
would take away the essential spirit of the house.
To this day, I still remain confused if this was right. Now,
generations of Berkeley ans will have to look to Chateau or C!oyne
for its radical, large group houses. The fact that few of your readers
have even heard of these places testifies to the vast emptiness that
remains after Barrington's closure. While there are positive
developments in Berkeley (Copwatch, the Info Shop. etc.), the loss
of Barrington can still be felt by those familiar enough with the
town to know its importance. Too bad for those aspiring young
misfits with more intelligence and creativity - and attitudes - than
their peers. Nowhere real to live on Southside which has any
integrity and spirit. What a loss to the community.
On the other hand, should Barrington still exist today, it
would almost certainly have had to tone down so much as to make
a mockery of what it used to be. Would that snotty MTV show
about "real" people have been filmed there? Would it have really
been worth saving? There is really something about a noncompromising position, more than just the added of benefit of
mainstreaming less radical but still progressive views. There is a
sense of purity of purpose. Even if that sense is provided for in the
safety of the "I'm a student so lean fuck up and blame iton society"
so easily had with a 40 and "War Pigs" playing on the kitchen
stereo, it is still a moment of purity.
Such moments are few and are really blessed. So what if they
are the product of youth? In youth there is often an idealistic
integrity. Those times were golden. That's one thing the City of
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Berkeley and University Students' Cooperative (choke) Association
- Berkeley's second largest landowner - can't take away from those
who remember Barrington.
I never met you but recognize you must have had some
dealings (both good and bad, probably) with that house. I feel
deprived being in Berkeley in the late 80s. I feel confused now that
I am supposed to be older and wiser. Actually, so do you, and since
you do so much neurotic self-examination (it is entertaining,
though) in your zine. (sic) Anything you dig up and print relating
to Barr would be nice to see again. I think the anniversary of the
closure vote is October 17.
Todd Siders .
Arcata
Dear Todd,
I'm not sure how to respond to your musings, whether to
simply accept them as nostalgic reminiscences of your misspent
but thrill-packed youth, or to argue with them at the points where
they seem to verge over into the old Barrington attitude, which I
always interpreted as something along the lines of "We are rad so
we can do whatever we want, and fuck you if you don't like it."
As you point out, such an attitude, if not always charming, is
certainly characteristic of youth and is far from being all bad. In
fact, I'd go so Jar as to say you misparaphrased me in describing
that attitude as "not being especially productive." The unmitigated
militancy of youth has produced many changes, some of them quite
positive; the civil rights movement and, right here in Berkeley, the
Free Speech Movement immediately come to mind.
But as to the more specific case of Barrington Hall, I guess
you're raising the immemorial question of whether it is better to
burnoutortofadeaway.
ObviouslyBarringtoncouldn'tcontinue
to exist as it was, and the blame for that can hardly be heaped solely
on the City of Berkeley or the USCA. Those institutions were
responding to numerous complaints from neighbors who found it
very unpleasant to live in close proximity to Barrington. Those
neighbors may have been too straitlaced or uptight by Barrington
standards, but at the same time, they' re also people and citizens of
Berkeley and have rights of their own.
While an unwillingness to compromise may be admirable,
even necessary, in pursuing political or artistic ends, it loses much
of its luster when it comes to the more thorny problems of how to
organize a workable society that allows its members the maximum
amount of freedom possible and impinges as little as possible on
their rights to be left alone. The heady sensation of blasting "War
Pigs" on the kitchen stereo can't be downplayed, but neither can
the feelings of the guy next door who might want to do his
meditation or artwork or sleeping in relative silence. Somewhere
you need to find a balance, and that's where a completely
uncompromising attitude, whether it comes from youth or age, is
worse than useless.
Oddly enough, I once lived next door to Barrington myself,
though this was in the mid-70s, when it was merely a loud and
rowdy student coop, not a no-holds-barred social experiment
aimed at scaling the heights and plumbing the depths of the human
experience. I remember a couple of loud parties, but nothing
unbearable.! attended afew shows there in the 80s, and they were
great fun: Flipper, Black Flag, Operation Ivy, No FX, though I'd
bet if I were still living next door and not into punk rock, I might
have felt differently.
But I think where Barrington really lost the sympathy of much
of the community was in two areas: the almost aggressively hostile
attitude it showed toward complaints from the neighborhood, and
the reluctance to place any limits on what went on in the house. In

the case of the latter, I'm thinking particularly of hard drug use. I
personally believe in the decriminalization of all drugs, but neither
I nor Barrington can accomplish that unilaterally. Any person or
institution that flagrantly transgresses the rules or laws of society
and makes a point of bragging about it is going to get squashed;
that's just the way it is, and even a very young person is capable
of understanding that.
People have been carrying on in all sorts of ways for decades
in Berkeley and getting away with it because they employed a
modicum of discretion; other people have insisted on making a
statement and going down on flames, perhaps because they felt it
necessary to validate their position that way. Barrington obviously
chose the latter course, and perhaps that's the only way it could
have been. But if that's the case, then there's no reason to bemoan
its passing, nor toe/aim, inaccurately, that its absence marks some
sort of death for alternative culture in Berkeley.
The fact is that all sorts of political and cultural ferment still
takes place in this town, but if you insist on assessing it only in
terms of what went on in the 60s or 70s or 80s, you might miss it
completely. At its worst Barrington represented the all-tooprevalent Berkeley disease of endlessly rehashing the 60s, and
getting it more wrong on each subsequent go-round. The dwindling
bands of protesters still prepared to fight to the death over the
largely symbolic issue of People's Park are another example.
So count yourself lucky, Todd, that you were able to move on.
Count yourself doubly lucky that you were able to move on to a
place like Arcata, one of the loveliest little towns in all of California.
Cherish your memories of Berkeley in another time and place, and
honor them by using what you learned then to make your newly
chosen home a better place for all who live there now. I know that
may sound like liberal platitudes, but to me, nothing is more
radical or progressive in America today than to build communities
that nurture the people who live within them and which offer a
constantly expanding range of possibilities. That means moving
awayfromanus-versus-themmentality,andtowardacooperative,
inclusive one. I don't like all my neighbors either, but I'd like to
learn, whenever possible, to live with them. LL
Dear whoever friend will be concerned,
I am a newcomer to Berkeley for one year exchange
programme. I am from Hong Kong and I come here to trace back
the legacies of the 60s. Of course I am disappointed. I am so deeply
impressed by the article "Berkeley 1994: Paradise Lost, Or Did the
Drugs Just Finally Wear Off?" that I am writing to you folks now.
I just want to say that I appreciate you people's work and effort and
please keep going forward as you (and others, including me) are
nostalgically looking backward.
Finally, I would like to have your free catalog of Lookout
Records. Music and love rules.
With peace and love,
Lo Sze Ping
Berkeley
Lawrence,
A loud and heartfelt touchè is in order for the summary of my
interview on KMUD with "Ram Dass." To set the record straight,
it was not Monsieur Alpert who annoyed and irritated you, but
another American-cum-Hindu by the name of Bhagavan Das.
Ifyou'vereadAlpert'sBe Here Now, this Bhagavan guy was
the young American lunatic whom Alpert followed around, like a
lost puppy, until he met up with his "real" teacher. If I'm not
mistaken, one of the first requests made of Alpert by his new
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messiah was that he give the old snake charmer his vehicle. Hell,
I think he even gave him the damn thing.
I can almost see the old toothless bugger now, smiling in the
lotus position and saying to the then young Alpert as he knelt
before him: "Now that you are in my care, my child, you will no
longer need material possessions. May I take a look at your watch
as well?"
Well, I agree, I was too damn polite to this Das dude. At the
outset of the interview, I was feeling downright cynical and
sarcastic. I made the near fatal mistake of telling this to the Hindu
before the interview began. He chuckled loudly, setting me off
guard, and proceeded to lull me into a hazy complacent stupor - a
classic Hindu trick (and I thought Christians were sneaky) - by
bellowing out a series of thunderous Om 's andRama-Lama-Ding Dong 's. His hypnotic chanting shot straight through my headphones
and penetrated my psyche.
It worked all right. I was so nice and respectful and uttered
a number of silly things. I would still be that way today if I hadn't
played some Flipper shortly after the interview - which brought me
right back to where I am this moment.
Days later I discovered that Bhagavan Das, upon returning to
America an awakened being, first earned a living selling used cars .
He then quit that and hit the road for a more lucrative career selling
enlightenment to new age hippie/yuppie dopes.
I thoroughly enjoyed "The Story So Far, or How I Became A
Capitalist." I couldn't quite understand your mamby-pamby
apologetic tone. If I may be so bold - and I think I may - as to
summarize the five-plus pages it took you to finish, it would be:
"Gee, sorry, guys. I didn't mean to make money on this. Honest,
I didn't ."
To whom and for what reason do you apologize? It seems to
me that you have earned every last penny of your millions especially the large portion the IRS was so gracious to steal from
you so that it could be invested more wisely.
What the hell am I trying to say - but can't seem to say it
without taking a jab at both you and our miserable government?
Congratulations, Lawrence. Congratulations for working
hard and finding yourself with a successful business. Perhaps
when my business reaches the same level of success yours has I
will be able to deal with my guilty conscience in a manner as
entertaining and enjoyable as you have done .
By the way, it is happening here. Early next year, watch for
Congress to begin tampering with the Posse Comitatus Act so's we
can use the goddam Army to make our streets safe for tourism.

Yikes.
Michael Davis
Garberville

Dear Michael:
In the first place, I don't have "millions," not even one of
them. I think maybe you confused the fact that Lookout Records
now deals in millions of dollars worth of sales with the idea that we
somehow get to keep all the money. It doesn't quite work that way,
unless (and there are some record labels that operate this way) we
decided not to pay our bands their 60% share of the profits and we
didn 't pay any of our manufacturing or recording bills. Of course
we wouldn't be in business for long if we pulled that sort of thing.
Anyway, we consider ourselves fortunate if we get to keep 20% of
our gross sales as profit, and that's before taxes.
Speaking of which, while I agree with you (and just about any
impartial observer) that the government wastes enormous amounts
of money on things that I don't agree with,/ don't feel that the IRS
"steals" money from me or any other taxpayer. Taxes are one of
the prices we pay for living in a civilized society, and though I

realize that America doesn't always completely qualify in that
regard, you know as well as I do that the citizens of this country do
have a good deal of recourse if they feel they are being taxed
unfairly or unwisely. If the results of the recent election are to be
believed, the majority of our fellow citizens on the North Coast
prefer to entrust the handling of their tax dollars to career
criminals of the FrankRiggs ilk. Of course (and I assume this does
not include you), many of those who complain most loudly and
often about the inequity and iniquity of taxes and government
authority in general couldn't bring themselves to vote at all. Their
argument is that it doesn't matter which party wins because all
politicians are the same; my argument is that no matter how much
pot they smoke or how much revolution they preach, they are every
bit as responsible for putting sleazebag Frank Riggs into office as
was any Ku Klux Klanner or rape-and-run timber crook from
Manila or McKinleyville.
Also about Lookout Records, you' II have to take my word for
it, but I meant what I said. I never did expect or int end to make any
significant amount of money from it. It's not that I was opposed to
the idea.just that it didn' I seem a plausible enough scenario to even
be bothered thinking about it. I don't mean to sound apologetic,
but maybe I do, because guilt about money, especially about money
made from the punk subculture, is pretty deeply ingrained. Don't
worry, though, at the rate punk bands are being snapped up by
major labels and turned into mainstream rock acts, we can't be
more than a year or so away from a time where punk will just be
one more synonym for fame, money, power, groupies; in short, the
American way. And I' llprobablystill be kicking around Garberville,
grabbing a cup of coffee at Treats before my KMUD show and
broadcasting to a devoted handful of people wlw couldn' I care less
about all that crap. It's one of the few things that helps keep me
sane. If your own business ever has similar success, I hope you'll
LL
consider dealing with it in the same way.
Hi Larry,
This is Eric from Hayward. I just recently picked up Lookout
#39. It was excellent. I was especially interested in the story about
Lookout Records. It got me to thinking about how I got into punk/
HC. I guess you could take the credit or blame depending on how
you look at it.
Up until about the late 80s or so, I was one of those types who
was fully into black clothes and Depeche Mode. The Cure, etc. I
was getting fairly burnt out on that scene with the endless posing
and bullshit attitudes, not to mention the sameness of the clubs and
music.
I had seen copies of Maximum Rocknroll before, usually
while looking for import 12" dance mixes. I had never really taken
a good look at it or bothered to buy it. But for some reason I decided
to buy it and see what was up in the punk scene. I'm really glad I
did. There seemed to be so much more going on in the Bay Area
than dancing. I wanted to be part of it. It seemed like most people
were into Operation Ivy andCrimpshrine so naturally that's what
I decided to order. Not to mention the prices. $2.50 for a 7 "? That
was cool. I could afford to take a chance on something like that.
What a bargain. I was fully amped when the package arrived in the
mail. The records were great, as I thought they would be. These
days I guess I could be called a straight edger, but I don't limit
myself to just sXe bands and people. That sucks. Punk is now a
vital part of my musical diet and I can't imagine not being into it.
Being 28 years old has not made a difference either. As usual , some
people say, "You 're still into punk?" like you have to be a certain
age to do it. There is no reason for me not to be into it. It has nothing
to do with age .
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Anyway, I wanted to say thanks for doing Lookout zine and
Lookout Records, because if you didn't, my life would probably
have a lot less fun and meaning.
Eric Fortner
Hayward CA

LarryYousee,lifecanbegood. It'sSundaymoming,I'msurrounded
by newspapers, hot coffee, a cat, the world is asleep and I am not
thinking about my job. I should finish The Haldeman Diaries
today, a book I've found endlessly fascinating. Droll subplot,
Nixon's growing realization that the militant antiwar left, rather
than something to be feared, could be exploited to further his
political ends as both an example of evil for the citizens and as a
strawman to be dismembered for their pleasure and electoral
appreciation. Anybody with the desire to remember 1972 and
McGovern, well, you get the point. I think it could be argued that
the Republican Party has been running against such things with
some success ever since. If there was no NEA, would Jesse Helms
have had to invent one? Funny how to this very day most folks'
conception of the American Left is of a narcissistic twit with a bad
haircut and a big mouth.
Speaking of which, let's discuss Jello Biafra. I do understand
your point (Lookout#39) As a name figure he could very well be
effective in airing some of the grievances against our beloved
leader, Chairman Yo. (Tim Yohannan of Maximum Rocknroll)
The fact that he's made the effort to get himselfon the coverofboth
Flipside and BAM, not to mention the as yet unpublished expose
in Spin, speaks well of the strength of his resolve. He's calling in
all of his markers for this one, and not since the unfortunate
incident with the asshole poster have we seen such selfless dedication
to thecauseoffreespeech. However, I must ask, is it a coincidence
that in both of these cases his involvement was/is both personal and
financial? Does opportunism play a role? Is this a Career Move?
Your point regarding a "united front" is a good one. I'm very
impressed by what you are doing. I never realized until now how
many people, and more often than not the best sorts of people, look
to you for guidance and insight. To be politically effective,
particularly in colorful underground settings (filled as they are
with cranky and obsessed individuals) you must be subtle. You
have that gift while Yohannan has, somewhere along the line, lost
it. Among other things.
Anyway, to the point. I am not asking you to agree with me
on any of this, merely that you consider my personal perspective .
This is an exciting moment for me, and the ironies are exquisite.
Jello Biafra's defense of art, music, freedom of speech and
expression, has always been rather selective at best, while his
defense of MRRand Tim Yohannan has been, shall we say, rather
broad and tragically generous? When I put out All The Drugs You
Can Eat, a blunt instrument that I actually thought, being rather
green and full of myself at the time, I could use to blow Yohannan
out of the water (I sort of did, if only for a brief moment or two),
Jello, who to this day If eel couldn't have read this "zine full oflies"
(his words) and to had to have received his information secondhand,
was Tim's m'ost effective, active and blindly loyal defender.
I could almost tell what cities the Dead Kennedys had visited
that year by the origin of the letters I received from aggrieved punk
fannies upsetthatl had been so disingenuous and mean in attacking
so selfless and caring an individual as Tim Yohannan. As we
know, I was eventually blackballed and, let's face it, if it wasn't for
the lonely support of Al Flipside, I'd probably have vanished from
the scene by 1987. So anyway, back to the long awaited point, as

the years tripped merrily by, did Jello Biafra ever deign to speak up
about the various Yohannan shenanigans against truth,justice, and
the punk rock way? Nope. Tim's now celebrated tendencies
toward intolerance and censorship, tendencies that I gamely tried
to spell out in All The Drugs You Can Eat years before, were never
once contested by this fellow who so sanctimoniously posits
himself as the champion of free speech and the enemy of all who
dare to attack it.
And the sweet irony of it all is that the very things that he either
turned a blind eye to, or perhaps even found to be to his liking,
eventually came after him. And only then did he speak out. I
believe that he is now getting everything he deserves, sans the
beating, of course. The very forces he worked so hard to help to
set in motion have now returned to consume him. Events have
proven me right and it's time to clear my name. And while I enjoy
the spectacle of Jello Biafra speaking out against Tim Yohannan
albeit a decade or so late, !really .don't see how it's anywhere near
enough to let him off the hook. He serves best as an example of the
fate that awaits those who live their lives foolishly. That is, a damn
fine cartoon character.
John Crawford
Burbank CA
Dear John,
Some of what you say, I can't quarrel with, and of course I
wasn't around for the origins of this long-runningfeud. I guess the
only thing that seems strange to me about your take on the situation
is that someone of your obvious intelligence and perception could
be bothered holding a grudge over things that happened years and
years ago.
And perhaps it' smyCatholic heritage and its emphasis on the
perennial opportunity for redemption, but I can't help thinking: so
what how long it took somebody to come to a realization of the
truth, and for that matter, so what if it's only a partial or biased
grasp of that truth? What matters is the truth itself, and all the rest
is just dross and idle talk.
I don't know Biafra well enough, and I daresay neither do
you, to judge his motives for what he says, or the extent of his
understanding. If he's now saying things that are true and are
worthy of being heard, that alone is cause for satisfaction. If he
could do a better job of saying those things, or do so for nobler
motives, that is something to be profoundly hoped for. In any case,
and I' msure you know this as well as I do, it's not a black and white
sort of thing.
I myself spoke highly o[Tim Yohannanfor many years, and
though I currently have some serious disagreements with him, I'm
not going to take back stuff I've said in the past. People are never
all good or all bad, and while Yohannan is eminently deserving of
criticism, particularly for the path he's currently embarked on,
he's done plenty of things worthy of praise as well . You may
consider me hopelessly quixotic, but my intentions in attacking
Tim are not to punish or humiliate him, but, hopefully, to help him
to see the error of his ways and begin playing a more positive role
in the punk scene that he has so much power to influence.
Sometimes /feel like a juggler, or, worse, a politician, when
I try to balance all these seemingly conflicting opinions, but I only
need to remind myself that compared to most of mainstream
society, the various viewpoints that we're discussing here are
hardly more than a few degrees removed from one another. I hope
I'm not tempting your wrath by quoting Jello Biafra himself, with
respect to recent political developments in our country when
compared to the teapot tempests that characterize our scene:
"We've got a bigger problem now."
LL
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Once Upon A Time In The Mountains
Part VI
They had barely set foot inside the house, full of eerie
shadows and hideously creaking boards, when the dark skies
opened up and the sound of rain cascading across the roof drowned
out very nearly everything else.
Fortunately there were only a few minor leaks , and in the
main room, where there was a gloriously functioning wood stove,
it remained almost perfectly dry. Melissa busied herself starting a
fire, while Danny, who, as far as she could tell, would have trouble
getting a pile of newspapers to burn, rattled about the house,
bursting in and out of the room at sporadic intervals to rave about
how splendid it was all going to be .
Most of the romance was lost on Melissa, who had spent
nearly all her life in similar environments. She knew how quickly
the charms of a cozy fire on a stormy winter night could pall when
the rain (or snow) dragged on for weeks and months, and life
became a constant struggle to keep enough dry wood on hand, and
the world dwindled down to a tiny semicircle around the front of
a stove.
She remembered such winters from her childhood, the times
when her room had been so constantly damp that mold had actually
begun to grow on her clothes and blankets, the times when snow
had piled so high that she had had to dig her way out of the house
and tunnel to the firewood pile, while her father sat unshaven in his
long underwear, guzzling from a whisky bottle, snorting lines of
speed, yelling at her for letting the fire get too low.
Still, she wanted to believe, this would be a very different sort
of house . Here she would be with someone she loved, here they'd
have control over their own lives. For the first time in - what? was
it really all day? - she let herself feel a rush of warmth and affection
toward Danny. He was such a child, really, even though he was a
bit older than her, even though he'd been her guide to so many new
things and ideas in the city. But here in the country, she was in her
natural element, and he was the one who was helpless.
They fell asleep on the floor in front of the stove, too
exhausted to even think about unrolling the sleeping bags. When
Melissa woke up it was horribly cold. The fire had gone out, of
course, and from the grey light that filled the room, she deduced
that either it must be very early or that the storm was still upon
them.
But everything was perfectly quiet, so the rain must have
stopped. She walked into the next room to retrieve a sleeping bag
to spread over Danny, who, though he was shivering alone on the
floor, showed no sign of wanting to get up. It was then that she
discovered why it was so quiet: during the night the rain had
changed to snow, and the entire landscape had turned a chilly
white.
It was snowing still, though not hard. Melissaknew it was still
early enough in the season that they needn't worry about being

trapped in a really serious blizzard, but if the weather could tum
this harsh in October, what would it be like in a month or two? She
re-entered the main room to ask Danny the same question, but he
was just waking up and discovering the snow for himself.
He was beside himself; for every gloomy sentiment that
Melissa expressed, he let loose half a dozen childlike cries of
enthusiasm . She worried about where they would find enough
firewood; he wanted to drag her outside to have a snowball fight.
She wondered how they would be able to store up enough food to
last them through a really serious storm; he was already planning
what sort of garden they would put in next spring.
She felt a bit like a grumpy old lady, but somebody had to
make him aware of the true nature of their situation. "Look," she
finally said, grabbing hold of his shirt a little more roughly than
might have been necessary, "winter in the mountains isn't a joke .
It can get real serious, real fast. If we don't get enough food or
firewood in, we could die up here ."
He watched her as though she were reciting the rules to some
elaborate and wonderful game that they were about to play, but as
he began to see that the determination on her face was anything but
imaginary, he began to settle down, and with a silent nod, he
essentially handed over authority for their physical well-being to
her. She led the way outside; he followed with the air of one
waiting to be assigned his duties.
Once out in the sharp air, she allowed herself a moment or two
of silliness, beaning Danny with a snowball and tearing madly
around to the front of the house while he was still sputtering in
outrage. By the time he caught up to her, prepared to dump
handfuls of snow over her head, she was stopped short, staring out
at the valley below. The highway was already clear, snaking like
a black ribbon across the otherwise blank white land. Their own
road was barely visible, except. ..
Except for a clearly distinguishable set of tire tracks, partially
filled in by snow, but obviously still quite fresh. Someone had been
up their road during the night, and come very close to the house
before turning around and heading back to the highway . Wordlessly,
Melissa and Danny carefully picked their way over the slippery ice
and snow underneath which, as near as they could tell, lay their
road, until they reached the point where the tire tracks ended.
Close up, it was possible to tell, not only from the tracks, but
from the discarded liquor bottle arid numerous Budweiser cans and
cigarette butts, that whoever had been there had remained parked
there for some time. The tracks were wide enough that Melissa and
Danny separately assumed, but without saying so aloud, that they
had been left by a truck; nor was there much doubt in their minds
about which particular truck it might be.
They walked back to the house in a strained silence, and even
though the clouds started to break up and the sun put in a brief,
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blinding appearance, the world felt very dark indeed. Neither of
them dared to speak about the danger that they both felt, until, that
is, they were back inside the house, and while Danny shuffled
about gathering kindling for a fire, Melissa began fretting aloud
about the dire nature of the circumstances in which they now found
themselves.
"Those guys will be back, you know they will," she called
after Danny as he scurried into the next room in search of matches.
"Maybe they won't, people like that have short attention
spans," he answered, all the while trying but not succeeding in
giving the impression that he wasn't worried in the slightest.
Melissa kept on talking for several more minutes before she
realized Danny wasn't answering. Annoyed, she followed him
into the next room, only to find he wasn't there. A quick wave of
fear swept over her, until she noticed a door near the comer slightly
ajar. When she opened it, she found a tiny, windowless room, not
too much bigger than a walk-in closet. The walls were lined with
a variety of junk; in the middle of the floor, Danny sat fingering an
enormous gun.
"Where did you get that?" she screamed. "What do you think
you're doing?"
"Found it in here. Just in the nick of time, huh? I guess we 'II
be all right now."
"What, are you crazy? Have you ever used a gun before?"
"No, but what can be so hard about it? You just point it and
pull the trigger, don't you." Raising the gun's barrel toward the
outside wall, he did just that.
Melissa held her breath until she was sure the gun hadn't been
loaded, and then with a mixture of panic and anger, rushed at
Danny, and pushed the gun out of his hands with such force that he
fell over. Apparently not noticing the look on Melissa's face,
Danny took it as a sign she wanted to play, and started giggling and
wrestling with her.
Furious, she grabbed him by the neck and slammed his head
against the floor with such force that the thump echoed through the
tiny room. He lay there looking up at her, a hurt, bewildered
expression on his face.
"Is something wrong?" he asked.
"Yes, something is wrong," she snapped. "Guns aren't toys.
You could have blown a hole in that wall, or it could have kicked
back and you might have shot one of us. I grew up around guns,
you idiot. You didn't."
"Really?" he replied, his eyes lighting up. "So do know how
to make this one work? Look, there's bullets right there on the
shelf."
"I said I grew up around guns. I didn't leave home and come
to Berkeley and now to this stupid place to be around guns again."
"But we might need it if those guys come back."
"You really think your life is some kind of corny action film,
don't you? We' re not going to sit up here getting in gun fights with
the locallowlifes. I've had enough of this already. I'm going back
to Berkeley."
Danny stared at her, apparently trying to see if she meant it.
"No! What do you mean? You can't leave me here alone!"
"Then come back with me. What do you think you 're going
to do here anyway? You don't have any money, nobody around
here is going to give you a job, and how many times do you think
you could get away with shoplifting food before the people in town
start wondering why that weird punk kid always comes in the store
and never buys anything."
"We '11figure out something. All we have to do is get through
winter, and then we can start growing our own food."
She looked at Danny with the mixture of patience and disgust

that you reserved for an especially troublesome child. "You don't
have the slightest idea what you 're talking about. You've never
lived in the country . Have you ever even had a garden?"
"No, but you have. You know how that stuff works, don't
you?"
"I know how it doesn't work . I spent most of my life in
mountains like these. People don't live by growing their own food,
they get welfare or they grow pot or both."
"Well , we could do that, too. You know all about growing
pot, don't you?"
"I know enough about it to know that I never want to have
anything to do with it again. Besides, have you noticed? There are
no trees here. Do you think you' re just going to scatter some seeds
out here on the hillside and nobody will notice?"
"Yeah, I guess you 're right, butwecouldfigureoutsomething."
"This whole conversation is stupid. You 're living in a dream
world, and meanwhile I'm wrecking my whole life to play along
with your outlaw fantasy."
Danny screwed up his face into his best hurt-little-boy look.
I?m sorry you think I'm wrecking your life. I thought we meant
more to each other than that."
"You 're not wrecking my life, I am. lean 'tbelieve I'm giving
up a chance to go to UC Berkeley to come sit up here on the same
kind of godforsaken mountain that I spent half my life trying to get
off of."
"I don't know why you hate the country so much," Danny
murmured, trying to snuggle closer to her. "It's rad."
She pushed him away. "Oh yeah, it's real rad," she echoed,
pronouncing the word with a vicious sarcastic twist. "You think
it's all some sort of game, just like your little punk rock world back
in the city. Well, in case you haven't figured it out yet, real life has
a lot more serious problems in it than worrying about what color
you're going to dye your hair for the show this weekend."
"Hmm, I wonder who is playing at Gilman this weekend," he
mused, as though he hadn't even heard her. "Maybe after things
have cooled off a little, we could hitchhike down to Berkeley for
a few days."
"I give up," she snapped. ''I'm leaving right now . You can
come if you want to. Maybe I can still get caught up with school
again."
She walked into the main room and started gathering her
things. Danny followed her, half yelling and half crying. She
ignored him, finished stuffing her belongings in her bag, and
walked out the back door.
A cold wind slapped her in the face, and the snow, which had
started to melt, was still deep enough to make walking a bit
awkward, but she kept walking around the corner of the house,
fully intending to start the long journey down to the highway.
Danny yipped at her heels, begging her to come back and talk about
it, saying that she couldn't possibly leave now.
They both stopped short when heard a distant rumble. Almost
instantly, they realized that the sound was that of an approaching
vehicle. They ran to the edge of the front yard where it was possible
to see the road below, and any doubts were removed. It was Jesse's
truck, and it was already halfway up their hill.
"What are we going to do?" Danny asked in a panicked
whisper.
Melissa couldn't believe this. Despite all his brave talk
earlier, he was shaking like a terrified child. Could it be that she
was going to have to get them out of this? And how?
Her first instinct was to run for it, head out into the hills in back
of the house, but even if the snow wouldn't have made it ridiculously
easy to follow their footprints, there just wasn't anyplace to hide
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out there. No trees to speak of, only scattered brush that wasn't
even thick enough to crouch behind, and that was the sort of terrain
that stretched as far as the eye could see.
What about the house? Maybe there was somewhere in there
that they could hide. She thought she remembered seeing a trap
door in the ceiling of the little store room; maybe there was some
kind of attic . "Come on," she told Danny , and he meekly followed
her into the house.
The trap door did lead to a tiny crawl space, she found, but
how could they get up there without making it obvious to anyone
who entered the room? Perhaps by piling up some boxes to climb
on, then kicking them aside as soon as they were safely through the
door? It probably wouldn't fool most people, but Jesse and his
friend hadn't seemed like geniuses; maybe they could get away
with it.
Danny was worse than useless She had to explain everything
to him twice, and even then he looked as though he hadn't really
understood what she'd said. Giving up on him, she started stacking
boxes until she felt sure that they'd easily be able to climb into the
crawl space . "Come on," she said to Danny, but there was no
answer. Looking around, she discovered that he was no longer
there.
"Danny!" she yelled a little louder, but there was still no
answer. She ran quickly through the house, and then outside, only
to finally find him out in front, staring down the road at the
approaching truck. It was making steady progress through the
snow and would be there in a matter of minutes.
"What are you doing? " she hissed at him . Get away from
there! They 'll see you! "
"They already did," he answered absent-mindedly. "I saw
them pointing at me."
"What do you think you 're doing?" she demanded. "Are you
trying to get us killed?"
"They're not going to kill us. I just realized that it's dumb to
be scared of them. We'll just talk to them like regular people. I'm
sure they aren't all bad. Maybe they're just curious about us."
"Yeah, and maybe you 're psycho. Get in the house, and get
in there now . I don't want to take chances with people like that.
I've seen too many of them where I grew up."
Danny screwed up his face into a quizzical look, but allowed
Melissa to guide him toward the house . As she hurried him along,
her fear of the approaching men was compounded by alarm over
the way Danny's ability to function seemed to have virtually shut
down. He was no help at all; she might as well have been stuck
having to take care of a little kid. "If I ever get out of this mess ..."
she heard herself thinking, then cut off the thought before it could
go any further.
She got him up into the attic, and quickly followed. As she
was getting ready to kick the boxes aside and close the trap door,
Danny suddenly said "Wait!' She froze in mid-motion. From
outside she could hear the roar of the truck; itcouldn 't be more than
a few hundred feet away now .
"What?" she asked. She was to tell herself later that she
should have ignored him and closed the door, but something about
the way he spoke made her hesitate.
"We forgot the gun! We should have the gun with us in case
we need it!"
"Shut up! We don't want the gun."
"Yes we do, we might need it!"
Before she realized what was happening , he had clambered
over her and was lowering himself through the trap door. It was
eerily quiet; she realized that she couldn't hear the truck anymore .
From nearby came the sound of a car door slamming .

Helplessly. she watched Danny rummaging around the
storeroom, first picking up the gun, then trying to gather up some
ammunition .
"Stop it!" she said as loudly as she dared, for she heard
footsteps just outside . "Get back up here!"
The door at the back of the house burst open . From Melissa 's
vantage point, she couldn't see the people who had entered, but she
watched Danny 's head turn in their direction. In sickening slow
motion, Danny lifted the gun and pointed it at them . From the next
room came a derisive laugh.
"Put that thing down, boy, before you hurt yourself ," a rough
male voice said.
"You 'd better stop right there or I'll shoot," Danny said. as
bravely as he could manage. His voice cracked not once but twice
in a single sentence.
"Sure you will, kid. Put the gun down now, or you're going
to be a lot sorrier after I take it away from you."
Danny raised the gun instead, taking aim and tightened his
finger's grip upon the trigger. From above, Melissa agonized;
what could Danny possibly be thinking? The gun wasn't loaded;
he must know that. Did he really think he could outbluff them?
There was a sudden movement of footsteps , and Danny cried
out once more, "I told you I'd shoot!" Before the words were
completely out of his mouth, he pulled the trigger.
There was a loud click, as the hammer struck upon an empty
chamber. In almost the same instant, a hideously loud explosion .
ruptured the silence, and Danny's frail body was propelled several
feet backward until it slammed into the wall with a dull thud, then
collapsed on the floor in a pitiful heap . Melissa hoped against
hope that Danny had not been too seriously hurt, but it was only a
matter of seconds before a quickly widening circle of blood
appeared around his motionless body . Without having to think
very much about it, Melissa knew that she was on her own.
Jesse's face thrust itself through the doorway. followed by his
hulking frame . Unbelievably, he was grinning . His right hand held
the stock of a very large pistol, while his left hand lovingly cradled
its barrel.
He poked tentatively at Danny's body with his boot, then
casually spit. Looking up, he saw Melissa's face staring back at
him. and his grin widened still further.
"Hey little girl," he said, "looks like your friend turned out to
be an even bigger asshole than I thought." And then. making his
eyes go all buggy and assuming the manner of a game show host,
he added, "And now it's time for you to COME ON DOWN ."
From behind him his friend laughed coarsely. Melissa shook
her head in mute refusal, and Jesse repeated his demand. "I 'II drag
you down by your goddam hair if I have to," he added .
For a moment Melissa's mind went blank, or very nearly so.
For some reason she thought of those long-ago days when Mrs.
Radkin used to tutor her, when it first began to occur to her that
there was another world beyond the mountain, and that she wanted
to go there.
It had been Mrs. Radkin, far more than her own mother , who
had first awakened in her the hunger for knowledge that had finally
led her to Berkeley and now. to this ...? Everything had gone
terribly wrong, and this time there wasn't going to be any escape.
As if in answer to her despair, she saw Mrs. Radkin's face
again, repeating as she had so many times during those schoolgirl
years, "You can do it, dear. Come on, I'll help you ."
Melissa grew strangely calm. Perhaps she was going to die,
but she wasn't going to be afraid anymore. In a clear , confident
voice, she said to Jesse, "Okay, stand back, I'm coming down."
Jesse moved a step or two toward the door and gazed intently
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at her as she began to lower herself through the trap door. She still
didn 'tknow what she was doing or why, but about halfway through
the descent, it all became crystal clear. Instead of easing her way
down, she suddenly released her grip and let herself drop. At the
last possible second, her hands grasped the edge of the trap door
opening, and, with a quick twist she'd learned in a high school
gymnastics class, she swung herself forward until her feet slammed
solidly into Jesse's chin.
She was as shocked as he must have been to see him crumble
to the ground, but without pausing to reflect on what had happened,
she let herself drop the rest of the way to the floor, and in doing so
landed partially upon Jesse's head. He emitted a pained grunt, and
struck out at her with one hand, trying to grab her by the ankle. She
in turn very nearly stumbled and fell on top of him, but with a
herculean effort she was able to regain her balance and escape.
She got only the faintest glimpse of Jesse's friend standing
there in stunned, slackjawed amazement as she tore past him and
out the door. Her feet threatened to betray her when they first
touched down upon the slippery, melting snow, but with a burst of
will she lifted them higher and ran as though she were merely
skimming across the surface.
Melissa had always been a fast runner; once at school she had
beaten everyone except one boy in a half mile cross country race.
She was easily five hundred feet down the road before Jesse and his
friend had reached their truck, and twice as far as that by the time
they had gotten it started and turned it around.
But they quickly closed the gap once they started rolling
downhill, and Melissa knew that she hadn't a prayerofreaching the
highway before they caught her. With that in mind, she ran off the
road and onto the snow covered hillside. Here it would be even
harder to keep her balance, butifJesse was to pursue her, he'd have
to do it on foot, and she'd spent most of her life running up and
down hills like this.
She heard the truck stop, heard Jesse shouting curses at her,
looked back for just long enough to see him stumble and right
himself. She ran faster, and as she did, a gunshot echoed behind
her, and then two more, and still another. She chose a path that
would take her farther from the road and at the same time, tried to
keep in a generally downhill trajectory in hopes that she could
make it to the highway. She began to believe that she might make
it, when suddenly her foot hit a rock and she went tumbling
helplessly down into a small ravine.
She hit the ground hard, and was sufficiently stunned that she
wasn't able to move for a moment or two. When she lifted her
head, she saw Jesse tearing madly across the field in her direction,
but she saw something else : at the bottom of the road: a Highway
Patrol car had appeared, its lights flashing. Standing next to it was
an officer, shielding his eyes against the glare of the snow and
trying to see what might be happening on the hill above him.
With every bit of her remaining strength, Melissa screamed,
louder than she had ever imagined possible and louder than she
hoped she would ever have to scream again. Its effect was
powerful enough to stop Jesse in mid-stride; he stood there as if
momentarily stunned, and in the same instant noticed the Highway
Patrolman below.
He took a few more steps in Melissa's direction, then stopped
again, and stood looking as though he weren't sure what to do.
Melissa took advantage of the moment to resume her flight
downward, and at the same time, the Highway Patrol car began
moving up the road toward Jesse, who turned and ran the other
way. By the time Melissa reached the highway, there were more
police cars, and people standing all around. She was nearly
hysterical as they bundled her into one of the cars, and she

remembered little else until they arrived at the hospital.
Even though there was nothing really wrong with her, they
insisted on keeping her there until the following day, and then
began a whole round of visits to the police station for questioning
and the jail to identify Jesse and his friend, and, most horribly of
all, to the morgue, to confirm that it was indeed Danny's body lying
there. The newspapers and the TV stations came around to talk to
her, too, but finally, afterthreedays, she was given a bus ticket and
allowed to return to Berkeley.
The ordeal was to continue at intervals for the next year, as she
had to repeatedly return to Alturas to make statements and testify
in court. But it finally ended with Jesse and his friend being
sentenced to prison almost a year to the day after the murder, and
now, in early December, she'd at last had some time to try and
forget about it all.
It was hard to go anywhere in Berkeley without being reminded
of Danny, and partly for that reason, she didn't go out much, and
except for a few of her favorite people, she rarely hung out with the
punks she'd met through Danny. She knew it didn't make sense ,
but she couldn't help sort of blaming the punk scene for what had
happened, feeling that the whole self-destructive, beautiful loser
kind of thing that many punks romanticized had helped lead Danny
to his doom.
Still, being part of the punk scene had been a marvelously
liberating and eye-opening experience for her, and it was where
she had met the few close friends she had. In the time since
Danny's death, several local bands had brought national recognition
to the Berkeley punk scene. Some of the boys she used to talk to
in the cafe or at Gilman Street were now on MTV every day, but
it didn't seem to have anything to do with her.
Her own life revolved mostly around study these days, and
getting back to some semblance of normal life. If everything went
well, the semester that was ending now would be the first one in
which she had earned all A's. She'd sent a letter to Mr. and Mrs .
Radkin to tell them the good news, and didn't bother informing her
parents. She hadn't seen them since the time she and Danny had
been there, and hadn't really thought about them much at all.
Outside, it had begun to rain. She was seated in a third floor
classroom that afforded a spectacular view of the Berkeley hills. It
had been a wet fall, and already the grass was turning a rich shade
of green. They were only hills, not mountains, but for a moment
she remembered as though it were an ancient curse how much her
life had been altered and twisted by mountains, and how, if she had
anything to do with it, she would never set foot on a mountain
again.
It was an irrational idea, and an unrealistic one, she knew that,
but for now, it was a comforting thought. In the background a
teacher's voice droned on about polynomials, and as they still
frequently did, her eyes filled suddenly and inexplicably with
tears. As if in sympathy, the rain intensified, causing the view from
her window to dissolve into a pleasant green blur. From a distance
she heard her teacher's voice asking her to diagram some obscure
mathematical principle. With barely a trace of self-consciousness,
Melissa rubbed her eyes dry on the back of her sleeve and strode
confidently to the chalkboard. Mrs . Radkin had been right. She
could do it.

This was the final installment in a six-part series . If you've
missed other installments, or like to have a copy of the entire story,
you can have one for a dollar. Write to me care of either Lookout
address.
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A Question Of Breeding
Kids are people, too," they used to say in that decade seemingly
dedicated to the generation of inane catch phrases, the 1970s.
Well, perhaps they are, but for better or worse I've long found
myself making a distinction between kids and people, and it goes
something like this:
I love people in general and loathe them in particular, i.e., I
want all my fellow humans to be free, happy and materially and
spiritually secure, but don't necessarily fancy them moving in next
door or sitting near me on the bus.
On the other hand, while children in general, especially in
their least pleasant incarnation, that of squalling babies, set my
nerves on edge and start me brooding on the need for mass
vasectomies and birth control in the water supply, it's rare that I'm
not utterly charmed by an individual child.
True, every
once in a while I come across children, even quite young, who
come very close to being unlovable. But on those rare occasions
when I'm moved to sympathize with right wing calls to reintroduce the death penalty for kids, it's almost always because
said kids are lumbered with the most awful parents, the sort of
people who cause me to rethink even my general allegiance to the
human race.
But that goes right to the heart of the problem, doesn't it? It's
always the wrong people who end up having kids; you hear that
said often enough that there might be something to it. But though
it's easy enough to pick out the people who shouldn't be having
kids, how about the people who should be?
Yes, I know it's tempting to retort that nobody should have
kids, that the human race has gone on quite long enough, but even
I'm not capable of that degree of misanthropy. At the same time,
neither am I ready to volunteer for parenthood. Not only does it
seem like an exhausting and thankless job, but the success rate for
raising worthwhile children is so low that I think I'd rather devote
myself to some more attainable goal like world peace or universal
justice.
When I say "worthwhile" children, I don't necessarily mean
doctors or artists or saintly philanthropists, I'm just thinking of
young people who represent at least a marginal improvement over
their parents. I know that happens occasionally, but it seems such
a random phenomenon that I'd hesitate to take my chances.
I'm prepared to be called selfish; after all, I could afford to
support a child or two, perhaps even send them to a decent
university. (Of course any kids I'd have would probably insist on
dropping out of 8th grade to work at McDonald's or join a religious
cult.) But there's no way I could promise to put up with the brats
for 18 years without driving myself crazy, and most likely them as
well.
Am I being immature, or just realistic? Well, who says the
two are mutually exclusive? Yes, it's true, supposedly, that having
children is the "adult" thing to do, and it's also true that one reason
I wouldn't want children is that I'd resent them for forcing me to
give up so much of my own freedom. Being a parent requires an
enormous amount of sacrifice. In a very real sense, you're
surrenderingyourown youth to that of your child, andmakingyour
own needs secondary to those of your offspring.
While that sounds noble in principle, it's not always as good

an idea as it might seem. While I admire parents, I don 'toften envy
them, and in some cases even feel sorry for them. You might know
the kind of people I'm talking about, the ones who appear to have
no life of their own except as lived through their kids, who can't
sustain a conversation for five minutes without reverting to
anecdotes about Junior's latest stunt or agonizing about how
difficult it can be to choose the right pre-school.
And then there are the parents who it's difficult even to feel
sorry for, because they're so annoying. You know that type, too:
their world has shrunk to the point where the only thing in it that
matters is every whim and tantrum of dearest little snookums. If
two year-old Billy decides he doesn't want to get on the bus, well,
then the bus and all its passengers can sit there waiting while
mother stands there on the front steps attempting to carry on an
intellectual discussion on the merits of bus-riding with a kid who
can't talk yet.
Or how about when mom and dad show up in a store or a
restaurant (or your house) with two or three rugrats in tow, and then
proceed to sit there chuckling indulgently while the kids scream,
tear about, and destroy things? "They have so much energy at that
age, don't they?" mom laughs, while you're thinking she should
stuff the energetic little creatures in a pillowcase and drown them
in the nearest body of water.
By now, I suppose you're getting a pretty good idea of why
I wouldn't be a good parent, but I don't think that takes anything
away from my theory of why plenty of other people shouldn't be
parents, either. The obvious question, then, assuming that anyone
slwuld be parents (i.e., assuming that the human race shouldn't be
allowed to go mercifully extinct), exactly who should be bearing
our children?
Traditionally, and not just since the dawn of the Industrial
Revolution, but through most of recorded history, it's been the
lower classes that had children, and the upper classes who have
raised and educated them. That's a far more reaching statement
than is justified by fact, but it's aimed at illuminating a larger
reality: that those who are preoccupied with their own children
have neither the time nor energy left over to deal with the issues that
shape the larger society, which in turn exerts a greater influence on
the average child than any single (or double, or multiple) parent
can.
Case in point: if your kid is an average teenager, he or she
spends more time watching MTV, more time in the company of
Beavis andButthead, than with his or her parents. A "quality" hour
or two each day is not likely to wholly outweigh that influence,
even if you the parent spend all of that time showing your child by
word and deed that Beavis and Butthead are not realistic role
models.
Which leads to the probably unwelcome inference that there
are anonymous cartoonists in New York or Los Angeles who may
exert more influence over your children's moral development than
you do, which leads in turn to the fairly obvious conclusion: why
bother having kids at all? Why not instead go to work for a national
network, or write a book or script a movie or put out a record that
kids will actually listen to instead of beating your head against the
wall trying to get a moment's worth of attention out of your own
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brats?
A lot of it comes down to ego, and perhaps even more than
that, to the primeval force exerted by our own chromosomes'
ineluctable drive to replicate themselves. But just as a lot of our
social and sexual behavior is no more than a vestigial legacy of a
prehistoric era, so too might be our concept of what it means to be
a parent.
An overly simplistic, or overly religious rendering of natural
science might have you believing that the sole reason for mating
and bonding is physical reproduction, but that's a hopelessly
obsolete way of looking at things when you consider the huge
proportion of sexual and emotional couplings that seldom or never
result in offspring. Could nature have gotten it that wrong, to
constantly have us chasing each other's tails, even when, as is more
than often the case, people are of the wrong age, gender or
circumstances to breed?
It's easy to accept that people might be that foolish, but nature
is quite another matter; if it imbues us with the instinctto mate even
when it is impossible for children to result from the union, then
something else is at work. I suspect that reproduction has never
been purely about genes and chromosomes, that in factthey are one
of the less significant aspects thereof. What really matters is the
cross-pollination of ideas and cultures that takes place every time
two people, no matter how superficially similar, form an alliance.
If you thinkthroughyourownlife, I'm sure you'll quickly see
how few things have transformed you more than the times spent
totally in love with someone, because it was during those times
that, no matter how irrationally, you were certain that the object of
your affections possessed all or nearly all the virtues of an ideal
human being, and you tried with all your strength and your best
intentions, to bring yourself into harmony with that person.
By the time the relationship had run its course, you might well
have convinced ym1rself that you must have been both blind and
insane, that the person you thought you loved was in reality a
second-rate Satan, sent here for the sole purpose of ruining your
life, but many of the changes you made for the sake of that person
will nonetheless be nearly irrevocable.
So what's that have to do with having or raising kids, you
rightly ask? Simply this: that unless you are truly exceptional, the
rate at which you grow and learn slows down considerably when
you have children. Sometimes it even stops or reverses.
That's not entirely as bad as it sounds. Contrary to the
protestations of economists and demagogic politicians, growth is
not inherently good. If you're ten years old and four feet tall,
naturally you want to grow; if you 're 20 years old and six feet tall,
you might think you've grown quite enough. Other, less tangible
forms of growth may be no different.
But for better or worse, you do agree to limit your own
possibilities in order to be able to provide a broader range of
possibilities for your children. The question worth asking, then, is
whether you do more good by being the best parent you possibly
can be to your own two or three children, or by further educating
and cultivating yourself, perhaps exert a positive influence on
thousands or millions of children.
Some uniquely talented or energetic people have shown that
they can accomplish both, but they are the exceptions, if only in
being able to afford a good babysitter or day care program. Others,
including some of the better known political and moral leaders of
recent history, have accomplished great things on a societal basis
wh_ile their own offspring wound up in prison or dead from drug

overdoses .
It would be far easier for people to have both a public and a
private life if society gave more than lip service to the sacrosanct
"family values" trumpeted by demagogues of all political stripes.
If raising a family in this modern economy weren't such an arduous
task, typically requiring at least the combined wages of two
working parents, perhaps more people would have the time and
freedom to participate in public affairs, to in tum help make the
larger society a more child and family-friendly place.
As it stands now, however, raising children with the degree of
nurturing, nutrition, and care that they need is increasingly becoming
the province of the well to do; the underclass may still have the
most children, but many if not most of them are doomed nearly
from birth to be cast off from the mainstream of society with as
much certainty and even greater cruelty than their parents were.
One of the functions of the war on the family - and that in a
very real sense it exactly what the sanctimonious preachers of the
religious right are engaged in through their alliance with the purely
mercenary forces of the traditional right- is to eliminate the middle
class which has traditionally been most successful at raising
children. The erosion of earning power that forces both spouses to
work or, alternatively, forces at least one parent to devote his life
to being a full-on, megabucks earning capitalist, means that people
often have to choose between not having children or being
relentlessly squeezed into a lower socio-economic class.
It's easy to say that people shouldn't choose to have children
or not based on purely economic grounds, but that ignores the
unfortunate fact that in American today poverty is not just an
inconvenience or a challenge, it is downright unhealthy, especially
for children. There's more involved than just putting food on the
table; any reasonably enterprising parent can probably manage
that. But what about providing your child with adequate medical
care? What kind of life can your child look forward to ifhe or she
has no education butthatdoledout by the increasingly dysfunctional
public schools? Don't you owe it to your child to find housing in
a neighborhood that will at least minimize his or her chances of
catching a stray bullet? How do you afford that on minimum wage,
or even two minimum wages?
The net result, and one that is painfully clear: the well-off and
well-connected have children enjoying the privileges and position
once reserved for scions of the aristocracy, while the desperately
poor underclass cranks out a plethora of children destined for the
prison or the morgue. In between, the shrinking middle class
makes choices that people shouldn't have to make in a civilized
society.
Perhaps it's vain of me to think that the little diatribes I
publish here and in other forums will ever have ariy effect at all on
this disastrous trend. But I do know that if I were spending many
hours a day changing diapers and warming bottles and bonding
with what I'm sure would be my wonderful offspring, I would
probably find far less time for even my puny efforts to arrest the
precipitous decline of western civilization in this country.
For that reason, more than any of the slightly frivolous ones
I cited earlier, I will probably never have children . It's an opinion
that many have expressed and that most have subsequently revised,
so I don't rule it out the possibility altogether. But unless the world
has changed greatly for the better before my breeding years have
run out, it's very unlikely It is a bit sad to think that no one will
bear my name or carry my chromosomes into the coming
millennium, but I have done my job at all, if I have succeeded in
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having any impact on the course of evolution, then I will have
innumerable children as my heirs.
There are the obvious examples, of course, the young people
who have grown up reading this magazine and tell me how it
inspired them to cultivate their own creative abilities, but there is
another, far more subtle, but far more important way in which my
influence and the stuff of which my life is made might be passed
down through the generations.
For every time that someone who has been influenced by me

or my ideas takes an action, raises a voice, stands tall in the spirit
of resistance to the juggernaut of inhumanity, I will be able to say,
yes, something of me has lived on. Whenever people take the time
to think about the ordinary, everyday workers of the world,
whenever they act in a way that considers and benefits the earth that
nurtures us all, when they pass a kind word or gesture to someone
who .suffers or offer a word of wisdom to those who labor in
confusion, I will say, wherever I might be in that perhaps distant
future: yes, there is a child of mine.

The Tyranny Of Taste
I dropped by to see an old friend the other day and found him
practically radiant, glowing with that quiet, self-assured enthusiasm
that .tells you everything must be quite right with the world, and
anything that's not soon will be.
This was quite a change, considering that the last ten or twenty
times I'd seen him he'd had a none too subtle despair etched deeply
into his features, threatening to prematurely tum his still-boyish
face into the shriveled countenance of a sad old man.
I suspected - in fact, was nearly sure - that a newfound love
was behind this change, but went through the standard ritual of
asking what was new, fully expecting that my seemingly innocent
inquiry would unleash a barely contained torrent of gee-whiz
enthusiasm.
I listened as patiently as I could, and smiled - though it might
have been seen as more of a grimace - my congratulations at his
good fortune. I know I must not have sounded very sincere, though
I was, as sincere, anyway, as was humanly possible. A few days
later I wrote him a letter to apologize, though mostly as a matter of
form, since I knew that anything I might say or do would have next
to no impact on his happiness, as least not as long as the object of
his affections didn't stray too far from his side.
In the letter I mentioned that I knew how he felt, that more
times than I could or would care to remember, my life or atleast my
sanity had been saved by the sudden appearance of that most
magical person, the one that I loved and who loved me. It's
staggering, mind-boggling, in fact, how swiftly everything can
change, from near-suicidal darkness to the blinding light of a
forever day.
Such things no longer happen to me, of course. I hate to admit
it, but I've very nearly resigned myself to the likelihood that they
will never happen again. In a way, the abandonment of hope is a
liberating feeling: the lack of expectations greatly limits the degree
of disappointment. But at the same time, it's so very sad. A life
without dreams is hardly a life at all.
Oh, but I still have dreams, of course. I will write a great
novel, I will find time to wander the streets of London and Dublin
and Vancouver and all my other favorite cities without a care in the
world. I will find comfortable places to sit and read and think and
stare meaninglessly out the window, never too warm or too cold,
with fragrant flowers and sweet singing birds always close at hand.
But those are the pleasures of a tranquil old age, and I am not
ready yet to be old. You might argue that this is not something over
which we have a great deal of choice. And of course you would
probably be right, but I have not yet found it in my heart to
acquiesce to the inevitable.

At any rate, what is really at issue is a thornier problem than
that posed by the mere passage of time. Others of my age, in fact
far older than me, still look forward to a life fully lived, one that
holds out the promise of new love and the adventure that surrounds
it. It's not just that I'm a teenager trapped in a middle-age body,
though that makes things hard enough. The true curse of my
existence, I think, must be that I have seen too much, felt. too much,
learned to expect too much, until my expectations finally outran by
five or tenfold the ability of life to fulfill them.
In a sense, it's the undesirable byproduct of a job too well
done. Cultivate your tastes, we are told from an early age. Never
settle for that which is good enough, always reach for something
better. Whether it is goodness, beauty or truth that we seek, and
whether we seek them in ourselves or others, the inescapable result
is twofold: an ever more refined sense of taste, and an ever greater
distaste for the mundanity that permeates most if not all of
existence.
At many points in my life, I've been blessed - or so it seemed
at the time - with the love of people who were so beautiful, so good
and so true as to virtually defy belief. While I was, and remain,
extraordinarily grateful for these experiences, they have cast along
shadow as well. For with each such encounter, the standards by
which I judged people and life itself were further elevated.
But how do we know when the constant honing of one's
esthetic sense becomes self-defeating? Or, in what might be a
better way of phrasing the question, is there a way of turning back
once that threshold has been crossed? It may well be a matter of
trying to regain one's virginity; it's easy enough to go through the
motions oflooking at the world through the eyes of a child, but they
remain only motions. To squint your eyes and tell yourself that the
one you are dancing or making love with is as beautiful as anyone
who went before when in fact you know they are not is possible,
but horribly demeaning and depressing to both parties.
And yet, if the alternative is to dance or make love with no
one, the temptation is enormous to compromise one's standards. In
fact the self-help and "how to get married" books are full of it: we
must have realistic expectations, they advise, we must "settle" for
someone who may not be everything, physically or intellectually,
that we desire.
Once again I ask, albeit in the plaintive tones of one who
doesn't expect to be answered, what kind of way is that to live?
Perhaps what I am guilty of here is confusing two (necessarily)
conflicting impulses: one leading to life, the other to art. While I'm
asproneasanyoneofmybohemianbenttosubscribewholeheartedly
to the Wildean notion that life imitates art, we know where an
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excess of that faith landed Mr. Wilde.
The trouble is, perhaps, that while our souls crave harmony,
our hearts, which truly drive us, seek out the tempestuous, passionate
chaos of lives lived on the precipice of disaster. True, there is
always that warm glow that envelops us when we are secure and
safe in the arms of the one who we imagine we have always
dreamed of. But even then, ifwe are honest with ourselves, we can
catch ourselves sneaking a peek, from the corner of our sequestered
vision, at the mirror which holds the future, the one that is
perpetually polished by the desire that can be momentarily sated
but never fully slaked.
And the nature of that desire is ...? Merely that which makes
us human·, the insurmountable, irrepressible instinct that drives us
to always transcend ourselves, to always become more than we
were yesterday or a moment ago. As can be said about all things
quintessentially human, it is our triumph and our shame.
As I write down these thoughts, I think of my friend, and
wonder what is going through his head at this moment, even though
I think I know, at least in general terms. Either he is wallowing in
the sheer ecstasy of happy-ever-after-ness, or he is wondering how
he ever came to acquire such undeserved good fortune, or - though
I hope this is not the case - he is beginning to entertain the first
niggling doubts, the ones that question whether this love is truer
than all others, or whether she will prove worthy or faithful or
simply amusing enough in the long run.
This is the same person, after all, who only a week or two ago,
said not entirely in jest, that it was not so much that he had been
unsuccessful in finding a girlfriend, but that thus far no one had
proven worthy of his wonderfulness. We laughed and teased him
at the time, but I admired his honesty, because we all feel that way

to an extent, perhaps to a much larger extent than we are willing to
admit.
When we agree to love someone, or, for that matter, something,
we are making a surrender of sorts. We are saying, in contravention
of a most vital part of our nature, that someone or something is
good enough. If we are not willing to make that surrender, we have
no hope of being happy; if we are too willing to make that
surrender, we have no hope of being great.
As always, when my mind begins to ruminate on such things,
I recall (for the second time this issue) my friend David, who in his
early, art-riven years, declaimed passionately, "I'd rather be great
than happy," and in a calmer, more complacent mode some time
later, amended that sentiment by asking, "What could be greater
than to be happy?"
If there's a lesson to be learned there, apart from the
manipulation of facile wordplay to extricate oneself from a selfimposed dilemma, I haven't yet learned it. Perhaps David has;
although I suspect all seemingly happy people of wearing a mask,
he wears his well. As for me, I can't even muster a convincing
rendition of unhappiness; people are forever accusing me of
choosing solitude, of cloaking myself in transparent misery for the
sake of some artistic or esthetic point.
And I say, yes, of course, that must be it, I don't really feel any
of these wretched sentiments that I wear like a tattered and illfitting sweater that offers neither warmth nor comfort nor even a
brave èlan. It's really only my humble contribution to humanity,
my poor attempt to augment the general sense of well-being among
my fellow creatures by allowing them to compare themselves favorably, of course - with my foundering and floundering efforts
at both life and art. It's the least - and the most - that I could do.

Love And Hate
Sometimes It's Not Even A Thin Line; More Like A Serrated Edge
Is there anything more annoying, more frustrating, more
maddening than being pursued by someone we don't love, or have
ceased to love? Unless it's being in love with someone who
stubbornly refuses to love us in return?
Actually, a number of writers have debated the merits of
being the lover as opposed to being the one who is loved, and the
consensus, at least among those I have read, seems to be that it is
better to be the one who loves. Why this is, I am not sure, though
presumably it has something to do with the notion that the act of
loving, and no doubt the suffering that often goes with it, ennobles
one.
I say presumably, because I am not at all sure this is true. I
must believe it in my heart, however, for throughout my life I have
almost always been the lover and very rarely the beloved. Much
of my art and most of my values have been shaped by that reality.
It's a role that I wouldn't recommend to others but seem to have
accepted for myself.
Yet there is a dark side to it as well. By constantly being the
lover, we put ourselves in the position of frequently being rejected,
and while that may make for a bottomless fount of tragicomic
songs and stories, it also runs the risk of producing a calloused and
embittered nature, of souring the milk of human kindness that is the
most valuable gift a potential lover can offer.
Speaking in less general terms, I have seen how my own love,

upon being rejected, can transform itself into something dangerously
resembling hate. And yet it's not quite the same thing. Although
I'm certain that I have done things to wound people who refused
to love me in the way I wanted to be loved, I have never done it
deliberately. It has always been an inescapable corollary to
something I needed, had no choice but to do for myself.
There's an example of that elsewhere in these pages. I wrote
a story detailing some private, perhaps even intimate events in the
relationship between myself and another person who I'm (not
through my own choice) no longer close with. Unless I misjudge
him, seeing that story will probably cause him some discomfort,
perhaps even acutely so. And yet it's a story I had to tell, for a
variety of reasons, some of which have nothing to do with that
particular person or relationship.
One of those reasons is, very simply, that I'm a writer. It's
what I do. It's one of my few justifications for taking up space and
breathing the air on this planet. As a writer, it's not only my
obligation, but my ineluctable fate, to grasp and illuminate the
truth. It requires a painful, often embarrassing honesty about my
own affairs and those who enter into them.
But that's the high-minded version of it, the one that casts me
in the best possible light. It's no less valid becauselhaveother,less
pure motivations for what I do. Any writer, whether he admits it·
or not, is seeking attention and approval. He's also using his power
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with words to reward and punish those around him, and there's no
doubt I do a great deal of that as well.
In the particular story I referred to, I got very nearly equal
measures of satisfaction out of imagining the discomfiture of my
estranged lover, and of recalling with tenderness and longing the
beauty and passion of the time we were together. It was punishment
and reward at once: holding him up to public ridicule by revealing
private behavior that he no doubt would prefer remained private,
and immortalizing him as one of the inspirations and guiding lights
of my life.
I could never have justified writing that story if I didn't
believe that the inspirational aspect would far outlive the
embarrassing one, and though it may take years before he sees it
that way too, I'm sure he'll ultimately agree with me. Being a
gifted writer himself, he may tum around and produce something
that will embarrass and humiliate me, but that goes with the
territory. On the other hand, I wouldn't have gotten as far as I have
as a writer if I hadn't grown fairly impervious to embarrassment.
It's unsettling to think about the darker side of love, and I
think most people avoid doing so whenever possible. The most
common reaction when we've been rejected by a person is to either
demonize them, i.e., make them responsible for all of our troubles,
or to attempt to erase them entirely from our lives. While neither
approach is particularly realistic, it's often the best we can do.
Attempting to embrace the full impact of a broken heart may make
sense for artists and shrinks, but most people drown or vent their
sorrows and move on.
"Beneath the greatest love lies a hurricane of hate," Phil Ochs
once sang, and I'm sure that's what we find most disturbing when
we come face to face with our deepest feelings. Even in the first
moments of unsullied passion, there is a part of us that is delighting
in taking power, gaining control over another person. Many of you
as you read this will say, "Oh no, not me," but be honest. What is
jealousy ifnot the fear oflosing that power or control? And if you
protest that jealousy has nothing to do with love, you are right in
the most ideal of senses, but in this most real of worlds, you must

admit that the two are tragically inseparable.
As a boy I was taught in religion class that love is defined as
"wishing another well." And yet where on this earth can you show
me a love that consists of wishing another well, and nothing else?
Whether we are speaking of romantic love, or the love of parents
for their children, or even the love of saints for sinners, it is all
bound up with a desire for a certain result. Ofcourse you want your
lover to flourish and be successful in every way - but your interest
in his or her success will diminish considerably, even drastically,
if it turns out not to involve you. Of course you want your children
to prosper and be happy, but preferably by following your rules and
standards. Andofcourse you want all the sinners to follow you into
the kingdom of heaven -once they have abandoned their ways and
adopted yours.
I don't blame people for being unwilling to accept the idea
that there is no such thing as a truly pure love, one without any
ulterior motivations. I'm not too fond of the concept myself. But
then neither am I completely adjusted to the irrefutable reality of
death as the dark and inseparable underside of life. Or to the fact
that no matter how noble my intentions, there is hardly an action
I can take or a thought I can think that doesn't involve causing pain
and suffering to someone somewhere in the world. It's a fairly
staggering burden when you think about it, which I advise people
to do from time to time, but not so often as to cripple their capacity
to act.
And cripple it can; all great endeavors involving cooperation
with our fellow human beings - and love is the greatest of them all
-require a joint or collective suspension of disbelief. The more we
know, the harder it is to forget what we might rather not know. It
might explain why a belief in love frequently gives way to or is
replaced by faith in God as life begins to wear us down; while the
evidence of our senses gives us ample opportunity to doubt the
validity of both, only the former can be proven wrong by the weight
of experience. In the latter case, we can't be fully disillusioned
until we are dead (just thought I'd leave you with something to look
forward to).

Fearof Frying:
Memoirs of an Acid Casualty
Or... Why I Don't TakeLSD Anymore
I remember the day well, it was the day after Darby Crash
died, though I hadn't yet heard the news. I was kicking around the
house out in Marin County (yes, Marin County; this is a barely
known chapter of my life, about which little will be revealed, at
least not until the film rights are optioned). It was warm for
December. Or maybe not; how would I know? I hadn't set foot
out of the house all day.
I was in the midst of some long-running tribulations with a
girl friend I'd broken up with the previous January but continued
to go out with off and on all year. It was an emotionally loaded
seesaw arrangement, where one or the other of us would be
sufficiently overcome by sentiment to start up the relationship
again, leading to a passionate few days that sometimes stretched
out into weeks until one of us met someone who seemed more

appealing. Then we'd re-enact our breakup, each time with greater
and more bitter histrionics. It was a laugh an hour, at least.
Anyway, if memory serves me well (though seldom well
enough), she had gotten the better of our most recent exchange of
unpleasantries, and I had dealt with it in my usual fashion, i.e.,
getting massively coked up and stinking drunk. At least that's how
the previous day or two seemed to have gone; all I remember now
is that I was feeling especially bleary as evening set in, perhaps
because I had only recently gotten up.
At that time I was quite the social butterfly, and it was unusual
for me ever to stay home for more than a day or two. My usual
procedure was to get moderately wrecked on drugs and/or alcohol
before setting off for San Francisco (this was before drunk driving
had gone out of style, of course) where I would hang around in bars
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and night clubs and discos and get seriously wrecked.
Since I usually had drugs and money, I generally had lots of
friends and lovers as well, or at least reasonable facsimiles thereof.
I'd often be running about for several days at a time without going
home or even bothering to notice where I was. Eventually I'd run
out of drugs or be overcome by exhaustion, and come crashing
down into one of my periodic binges of reform and selfimprovement.
For three days, sometimes as much as a week or two, I'd swear
off drugs, eat gobs of health food, do t' ai chi in the backyard, and
proclaim loudly to anyone who would listen how great it felt to be
back in touch with myself. Then, when I was becoming the picture
of physical and mental health, I'd decide it was time to celebrate
my successful reformation by grabbing a gram or two of coke, and
off we'd go again.
Sorry, didn't mean to digress, just wanted to give you a
general picture of how things were. This particular night I was
feeling a bit worse than usual, and it was the kind of feeling that
normally would have led to another reform attempt. But for some
reason, I was reluctant to clean up just yet. Maybe it was the onset
of winter. The extended hours of darkness (almost perpetual
darkness in my case, since I usually slept through the daylight
hours) seemed to encourage a greater degree of substance abuse
(though we wouldn't have been caught dead calling it that at the
time). Maybe it was also the fact that I still had another gram of
coke in my shirt pocket.
I figured I might as well use it up before I quit for good, so I
chopped it into some enormous lines that spread all the way across
the kitchen countertop, and snorted the whole thing in a period of
five or ten minutes. So as not to let this sudden influx of stimulant
get my nerves on edge, I washed it down with a bottle of cabernet
sauvignon that I finished in about the same amount of time. Then,
realizing that I should probably wait an hour or two before driving
to the city, I sat back to enjoy the buzz(es).
There was a problem, though: after a decent interval spent
waiting for something to happen, I began to realize that nothing
had. A gram of cocaine and a bottle of wine in the space of ten
minutes had produced no effects whatsoever . Severely annoyed
by this development, I smoked a joint of Northern California
sinsemilla possessing distinctly psychedelic qualities, but succeeded
only in awakening an unwelcome bout of reflection on who I was
and where I was going.
Over the previous year such questions had troubled me very
little. Normally I was having too much fun to worry about it, and
when things became too bothersome, I'd just take more drugs or go
on a trip, or fall in love with someone new, or take a nap for a few
days. Unfortunately none of these options were open to me at the
moment, with the possible exception of taking more drugs. But
even there, my choices were limited. I was out of coke, didn't feel
like more wine, and the only other things in the house were
marijuana and LSD.
The pot I'd already smoked felt unpleasant enough, which left
only the LSD. At first thought, I nearly laughed aloud. Not only
had it been along while since I'd taken acid, it seemed like the last
thing someone would want to take under these conditions. But like
a bad kudzu seed planted in the fertile soil of a muddled
consciousness, the notion took root and grew to unmanageable
proportions.
What was nagging at me, what was making me feel more
uncomfortable than any of the physical sensations I was
experiencing, was the realization of how far I had strayed from the
starry-eyed idealism and optimism of my extremely protracted (I
was already well past 30) adolescence. Didn't I remember when

I used to take drugs, and only "good" drugs, purely for the purpose
of expanding my awareness and making myself a better person?
How had I ever turned into such a self-indulgent and self-absorbed
hedonist whose only criterion for measuring the worth of a person
or situation was whether it was fun?
As the clear thinkers among you are probably suspecting, a
long nap aided by several Valiums would have probably been in
order, but lacking any such tranquilizers and unable to sleep
otherwise, my ruminations continued until the idea of taking LSD
actually began to make sense . And not just an ordinary tab or
blotter, either, but a serious, serious dose. I had just the ticket, too.
My doofus brother-in-law, an acid dealer who basically
devoted his life to accumulating supplies of every sort of LSD ever
made, had given me some green, pyramid-shaped gelatins. They
were legendarily strong anyway, but these were the trimmings
from the sheet when it had been formed at the lab, and for whatever
reason, they tended to be far stronger than the regular doses. I have
no way of knowing just how much LSD they contained, but a
reasonable guess would be the equivalent of ten to thirty hits.
In my acid-taking heyday in the early 70s, it had been no big
deal to gobble down thirty, even fifty hits. But that had been a long
time ago, longer, I would soon learn, than I realized. My addled
wits were able to offer little resistance to this harebrained scheme,
and before I knew it, I was downstairs rummaging through my
stash of memorabilia for the hits of acid and casually tossing them
down my wide open and vulnerable gullet. The deed done, I
headed back upstairs and plunked myself in front of the TV to
watch Monday Night Football.
This was not the sort of visual or aural stimulation that I would
have chosen to accompany an LSD trip in the old days, but the
incongruity managed to escape me for a few minutes as Howard
Cosell (Note to my younger readers: Howard Cosell was a muchloathed broadcaster notorious for pontificating in stentorian tones
on any and all subjects, preferably those he knew nothing about.
Imagine Newt Gingrich, minus the right wing dingbattery , doing
sports play-by-plays .) began rattling on about whatever he rattled
on about. When the game got underway, however, and the football
players started detaching themselves from the screen, I sensed that
perhaps the drug was beginning to have an effect.
Until this point, I was reasonably comfortable, or at least
distracted, but then old Howard butted into the action with the
announceme·nt that John Lennon had been shot and killed in New
York. Although I never suspected Howard of being much of a
Beatles fan, he began a valiant effort to wax eloquent over what a
tragedy it had been.
I, in tum, who had been an enormous Beatles fan in my day,
laughed out loud, and said to nobody in particular, "What some
people won't do to sell records."
Then it happened. It was as if those words were what it took
to unlock the power of the enormous lysergic dose that had sat
patiently, coiled at the base of my spine, waiting for the proper
moment to strike and obliterate me. All the sounds and memories
in the universe swirled in a vortex around my aching head. I tried
lying down but there was no floor. I tried sitting up but I had no
body. I tried closing my eyes but I wasn't there.
But something was there, and it was awful, horrible, terrible,
and absolutely inescapable. As quickly as it had vanished, my
body came back, only now I was painfully aware of the cocaine and
alcohol content of every single one of its desperate cells. It hurt,
as nothing had ever hurt me before, and the pain was all the greater
for the knowledge that it had been self-inflicted.
Something told me that I was in for a lengthy ordeal, though
it would be hours yet before time began to resume any real
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semblance of meaning. Eventually I began to adjust to the physical
pain, but the mental pain was far worse. Everything about me that
had seemed so cool and fun during the previous year was suddenly
hideous and deformed. All the possessions heaped up around me,
the musical equipment, the books and paintings, even the collage
of bizarre and disturbing clippings with which I had covered an
entire wall, spoke of a fanatical, driven sense of beauty that had
suddenly become imbued with, overwhelmed by, the perfectly still
stench of death.
Anotl1er way of putting it would be that my entire life had just
careened into a brick wall, a collision from which I couldn't easily
see myself walking or even crawling away. It was too late to go
back to being a childlike hippie, and yet it was obvious that neither
could my current way of living be sustained indefinitely.
Faced with this impasse, I did what I always did in such
situations: said I was sorry and promised to do better in the future.
It had worked countless times with parents, teachers, bosses, even
on some occasions, with the police. But it wasn't working now.
Oh, I had the small satisfaction of knowing that tomorrow or the
next day I would begin to feel a little more human, a little more at
ease in my mind and body, but tl1at might as well have been
somewhere in the next millennium.
First I had to get through the entire night and most of the day
that followed. I'll spare you most of the details; there aren't many
anyway. It was just sharp, unremitting pain, of the sort that I had
never experienced before and wouldn't wish on my worst enemies,
well, not most of them, anyway.
The only truly vivid memory I have now of those interminable
hours is the sunrise. By about 6 a.m., i.e., twelve hours after this
misbegotten voyage had begun, I had reached a sort of uneasy
accommodation with my senses. As Jong as I lay in a certain
position, in a darkened room, with my eyes half closed and half
open, I was able to maintain a kind of equilibrium that was only
mildly horrific. Somewhere during the night, I had started musing
on the subject of John Lennon's being murdered, and that, in fact,
was what had sent me into my tailspin.
Despite my sarcastic comment on first hearing about his
death, and despite the fact that I had devoted very little thought to
him in the previous ten years, John Lennon represented something
very important to me, both for the influence he had had on me
during my younger years, and as a symbol of the now largely
forgotten ideals that had marked those years. While I thought his
more recent music ghastly, and his exhibitionistic relationship
with Yoko Ono unseemly and vulgar, there was no reason, I told
myself, that he should have died.
No reason either, you say, that millions ofother people should
die, but tl1ey do, every day, every minute, in fact, in ways even
more painful and ignominious. Yet in tl1e fever of the moment
those millions became abstractions, while John Lennon began to
embody all that was good and beautiful and true. And there was
tl1e rub, the at first nagging, then exasperating, finally bitterly
painful rub.
For if Lennon were really anything like the saintly, or at least
basically decent person I conceived him to be, his death was a
massive injustice, a flagrant violation of what we tl1enstill called,
witl1 a reasonably straight face, the law of karma. Those of you
who are not particularly spiritual might not immediately see why
that should be such a source of discomfiture to yours truly, who
you'd probably never mistaken for a beacon of religious probity.
But in fact I did Jive by a very strict, if selective moral code.
It could be summed as well as anything by the Bob Dylan line, "To
live outside the law you must be honest." I'd been living outside,
far outside the Jaw for many years, and yet felt reasonably

invulnerable, because in my opinion, I answered to a higher Jaw.
And thus far it had worked. I had gotten away with preposterous
crimes and been virtually unscathed by a way of life that had laid
low dozens of others around me (again, wait for the book and/or
movie). I had assumed it was because I was doing the right thing,
though in retrospect I imagine it had more to with the old adage
about God taking care of drunkards and fools. In any event, it was
now becoming clear that my entire life was based on a false
assumption.
True, tl1esame could be said about much of the human race,
but most people manage to Jive and die without ever noticing; I, on
the other hand, was getting my face rubbed in it, in great and
torturous detail. Yet, there was light at the end of the tunnel, wasn't
there? As the minutes turned to hours and life went on, I began to
entertain the notion that I might survive, that I might yet get an
opportunity to act upon my newfound knowledge.
But although the light at the end of the tunnel did not turn out
to be an oncoming train, it proved to be something nearly as bad:
the first hints of the coming sunrise. I don't know why that
prospect filled me with such dread, but it did. Perhaps because I
had finally come to terms with the darkness, wrapping it about
myself like a chilly but comforting blanket, perhaps because I was
filled with terror at the prospect of seeing in the unforgiving
daylight the wreckage my life had now become, but for whatever
reason, I set my whole will to doing battle with the sun, to forcing
it back beneath the horizon for at least another month or two.
For a few moments I thought I might be winning; by squinting
my eyes and tightening all the muscles of my consciousness, I
seemed to be able to stop and reverse time. I was sure, in fact, that
the eastern sky grew visibly darker.
But I was unable to sustain that effort, and was forced to resort
to closing my eyes, hoping against hope that when I opened tl1em
again the entire day would have passed and night would have fallen
once more. No luck, though; each time my eyelids relaxed even
slightly, I could see that the sky had taken on ever more luminous
shades of gold and yellow that appeared all the more ominous,
thanks to the blackened silhouettes formed by the tl1ickovergrowth
of vegetation outside my window. As the day brightened still
further, the leaves cast shadows on my whitewashed walls,
producing an eerie and suggestive arabesque that was as menacing
as it was exotic.
When the sun itself finally burst through the trees, it cast
phosphorescent daggers at my eyes and the tattered remains of my
soul, and I burst into tears of hopelessness and rage. In a sense, the
whole LSD experience had begun all over, for everytl1ing, both in
the external and internal world, had to be examined again in this
new light.
And a blinding, unforgiving light it was; tl1eroom where I Jay
had windows that reached from floor to ceiling and stretched
nearly the full length of the east-facing wall. Physically, I was no
longer capable of anything but the most minimal movement, so I
had no choice but to Jay there feeling as tl10ugh I were being
parboiled for the next several hours; it would be at least 10 am
before the sun cleared my window.
To restore some sense of normalcy, I finally hit upon the
notion of turning on the AM radio to an all news and talk station.
Its relentlessly mundane recountings of strange and wildly
improbable events had a strangely comforting effect, though I
found myself growing outraged that the newscasters seemed
completely oblivious to the momentous events that had been
unfolding since the previous evening.
All right, I didn't really expect them to be broadcasting the
traumatic details of my LSD trip, but I couldn't understand why
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they hadn't suspended all normal programming to play old Beatles
tunes and ruminate aloud about the passing of John Lennon. More
attention was being paid to traffic jams on the Bay Bridge and the
likelihood of rain.
It was the first time I had listened to the news in months, and
the first time in a year or more that I had paid any serious attention.
I suppose I knew, or would have if I had given it any thought, that
things were changing in the larger world as well, things that would
affect my life and that of countless millions of others far more than
a long night of polychemical intoxication. A month earlier Ronald
Reagan had been elected President; I, dancing the night away in a
Paris discotheque, had taken less notice of the event than most of
the French people around me.
It was to be months, perhaps even years, before the full impact
of that event began to sink in, but on a more personal level, I
suppose that last LSD experience was when the 80s truly began for
me. Sometime in the late afternoon my girlfriend, in response to
telephoned pleadings, came over to make soup for me and tuck me
into bed. Finally, about 6 pm, I was able to sleep; a full 24 hours
had passed.
The drastic changes that were to come didn't unfold overnight;
my cocaine and alcohol binges continued but became far less
frequent. Later that spring I would break off with my girlfriend for
good, which further cut down my motivation for getting blotto in
the first place. I found a new girlfriend, with whom I would end
up forming the most serious and longest lasting relationship of my
life, and a little more than a year later we left .the city behind

snide remarks aside, kudos to Senator Dianne for helping to vote
down the Repugs' screwball "balanced budget" amendment.
Meanwhile, back in poor old Frisco, a wretched little man
called Frank Jordan presides over the continued ruin of what once
was the gran'dest city in America, and adds insult to injury by not
even managing to exhibit the style or flamboyant chicanery of his
many corrupt predecessors. Jordan's approach is that of a mediocre
branch manager of a failing insurance company; his staggering
absence of imagination compounded by a general meanspiritedness.

altogether, moving to the remote and barely settled mountains of
Northern Mendocino County.
Life became a lot more real after that, and I must admit that
I wasn't always glad of it. The freewheeling and luxurious way of
living that had come with my immersion in the drug culture was a
thing of the past, and while I didn't miss the hangovers and the
paranoia, hard work and fresh air and sunshine didn't always
produce the same sort of kick that running wild in the urban jungle
had.
I suppose it had to happen, and considering what happened to
most of my fellow druggies who didn't stop, it's hard to argue that
I'm not better off. Nearly everything I've accomplished in writing
and music had its beginnings when I kissed that old world goodbye,
or, more precisely, had it torn rudely from my lips. Except for beer,
it's been years now since I've used anything stronger than aspirin.
Today, even the thought of taking some of the drugs I used to take
makes my flesh crawl.
Still, there's a certain thrill in remembering, and even a
certain nostalgia. No, I know I could never live like that again, and
if I tried, it would surely kill me in a matter of months. But though
I sometimes torment myself with thoughts of how much more I
might have accomplished if I hadn't squandered so many years on
decadence and debauchery, I have to admit I don't really regret it
all that much. I still bear some of the physical and psychic scars,
and I'm probably missing some hefty chunks of my memory, but
hey, life is for living, isn't it? I'mjustgladlsurvived, atleastl think
lam.

One of the most disgraceful aspects of Jordan's mayoralty has
been his handling of the police department, which shouldn't be
surprising, since the SFPD was in a sorry state and sinking fast
throughout the time that he was police chief. One of his first acts
as mayor was to fire Willis Casey, the top cop who had replaced
him and the first decent police chief Frisco had had in years.
Since then we've had, what, I've lost count, three or four
police chiefs, all rotten in different ways. While violent street
crime has made many parts of the city virtually unlivable, the cops
have been bumbling and stumbling all over themselves trying to
follow whichever particular brand of mismanagement is being
imposed on them at a given time.
For instance, if you took a poll of San Francisco residents,
what percentage of them do you think would say that the police
department's highest priority should be raiding parties on New
Year's Eve on the chance that there might be illegal drinking going
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on? Or unleashing task forces on South of Market night spots in
an attempt to nab under-21 revelers?
If you guessed 10%, that would probably be way high, unless
San Francisco has changed even more than I think. This is, or was,
the city that always had a high degree of tolerance for things done
in good fun; at the same time, it's never (at least till now) been the
kind of place that tolerated random violence and thuggery of the
sort that's depressingly commonplace all over the city today.
But the police seem to have their priorities completely screwed
up; in addition to the recent crackdown on South of Market, one of
the few areas of San Francisco still possessing any semblance of
night life, they pour copious amounts of the city's scant resources
into chasing after pot dealers and prostitutes, but can't seem to
figure out how to put a beat cop or two on the mean and getting
meaner streets.
I don't mean to take it out on the individual police officers,
because they're not the ones making the duty assignments. The
blame rests squarely on Chief Ribera and his boss, Mayor Jordan,
and I'm not even inclined to give them the benefit of the doubt by
presuming that their mismanagement of the police department is
simply a matter of ignorance or incompetence.
I don't think it would be too cynical at all to surmise that the
reason the police are deploying a disproportionate amount of their
manpower on victimless and nonviolent crimes is that they can pad
arrest statistics and (especially in drug cases) make property
seizures without too much chance of putting themselves in danger
or getting their uniforms dirty. Then they can go to the public with
the usual blather about arrests being up and crime being down,
aren't we doing a great job, etc. etc.

If it weren't so tragic - and costly - it would be the stuff of
comic opera: Chief Tony, when he's not busy making the world
safe for the old guard of the Catholic Church (and covering up for
pedophile priests), is landing the city in hot fiscal water with his sex
harassment suits. Personally, I can't think of a quicker libido-killer
than the thought of either the Chief or his accuser, sometime cop
and ex-girlfriend of (thankfully) ex-Supervisor Bill Maher, Joanne
Welch engaged in any form of carnal knowledge, but if creepy
people were prevented from breeding, well, we all know the world
would be a very different. and probably grossly underpopulated
place.
Anyway, I could probably live with the notion of the terribly
put-upon Miss Welch (who's been collecting full pay for doing
nothing for nearly as long as the mayor has) being pressured into
shining the Chiefs head or polishing his nightstick if it weren't
costing the supposedly broke city a bundle; since both of the
participants in this particularly inane battle are city employees,
guess who will get stuck picking up the tab for the whole mess?
As, for example, has now happened in the case of yet another
of the mayor's brilliant choices for police chief, the marvelously
bent Richard "Dick" Hongisto, whose little prank against the
publisher of the Bay Times has now cost the beleai.uered taxpayers
of San Francisco nearly three quarters of a million bucks.
For those who've forgotten, or wisely choose not to remember,
Hongisto was caricatured on the cover of the gay-oriented biweekly newspaper; instead of laughing it off, he ordered some of
his officers (who had already finished stamping out all the city's
crime that week) to drive around and confiscate all the copies of the
Bay Times that they could find.
The officers argued that they were just doing their job, so the
city had to defend them in court, and Hongisto, even though he got
canned as a result of the caper, had to be defended as well. Of
course the city could have just slipped Bay Times publisher Kim
Corsaro 25 or 50 grand and she would have gone away happy;
instead, one of the many Jordan-appointed geniuses at City Hall
decided to turn the case into an underemployed attorneys' subsidy

program, with the result that over $715,000, nearly enough money
to, oh, make the Muni run on time, was funnelled into the pockets
of our local legal establishment. Well, at least someone's making
a living around here.
Of course, when it comes to legal hijinks (this isn't really a
San Francisco item, but certainly fits right into the spirit of things),
it would be hard to top the case of one William Bennett (no, not the
bloodthirstycrackpotwhoasReagan'sdrugczarcalledforhanging
dealers from the lamp posts and then went on to write a best-seller
called The Book Of Virtues), who got canned from the State Board
of Equalization (tax collectors) for fraud (talk about redundancy, ,
eh?), and then went on to collect $64,000 from the Workmen's
Compensation Fund on the grounds that being indicted had caused
him undue stress. You wonder why more bank robbers don't try
that approach; after all, it must be terribly stressful getting chased
down the street by policemen with drawn guns . For that matter, the
last time I got a traffic ticket, my ulcer started acting up terribly ...
Speaking of fraudulent use of public funds, what about that
new" art" museum down in the Yerba Buena Center? Longer term
locals will ofcourse recall thatthe area just south of downtown was
once filled with perfectly functional items like low-income housing
that hadn't cost the government a dime.
But in the name of progress, a universal euphemism for
fattening the wallets of well-connected contractors, the entire
neighborhood was razed, and over the past couple decades gradually
replaced with a series of boondoggles of steadily decreasing
significance and irretrievably increasing cost.
The latest, and crowning achievement in this legacy of civic
brutalism is the Museum of Modern Art, apparently so named
without a trace of irony. I'm sure I won't be the first or even the
hundredth to observe that the museum it replaces, in the War
Memorial Building on Van Ness, contained barely enough art of
genuine worth to stock an average garage sale, thus raising the
fairly obvious question of why a brand new building several times
larger was required, but who listens to people like me, anyway?
Besides, I'll concede that I haven't yet visited the only
moderately garish premises on Third Street (the way I figure, if
you 're an architect looking to erect a joke building, why not go all
the way and put up something like the Jukebox Marriott instead of
pulling your punches and attempting to graft some vestiges of
dignity onto a prestressed concrete shell with the soul of an
amusement park?). For alll know, the curators of San Francisco's
contemporary art establishment may have been busily scurrying
about acquiring all manner of magnificent testaments to the
eloquence and aplomb with which our nation's painters and
sculptors have embraced the approaching millennium. But I rather
doubt it.
In fact, I so severely doubt it that I'm not going to chance
paying the seven or nine bucks they're asking to view what I'm
almost certain will prove to be a grhtly expanded collection of
"found" art (read: junk that was too big for the weekly street
collections), psychotic paint spatterings, and photographs of various
nail clippings, excrement, and randomly placed underwear.
Call me a philistine if you will - in fact I'm sure you will, just
as many of you did last time I railed against the prevailing ugliness
of modern art - but in light of what's passing for culture these days,
I'd just as soon be a philistine, thank you. But just a question for
those of you who have actually seen the city's modern art collection:
if you were a multi-zillionaire to whom money was no object, and
you went out shopping for some new objects to decorate your
dining room, and you walked into a store that had on display all the
items now displayed in the Museum of Modern Art, how much
would you pay to take some of that stuff home? Or, more to the
point, how much would they have to pay you to haul it away?
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Just flew in from London and boy, are my arms tired ... No,
that's not what I meant to say, the thing that was on my mind was
the contrast between getting to the airport on one end, which
involved getting on a train that cost approximately $3.75 (very
cheap by London mass transport standards) and arriving about 30
minutes later in the heart of Heathrow airport, as opposed to
arriving at San Francisco, where I had to contend with a confusing
(even to me, who's been flying in and out of SFO for 20 years)
welter of vans and buses placed at apparently random locations and
charging equally random prices.
And that's only the beginning; still ahead of me after the $10
van ride into downtown (yes, I could have ridden the Airporter for
$8, if I could find it, or Samtrans for $2, if I wanted to wait a half
hour) was a transfer to two BART trains before I finally wound up
in my desired destination, downtown Berkeley. Elapsed time: one
and a half hours. Cost: $11.80; if I had taken one of the more
economical routes, I would have to up the journey time to nearly
two hours. At the other end of the spectrum, a taxi would have
gotten me there in about45 minutes, but at a cost of about$60. All
this to cover a distance that's probably less than that from Heathrow
to central London.
Okay, okay, I'm sure you're saying, we don't need to hear any
more whining from you world travelers when the most exotic trip
we've taken all year was a weekend in Vacaville, but bear with me:
an awful lot of people, both locals and visitors, use San Francisco
Airport, and it's pretty embarrassing for a so-called major city to
have such a ridiculous excuse for public transport serving it.
The only thing more ridiculous that immediately comes to
mind are the plans of certain bureaucrats who, if they get their way,
will blow a few more billions on a BART extension that, guess
what, will end a couple miles away from the airport. Then, on the
assumption that you'll have had such an uproarious time riding
your BART train that you'll hardly be able to wait for your next
chance to board another tin can on wheels, they'll build a whole
separate train system for you to hop on (you don't suppose they'd
be so crass as to charge you yet another fare, do you?) in order to
make it the rest of the way to SFO. Heck, by the time you've gotten
there, you might have decided that riding around on trains is so
much fun that you don't even want to get on an airplane after all.
At present, the forces of semi-rationality, i.e., those who want
to extend BART all the way into, oddity of oddities, where you
meant to go in the first place, are winning the day. But don't hold
your breath; the battle is still raging, and whatever the ultimate
result, it will almost certainly be sometime in the next millennium
before any trains actually start to roll. One is tempted to ponder,
of course, how it was that in the last century, with its relatively
primitive technology, it was possible to build railroads that spanned
an entire continent in a matter of a year or two, while bridging the
twelve mile gap between San Francisco and its airport has already
consumed a couple of decades and is almost certain to take at least
one more. But that would surely exhibit a woeful lack of appreciation
for the subtleties and complexities of modem life, wouldn't it?
A year or so ago I set myself up for a few weeks of ritual abuse
by posting on a local computer bulletin board the opinion that Herb
Caen was not only a brilliant writer, but also one of the classier
human beings still extant in this town.
You would have thought that I was extolling the culinary
skills of Jeffrey Dahmer or the social graces of John Wayne Gacy,
judging from someofthe feedback I got. In fact, among the mostly
young (at least in their own minds) users of the BBS, Dahmer and
Gacy actually seem to carry more cachet than Mr. Caen.
(It's a widely observed, and, at least to me, incomprehensible
phenomenon, that serial killers and mass murderers are increasingly
being glamorized by the nose-piercing set, but that's another
subject for another time.)

Anyway, at the time I said that even in what might be assumed
to be his declining years, Caen in his sleep and with one hand tied
behind his back could still outwrite nearly anybody around,
including yours truly. A lot of the irate comments I got came from
the local young turks to whom "writing" means loud macho
bluster; to them, Caen was a senile git who composed columns
based on who he'd had lunch with the previous day. And I, because
I was defending him, wasn't much better.
Well, even I acknowledged at the time that Caen was probably
well past his prime, but I was wrong. In the 27 years or so that I've
been reading him, I've seen Mr. Caen go through a number of
peaks and valleys, but every time I've nearly given up on him, he's
come back and surprised me again. Such has been the case oflate;
at an age when most men have long since retired, Caen has lately
been doing some of the best writing of his career.
Maybe he just stands out because he's such a solitary voice in
the sea of mediocrity known as San Francisco journalism, but I
think it's rather more than that. What caught my attention, and
rather sharply at that, was Caen' s increasingly acerbic commentary
on the rightward tilt that government and society have been taking.
He doesn't rant or rave the way, oh, say someone like me, would
be doing, but the quiet dignity with which he voices his outrage the outrage, in fact, that any decent human being should be feeling
- has a power that no all-out tirade can muster.
Caen, of course, is an unrepentant New Dealer, and more
power to him. The New Deal now being eagerly dismantled by
Chairman Newt's slavering herd of Visigoths may well turn out to
have been the high water mark of mainstream American politics.
Certainly nothing has come along since that has done nearly as
much to positively affect the lives of everyday working people
across this land. The New Deal introduced, though not in so many
words, the notion of the social contract into a notoriously
individualistic society. For the first time, people were willing to
believe that we might indeed be our brother's (or-sister's) keeper;
what a rude contrast, then, to now be daily confronted with the
modern ethos of every many for himself and to hell with the women
and children.
As you may have noticed by now, this item was meant as
something more than a paean to a great man and a great writer, and
if I have any insight at all into the workings of Mr. Caen 's mind,
I suspect that he'll appreciate this praise a good deal more if it's
married to a nostalgic nod toward a time when people still believed
that by working together we could make things a little better for all
of us, and when a basic decency and respect for one's fellow man
wasn't seized upon as a sign of weakness or feeble-mindedness.
None of us will go on forever, and I know the odds are that
Herb Caen will one day have to retire his faithful Royal and shuffle
off to his just reward (a time at which, as I've often noted, the poor
old Chronicle might as well close down). But it will be a sad day
for San Francisco when that happens, and a sad day for journalism
as a whole, because no one will everreplace him; no one could. It's
an overused phrase, but he's one of a kind, a living monument to
the glory that was once San Francisco. Long may he shine.
Yet no matter how high my regard for Herb Caen, I can't see
myself going along with his opinion that Willie Brown would
make a "great" mayor of San Francisco. Granted, the Speaker of
the State Assembly has got the style and flash that have long been
missing from SF politics, but he's also famously corrupt, and
forever on sale to the highest bidder.
Yes, there's a grand tradition of flamboyant corruption in city
politics, a tradition that has been sadly abused by the shabbily crass
and surreptitious sleaze practiced by the last three occupants ofhe
mayor's office. A little good old fashioned graft, especially when
properly spread around, can grease the wheels that make a city run
smoothly.
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But with Willie Brown, we're not talking about "a little"
graft; if his record in Sacramento is any indication, Willie would
support the razing of the entire Western Addition to make room for
the world's largest Walmart, provided, of course, that the money
was right. Here's a man, after all, who takes enormous amounts of
money from tobacco companies and in turn tries to pass legislation
to stop cities from passing new anti-smoking laws. Here is a man
who, in return for support from the chemical industry, pushed
through a jerry-built law to overturn the democratically expressed
will of Mendocino County voters and force them to submit to being
sprayed by aerial herbicides and pesticides.
What's particularly shameful about Willie Brown's record is
that while his public image is that of a man of the people, he
repeatedly makes policy decisions that hurt the poorest and weakest
members of society, the sort of people who regularly vote for him,
and that he does it at the behest of the big corporations and pressure
groups who fill his coffers.
But none of that seems to matter; Willie Brown knows how
to talk a good liberal game, and what's more, he's never hesitant
to play the race card; he gets at least 90% of the vote in black
districts, and doesn't lag far behind that in guilty white liberal ones.
And, the news has just come over the wires, he's leading the polls,
which show that he's the only potential candidate who could beat
Jordan in the upcoming election. Great. Just great.
Most of the time he's off in fuzzy liberal NPR land, but
Chronicle columnist Jon Carroll gets off a real zinger often enough
to let us know his heart is in the right place. His recent column
lampooning the loathsome little cretin who's been masquerading
as Governor of California for what seems like forever was a real
gem; in it he thanks Mr. Pete for running for President and, it is to
be devoutly hoped, leaving California alone.
I hate showing my age, but I can remember a time when Pete
Wilson was nearly always referred to as (oxymoronoxymoronibus)
(my own Latin neologism there, do you like it?) a "moderate
Republican." But when moderation stopped being marketable,
Governor Pete turned his attention toward making the Golden
State over into the California Gulag. California may not have
much to brag about these days when it comes to employment
opportunities or safeguarding the environment or creating livable
cities, but by golly, when it comes to incarcerating people, we've
developed some of the most efficient machinery in the history of
the world.
Wilson never ceases to amaze when it comes to his readiness
to completely abandon any principles he might have previously
displayed, or to glom on to any bit of demagoguery, no matter how
vicious, racist, or destructive, if it appears that it might help his
career. In his recent re-election campaign, Wilson wholeheartedly
threw his lot in with the frantically baying rabble when he embraced
the most retrograde and least well thought out version of the "Three
Strikes" approach to criminal justice.
Even if you could make a case for the inflexibly punitive
program, you'd think even the jerkiest of the knee-jerks among us
would be capable of understanding that the main point of locking
criminals up for long periods should be to protect the public against
violence. The more reasonable "three strikes" proponents
accordingly wrote their version of the law so that it would only
apply to violent offenders, but Wilson, in an effort to show that he
was "tougher" on crime pushed through his own plan, which
requires that even small fry pot dealers who get nabbed three times
go to the big house for life.
If the law isn't thrown out at some point, it will almost
certainly bankrupt the state; already prisons are filling up far faster
than the state can build them. Which is just peachy with one of
Wilson's biggest financial backers, the prison guards' union, well

on its way to becoming the most potent force in California politics.
Meanwhile, we move closer to that day, predicted by Philip Dick
or some similar paranoid, where we will have full employment by
virtue of everyone in the state being either incarcerated or working
as a guard.
This year, Wilson has found some new bloody flags to wave
about; having scored so effectively with his anti-immigrant rhetoric
in the last election, he's become a born again racist as well, using
a campaign against affirmative action as a code word for "Vote for
me and make California white again!" It's rather astounding,
really, what a fearsome demagogue lurks beneath that bland and
innocuous surface. Jon Carroll's suggestion that we pawn the Gov
off on Washing ton is no doubt well-intentioned, but I don't think
it puts sufficient distance between Wilson and the Golden State he
has done so much to tarnish. Now if there was an opening for a
premiership in Bosnia-Herzegovina ...

A Night In Vain On The Town:
Oh Frisco, How Thou Art Fallen
I know I waxed slightly rhapsodic last issue about the glories
still to be found in a walk about San Francisco, provided, of course,
that the weather, the stars, your mood, and that of random passersby
are properly aligned, and that you confine your wanderings to
certain well-worn paths in reasonably safe neighborhoods.
"Safe" is not always the adjective that one would apply to the
most exciting and fascinating parts of a city, but while San
Francisco retains a good deal of fascination, mostly with respect to
its unnaturally beautiful setting and its manmade splendor of yore,
"exciting" is another matter: unless you consider dodging stray
bullets and psychopaths greatly stimulating, San Francisco is no
longer an especially thrilling place.
In fact, unless you are
part of one of the city's vestigial countercultures, skulking about
in the shadows and haunting your own exclusive venues, Frisco
has grown dreadfully dull, a sort of mean-spirited Omaha by the
Bay, with no disrespect intended to Nebraskans past or present.
I was never made more unpleasantly aware of this fact than
one night last October. On ,my way home after an exhausting,
month-long trip across some 5,000 miles of America and Canada,
my plane got hung up in the season's first thunderstorm. Though
the pilot wouldn't say exactly what was going on, there was clearly
something wrong. For more than an hour after we were due to land,
we circled the city at an extraordinarily low altitude, so close to the
ground that I could pick out raindrops splashing in puddles in the
streets, and watch twitching tree branches threaten to brush the
underbelly of our lumbering jet.
Finally the storm stopped and we heaved into the airport, the
plane's chassis giving a great, shuddering sigh as it pulled up to the
terminal. I was as shaken as I had ever been by an airplane ride, and
stepped outside to find that the storm was passing, that at least half
a sky of glittering stars had extruded itself in and among the
billowing black remnants of clouds as they raced away toward the
East Bay hills.
The breeze that lingered was warm and gentle; it would not be
overstating the case to call it intoxicating in thatineffablyCalifornian
way. It was the sort of caressing breath of nature that makes one
seriously ponder how human beings ever got it into their heads to
begin dwelling indoors. The last thing it inspired in me was a desire
to rush back to my room in Berkeley and draw the shades for a long
sleep, the way I would normally have done after such a trip.
No, I wanted to be out in the night air, and even more so, to
spend the midnight hours on the streets of the city that had once
been so glamorous and romantic and eternally young. From our
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low flying plane, those streets had seemed steeped with a desperate,
albeit bleak and solitary romance. But that was at the height of the
stonn. Now that the weather had taken such a turn for the exquisite,
they would surely be filled again with pleasure seekers, scene
makers, brightlighters and besotted voyeurs.
But though it was no later than 10 or 11 in the evening, the city
seemed virtually deserted. I might as well have never left Indiana
or Ohio or wherever it was in the boarded up heartland that I'd been
that morning. In fact, I'd seen a dozen or more cities in the midwest
and east, and particularly in Canada, that were absolutely brimming
with life and energy compared with San Francisco .
And not just the big cities like Chicago or Toronto or Montreal,
which might be expected to make little San Francisco look
hopelessly provincial; I remembered driving into a medium-sized
town - population no more than 50,000- in Michigan on a Saturday
night and finding the old fashioned square at the center thronged
with people, both young and old, just lounging or strolling about,
as if the square were a front yard for the entire community.
And what kind of public gathering places does San Francisco
offer by night? Most of the city's parks and squares become nogo zones immediately after dark, unless you're a risk junkie in
search of sordid thrills of the drug or sex variety, or a down and
outer with nothing but your life left to lose. Castro Street and the
few blocks of Upper Market Street leading to it serve as a sort of
public promenade, and there's Union Street, and a few blocks of
North Beach. More recently a cafe and bar scene has sprung up
around 16th Street and Valencia, but straying too far off those
· streets can quickly result in a mugging or knifing or beating, which
does tend to put a damper on the relaxed, carefree attitude one
might like to take along for a night on the town.
Many San Franciscans will read this and sneer. There he goes
again, bad mouthing this great city, and if he can't put up with the
rough edges that go with modern urban life, he should just stay
home or move to the country, they'll probably say.
But while loyalty to your home town is admirable, letting it
blind you to that town's very real faults is not. San Franciscans
have some of the thinnest skins I've ever encountered, and their
immediate reaction to any sort of criticism tends to be one of
massive denial. Ifididn'tknow better, I'd thinktheydidn'tgetout
much, or at least that they seldom if ever visited other cities.
How else can you explain them, as they prattle on about how
exciting and romantic this town is, when any objective observer
can see that except for a few well preserved enclaves where the
tourists go, it's depressing, dirty, dangerous, and just plain dull
when compared to almost any city of similar size? Portland,
Seattle, Vancouver: each of those cities, once considered nouveau
upstarts barely worthy of consideration, makes poor old Frisco
look like a backward slum. Calgary, often derided as the Dallas of
the North, has a more lively street life at midnight than San
Francisco at any time of night or day.
Then there are the truly cruel comparisons: take, for example,
London's Leicester Square, absolutely thronged with people till
the wee hours of the morning, and what does San Francisco have
as an equivalent? Union Square? Or the labyrinthine streets of
Soho and Piccadilly and the theater district, packed with people
and reasonably safe for strolling all night long: I suppose the Frisco
analogy would be the bleak and garish strip along Powell and
Geary and Lower Market, places that most sane San Franciscans
pass, if at all, very quickly, en route to somewhere else.
Granted, I'm not being completely fair. London is ten times
bigger than San Francisco, and it's one of the world's great cultural
centers. But I can remember a time when San Francisco fancied
itself as a world class city, and I suspect that a number of people
hereabouts still fondly harbor that particular delusion. Time to
wake up, folks: this town is in big trouble, and wallowing in
nostalgia for past glories is not going to fix it.

Hate Talk 560:
The Shame Of The City
No further evidence is needed of how far Frisco has strayed
from its classy heyday than a quick listen to KSFO, the radio station
that once, as much as any station, reflected the sound and style of
the city.
If it still does, we 're in bigger trouble than I thought. After an
abortive attempt at marketing KSFO as a quasi-liberal talk station
('"liberal" apparently meaning, at least in station management
thinking, boring, pedantic and irrelevant), the station's owners
abruptly dumped all of its on-air staff and replaced them with
flaming psychopaths of the bloodthirsty right.
Actually, most of the new hosts, bargain basement versions of
mainstream hatemongers like Rush Limbaugh or G. Gordon
Liddy, could not be fairly described as right wing or conservative;
they more closely resemble the menacing suburban oddball with a
large gun collection who ge.ts drunk at the corner bar and starts
raving about how Jews and homosexuals have ruined his life by
conspiring with the government and various space aliens to prevent
his getting a promotion or persuading women to sleep with him.
But regardless of their intellectual attributes or emotional
stability, the gaggle of geeks that KSFO has assembled in a cynical
attempt to boost its ratings at the expense of tolerance and decency
has one thing in common: their brand of hateful rabble-rousing,
while it would be offensive anywhere, is stunningly out of place in
a city that likes to think of itself as an oasis of tolerance and a certain
gentility of manners. True, there have always been loudmouths
and cranks in Frisco, both on and off the airwaves. But never in my
memory have any of them stooped to the levels regularly plumbed
by the KSFO "personalities." Herb Caen put it best: when
someone made a reference to Axis Sally ( a propaganda broadcaster
for the Nazis during World War II), Caen quipped that if she were
around today she'd immediately be given a contract by KSFO .
All right, freedom of speech and all that; if we really believe
in the US Constitution, how we can deny the right of racists and
misogynists and generally misguided goofballs to have their say?
We can't, really, but we should know who's responsible for
bringing these odious ideas into living rooms and impressionable
minds all over the Bay Area, and it's not just the individual
crackpots who broadcast on "Hot Talk 560." It's not generally
known, but KSFO is a wholly owned subsidiary of ABC affiliate
KGO, the biggest station on the West Coast, and one which likes
to paint itself as the soul of moderation, reason, and community
spirit. Most of the KSFO bigots would never be allowed on KGO
because they would spoil that station's carefully cultivated image,
but meanwhile, KGO has no hesitation about trying to increase its
profits by broadcasting hate messages through another outlet.
The other culprits in the rise of local hate radio are the
advertisers who buy time on KSFO. Some of them, like Milpitas'
Curtis Trading Company, share the borderline fascist views
espoused by KSFO hosts (I don't know why I'm mincing words;
there's really no borderline about the overt fascism being extolled),
while others are simply interested in selling their products. Those
in the latter category are subject to pressure; busineses by nature
are timid about their public image, and a handful of calls or letters
from concerned citizens can cause them to reconsider their decision
to subsidize the broadcast of hateful views.
The same goes for KGO; irate letters should be addressed to
station manager Mickey Luckoff, who until recently had enjoyed
a reputation for decency and fair play that transcended the not
infrequent excesses of his own station. Apparently Luckoff, either
under pressure from higher ups or in response to his own ambition,
is willing to casually discard that reputation. It's too bad about
him; it's even worse for this tired old town.
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ite Trash
On the way home from church that morning we ran over a
black cat. My mother was screaming and my sister almost puked.
My dad tried to act all serious, but you could tell he was was pretty
shaken up. I thought it was funny as hell.
After he calmed down, my dad went into some crap about how
it was God's will, and we should take it as a sign of how short and
precious life was, and my mother was nodding her head like she
really believed him when the whole time I could practically read
her mind going,"What an asshole." My sister Serena thought we
should take the cat home and bury it. I said we'd better hope the
cat had some white on it somewhere or we could expect seven years
of bad luck. Everybody gave me dirty looks .
Finally my dad used a tire iron and a hubcap to scoop up the
cat and put it into a box in the trunk. His face was all red, and he
looked worried that he might get some blood or guts on his good
suit. I couldn't figure why the hell he was putting a dead cat in the
trunk. Why not just leave it where it was? It's not like it was going
to come back to life or anything .
I started to ask him, but my mother told me to shut up. When
my dad says to shut up, sometimes I argue, or make a face at him.
But when my mother says shut up, I usually do, because it's just not
worth listening to her for the next three hours if I don't.
Serena wanted to know where Shari was. Shari's my older
sister, and this was about the tenth time this year that she went out
on Saturday night and didn't make it home for church the next
morning.
"She's probably passedoutcold because Leroy kept her up all
night doing the wild thing," I said. Serena looked at me like she
couldn't believe I was a human being.
Or more likely she couldn't believe I'd say a thing like that
within earshot of my mother. Sometimes - a lot of times, actually
- I just can't help myself.
"Gabriel, you watch your mouth," my mother hissed at me.
It's funny, the way she can do that. I know she's not going to hit
me, and yet I get more scared than if she were standing there with
a club and a whip and length ofchain in her hand. It's even funnier
how I keep coming back for more.
"Well, where do you think she was? At an all-night prayer
meeting?" Why do I do this? It's almost like I get some kind of
sick pleasure out of her threatening me . "Face it mom, Shari's a
slut."
My dad stared straight ahead, keeping his eyes on the road like
a good driver. He's such a wimp. My mother turned around and
stared at me. I counted to 154before she blinked, which was almost
a record. The timelpukedallover the living room carpet, Icounted
to 180, but I'm not sure that was accurate, because I was really
drunk.
The reason I count is that she doesn't start yelling until she
blinks the first time, and the longer she goes without blinking, the
louder she yells. So ifl count, I have an idea of how much to brace
myself for.
It's strange, too, when she yells, because it almost seems like
she's madder at herself for blinking than she is at whoever she's
yelling at (usually me, of course). Maybe she thinks if she stares
at me long enough I'll disappear. No, I don't think she wants me
to disappear, really. She needs me. I'm the only one who will fight
with her.

"Don't let me ever hear you say a thing like that about your
sister!" she screamed. Or something like that. See, I developed this
skill for dealing with her way back when I was 12 or 13, where I
only hear the general idea of what she's saying, just enough so I can
say "Yes" or "No" at the right places. She knows it, too, because
she'll throw trick questions in, like she'll say "I suppose you think
you should be allowed to stay out all night and drink and take drugs
and have sex with any little tramp that comes along?"
Now anyone with one tenth of a brain would say, "Of course,"
but obviously that's not the right answer as far as my mother is
concerned. Frankly, I was starting to suspect that nothing was the
right answer. Like, even if I'm in a good mood or too tired to fight,
and I agree with everything she says, she accuses me of being
sarcastic, or of not having the guts to stand up for myself. She says
I get that from my father, which according to her is where I get all
my bad habits that I don't get from my worthless friends .
I don't mind admitting that she's right about at least that one
thing. My friends are pretty worthless. Not all of them, but ... Well,
actually, yes, all of them. But I think that's to be expected, since
I'm pretty worthless myself.
Oh yeah, I know what you're saying right about now. This
poor kid, he's abused by his mother and he has a poor self-image.
We should get him into therapy so he can lead a fulfilling life in
spite of his dysfunctional family.
But that's a bunch of crap as far as I'm concerned. For one
thing, I've been to a shrink, and he was dumber than my parents and
teachers combined. And for another thing, I don't know why no
one likes to admit it, but some people are just plain rotten, and I'm
one of them. I can't think of a single worthwhile thing I've ever
done in my life, and you know what? I don't care.
The way I figure it, I'll be dead by the time I'm 21 or 22, which
doesn't give me a whole lot of time to waste on good deeds or
preparing for the future. As it is I waste about a third of my time
in school, another third sleeping, and most of what's left trying to
outwit my mother for long enough so I can get some peace and
quiet or maybe go drink a few beers.
All the time I'm thinking this, she's yelling away, totally
thinking I'm listening to her. "And if you think you're going
anywhere the rest of this weekend , you've got another think
coming, Mister!"
That I heard. She knew it was the only way to get my
attention, to threaten me with something like not being able to go
to the show tonight. It's not like any bands are playing that I
haven't already seen half a dozen times, it's just that I've been
cooped up all weekend with this bunch of losers doing "family"
activities that I only went along with because she promised me I
could go out on Sunday night.
"That's notfair!"I yelled, and saw a tiny hint of a smile cross
her face . She knew she had me now .
"You should have thought of that before you spoke so
disrespectfully about your sister. Shari is a very respectable young
lady, and we're all very proud of her!"
"Shari is a slut, and she spends all her time getting humped by
a goddam Elvis impersonator!"
Oops. Even I knew I'd gone too far. I mean everyone knows
Shari is a slut, whether they like to admit it or not, and I'd even
heard my mother and dad making jokes about Leroy, who's gotto
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be the most pathetic Elvis impersonator in Northern California.
The only thing Elvis-like about him is his potbelly, which looks
pretty sad on someone who's not even 21 yet, and besides that, he's
already going bald, which is why I figure he goes for that slicked
up 50s hairstyle.
But where I went wrong was saying"goddam." I can getaway
with normal swearing -even my mother lets loose with an occasional
four-letter word to show how youthful and "with it" she thinks she
is. But taking the goddam Lord's name in vain, well, that's about
on a level with raping my little sister, carving her up into pieces,
and offering them up as a sacrifice to Lucifer.
"That does it!" she announced, with her eyes bulging out and
her nose up in the air about to breathe fire. "You are confined to
your room for the rest of today and every night this week from the
minute you get home from school. That sort oflanguage is simply
not tolerated in this family."
I didn't say anything else. There wasn't any point to it. She
kept trying to get me to fight with her the rest of the way home, but
I'm wise to her tricks. First she'd say things like how it was too bad
I'd screwed things up for myself and wouldn't be able to have fun
at the concert with the rest of my friends, and when I ignored that,
she'd start talking about how I probably got my bad attitudes from
the kind of music! listened to and maybe I should never be allowed
to go to shows again. I'd heard it all before. Finally she'd start
screaming that I was a spineless little sissy who would always let
the whole world walkover himjustfor the sake of avoiding trouble.
I looked out the window.
When we got home I headed straight for my room. My friend
Ralph had given me a couple porn mags he'd stolen from somewhere,
and I figured I could entertain myself for a couple hours. But no,
first we had to all go out in the back yard and watch my dad dig a
hole and bury that stupid cat. I swear to God, nobody believes how
weird my family is, but we actually had to have like a funeral
service for the stupid thing, and my sister Serena started crying. I
mean, can you imagine how embarrassing it is to be related to
people like that?
While Serena cried and my mother patted her on the shoulder
telling her some crap about everything happening for the best,
Shari came stumbling in. She looked seriously hung over. Not
only that, but her new white dress looked in pretty bad shape, like
she'd spent the night in the back seat of a car, or maybe a field.
When she used to do that kind of thing in high school, there
was hell to pay around here. Actually, it was pretty good for me,
because whenever my mother and Shari were having one of their
scenes, nobody would notice me, and I could get away with almost
anything. IcoulddomorestuffwhenI
was 14 than I can now. Like
I used to just say I was sleeping at one of my friend's houses and
I could stay out all night. Now that I'm 16 I have to go through the
third degree to get away for a couple of hours.
But everything changed after Shari graduated. It seems like
she can do anything she wants as long as it will help her get a
husband. She started going to college, but she flunked out after one
semester, which I think my mother was glad about because she was
afraid Shari was going to get corrupted by "liberal" ideas. Then she
started going to so-called "beauty college," which I always thought
was a pretty good joke, because everyone who comes out of that
place is either some old lady who looks ready to be embalmed, or
some young 'bighair poof duh who '.JIbe fat, married, and have three
squalling brats hanging on to her grubby skirts before she's 25.
That's where she met Leroy. I don't know ifhe works there,
or just hangs around inhaling hair spray or something, but let me
teU you, the word "loser" is totally obsolete when it comes to
describing this guy. It doesn't matter, though. My mother and dad

are so desperate to get Shari married off that they'll take anyone as long as he's a Christian, of course, and since being a Christian,
especially a young one, seems to involve being basically brain
dead, I guess they decided that Leroy would have to do.
I guess it's getting serious, too, because we had his mother
over to dinnerlast week. His father dropped dead at 45, and if you
think about what it must have been like to live with a wife like her,
it's a miracle he lasted that long. The woman was an idiot. I'm
surprised she didn't start drooling at the table. She only knew two
things to talk about: God's will and what a fine boy her Leroy was.
She could barely manage to get through one sentence on either
subject before she'd forget what she was saying.
Then she'd look over at Leroy and smile, and he'd be sitting
there picking his nose, or staring vacantly into space with a big
grin, and she'd pat him on the back and mumble to him like she
thought we couldn't hear, "Sit.up straight, dear, remember we're
trying to make a good impression."
After they left, my mother said something like, "I think Shari
and Leroy make a very nice couple, don't you, Gabriel?" I wasn't
sure whether she wanted to argue, or if she was trying to convince
herself. I said that at this point in human evolution, it was amazing
that people like Shari and Leroy were allowed to live, let alone
breed. That got me sent to my room for the rest of the night, which
was ideal for two reasons, one being that the family was supposed
to watch some idiotic religious program on TV, and the other that
I had a bottle of whisky stashed up there that Ralph - who else? had stolen. Good old Ralph. He's so stupid that he 'II steal anything
you ask him to, just as long as you pretend you 're his friend.
Anyway, after we'd finished burying the cat, my mother
started asking Shari about her "date" with Leroy, making it sound
like some Fred Astaire and Ginger Rodgers movie instead of what
really happened, which is that they got drunk and had sex in his
1959Chevy. No, hewouldn 'tdothat, might mess up the upholstery.
He probably made her do it outside. He's definitely too cheap to
get a motel room.
While Shari and my.mother were bullshitting each other, I
wandered over to the fence and looked at the neighbors' backyard.
Some new people moved in there last month, and I haven't seen
much of them yet, but I think they're kind of weird. I know my
parents don't like them, which is one thing in their favor.
Their yard is totally different from ours. For one thing, it's
got a lot of trees. It's almost like being in the woods. Our yard is
more like a parking lot. About half of it is paved over, and.what
little bit of grass there is is so short and so perfect that it might as
well be cement painted green. It makes it real pleasant to sit out
there for hours in the baking sun having those great family
barbecues.
I think my .parents have something against shade. Maybe
they 're afraid evil spirits hide in the dark or something, but they 're
always complaining about the neighbors' trees. Usually it's
because leaves and twigs fall into our yard. But it seems like they
just don't like even looking at trees. When we're sitting out in the
yard, at least once my mother will look next door and say something
like, "It's so unkempt, it ruins the whole neighborhood."
Personally I don 'tmind trees, even though I'm usually the one
who has to clean up the mess when things drop in our yard.
Besides, if we had a bunch of trees in our yard, it would give me
one more place to hide when my mother's looking for me. The way
she's got the house and yard arranged now, it's like there's no such
thing as privacy. No locks on any of the bedroom or bathroom
doors, no piles of junk or floppy old furniture you could curl up
behind, no little corners of the house where people never go.
It's a big house, too, nine rooms, but no matter where you are
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in it, it feels like being under a microscope. All the lights are really
bright, and at any minute my mother could come swooping through
the door and catch you doing whatever you 're doing. I never knew
anyone who could walk so quietly.
And that's not all. Every room in the house has an intercom.
Supposedly it's for convenience, so my parents can call us to
dinner or yell at us to get busy on our homework. But from up in
the master bedroom, they can also listen in on us without us
knowing.
I found that out the hard way, the first time I ever jerked off.
I'm lying there with my dick in my hand, and the door busts open
and there's my mother looking at me like I'm the lowest form of
animal life to ever infest the planet. She'd been sitting upstairs
listening to me on the intercom, and I've often wondered how
many months or years of devoted eavesdropping she had to put in
waiting for me to learn how to masturbate so she could catch me
on my first try.
She still listens all the time, I know that, so I've had to perfect
the technique of being the quietest masturbator in history. I've had
a lot of practice, since I do it three or four times a day. Being able
to do it quietly comes in handy at school, too. I bet I go to the
bathroom more times than any three other kids. I even did it a
couple times sitting right in class and nobody noticed, at least I
don't thinkthey did.
I thinkcatching me jerking off is one of the few things that
lends meaning to my mother's life. It's extremely unusual for me
to ever spend more than half an hour alone in my room before she
finds some excuse to come barging in there, never knocking, of
course. "I'm your mother," she'll smile sweetly. "Why would you
have anything to hide from me?" It's even worse if I'm in the
bathroom. I'm lucky to get five minutes alone there.
Just then I heard the back door open in our neighbors' yard,
and a guy came out. At first I thought he was my age, but when I
got a better look at him, I realized he was quite a bit older.
Definitely in his twenties, maybe even 25. He looked odd, maybe
because even though it was a hot, sunny day, he was dressed all in
black. He even had a black leather vest over his black T-shirt. His
hair was short, shorter than most guys around here. And he was
wearing an earring, which you almost never see around this
neighborhood, although some of the heavy metal and punk rock
kids at school have them.
He looked over at my family with his eyes slightly closed, like
he couldn't really believe what he was seeing. Then he noticed me
watching him, and waved. I kind of waved back. Even though he
made me a little nervous, he looked more interesting than anyone
I usually see around here.
My mother must have seen my hand move out of the corner
of her eye, because she stopped talking to Shari and hissed at me,
"Gabriel, what are you doing here? You 're under restriction. Get
up to your room immediately."
As I turned to go in the house, I kind of shrugged and waved
to the guy next door again, sort of as if to say, "Later." The next
thing I knew my mother had followed me in the door and was
grabbing me by the shoulders and shaking me.
"I don't want you communicating or associating with those
people next door," she said. I made a mental note to find out as
much as I could about them, and to meet them the first chance I got.
"How come, Mom?" I asked in my most innocent-sounding
voice. I figured she'd have a good story. Stupid, yeah, but it would
be interesting to hear what crackpot theory she'd cooked up about
the people next door. No doubt they were Satan worshippers, or
maybe into kiddie porn, and all because they let their trees drop
leaves in our yard.

"They're nothing but white trash," she hissed at me.
"White trash?" I said. "What's that supposed to mean?"
"You know perfectly well what I mean," she answered,
knowing perfectly well that I didn't.
I looked at her blankly, figuring that if I kept it up long
enough, she'd tell me more. I didn't have to wait long.
"They don't go to to church, I know that for a fact," she went
on. "And I don'tthinkany of them even have a job. For all I know,
they might even be on welfare."
"Yeah, sure mom, they could totally afford to live in this
neighborhood on welfare." I don't think I mentioned that houses
on our street cost $300,000 and up.
"Don 'tyou contradict me with your snotty little sarcastic tone
of voice," she shrieked back. "You don't know the kind of things
that go on all around you. You 're just a high school kid, for crying
out loud. Believe you me, there are people on welfare living better
than we do. Where do you think all our tax money goes?"
My mom's areal wacko, I don't know if I need to tell you that.
Like our family has four cars, one of which is an antique Mercedes
that is "too good to drive," as my dad puts it, so he just waxes iton
Saturdays and keeps it in the garage the rest of the time. We've got
four TVs, including some massive wide screen job that cost two or
three grand, we get all new furniture almost every other year, and
we go to Hawaii or Acapulco or New York City on family
"vacations" (more like endurance tests) at least three times a year.
Yeah, I bet there are all sorts of welfare families living fatter than
wedo.
I was thinking all this, not saying it, because there's no point
in trying to argue reasonably with my mom. It just makes her
madder. But she must have seen me smirking, which I tend to do
whenever I'm thinking things that make more sense than what
she's saying, because she suddenly had her hand up as if she was
going to hit me across the face. I didn't even flinch, because I know
by now that she's never really going to hit me. She's strictly a
psychological warfare kind of gal.
When she'd finished yelling, I said I wa_ssorry. Not because
I was, but because I was bored of this particular argument and
wanted to go to my room. I figured I could listen to some music
and maybe jerk off once or twice. It sounds really weird, but I've
noticed that I always seem to feel like masturbating after my
mom's been yelling at me. Old Freud would probably get a kick
out of that. Anyway, my strategy worked, because she quit yelling
and just told me to go to my room for the rest of the afternoon and
think about my attitude toward authority.
"Yes, mom," I said meekly, somehow managing to keep a
straight face. Yeah, right, like I'm seriously going to think about
my attitude toward authority. I don't need to think about it;
authority sucks, and so does my attitude towards it. As soon as I
got in my room and closed the door, !fell on the bed laughing. That
kept me entertained for at least five minutes. Then I happened to
look out the window, and I saw the guy next door again. He was
up in a tree. In fact, he was building a treehouse.
At first I thought, what a loser. Building treehouses was little
kid stuff. But then I thought actually it was kind of cool, to be an
adult and everything and not even care what people thought, like
if you wanted to build a treehouse, you did, if you wanted to wear
an earning and dress all in black; you did. Even if I am what you
might call a difficult child (well, that's what my mom and most of
my teachers call me), I still worry a lot about what people think, and
there are a zillion things that I might do that I don't do because I
might get laughed at or put down. So I found myself getting more
interested in this guy.
I guess he could tell I was thinking about him, because he
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suddenly turned around and looked straight at my window. I
wasn't sure if he could even see me or not, but he kind of flicked
his head in the direction of his treehouse, as if he were indicating
that I should come on over. When I thought about it later, I realized
that he was probably just trying to shake off a mosquito or
something, but by then it was too late.
I climbed out my window (I was pretty experienced at this)
and down the only tree that's still standing on our property.
Luckily it's within reach of the roof, and makes a perfect escape
route. I hopped over the fence into the neighbors' yard, and sort of
sidled my way along their hedge so my family wouldn't see me.
Once I got to the back of the yard, our garage would block their
view.
I was concentrating so much on being sneaky that I didn't
even notice that the guy up in the tree was watching me. He didn't
say anything until I was almost underneath him. Then he just said,
"Hi! C'mon up."
So I did. It was kind of funny being up there. It was like being
in the middle of a forest a million miles from anywhere, while at
the same time being able to see my house and hear my family
having one of their idiotic arguments. I felt invulnerable, like I
could stay here forever and they'd never find me.
"I'm Will. What's your name?" Oops. I almost forgot that
I wasn't alone. I turned and looked at him. He seemed nice.
Almost too nice. But I wouldn't hold that against him. At least not
yet.
I told him my name, and he made a funny face. "The
archangel of the annunciation," he said, as if he were talking to
himself. Great, I thought. Another religious nut. But I guess he
wasn't serious, because the next thing he said was, "You've got
quite an upstanding family there, don't you?"
"Oh, they're mighty righteous," I said. "What about yours?
My mom says you're white trash."
"Mother knows best," he smiled. "But we're nice white
trash."
I noticed that he had the tiniest bit of a southern accent, or
maybe he was just putting me on. It was if he could read my mind,
though, because the next thing he said was, "We 're from Tennessee.
Prime territory for white trash."
"I didn't mean anything by it," I said, thinking he might be
getting mad at me. "I don't pay attention to anything my mother
says."
"Oh, that's all right. But you're mistaken about one thing. We
always pay attention to what our mother says. Whether we want
to or not. Whether we admit it or not."
I didn't like the sound of that. Mostly because it sounded like
it might be true.
"What's your mother like?" I asked, sort of trying to change
the subject away from myself.
"Oh, she's a good old girl. You'll meet her soon enough. In
fact, why don't you stay for dinner? Meet the whole family."
This guy had a weird way of making friends. IfI met someone
new, especially someone I liked, the last thing I would ever think
of would be inviting them to meet my family.
"Idon'tknow iflcan. I mean, I'm supposed to bein my room.
I s1mck out."
"Well, well. I feel honored." He flashed some teeth at me in
what I guessed was a smile, but to tell the truth, he seemed a little
nervous. I wondered why. After all, he was practically ten years
older than me or something. On the other hand, here he was sitting
up in a tree, looking like any other little kid up a tree. Like I say,
a weird guy.
'Tm building a treehouse for my little sister," he said. "It's
her birthday tomorrow. She's staying over at her girlfriend's house

__

this weekend, and I'm figuring on having it ready to surprise her
when she comes home."
Just like I thought. This guy was too nice. I tried to picture
myself going to that much trouble for either one of my sisters. Not
a chance.
"Not that I don't get kind of a kick out of building treehouses
myself," he continued. "I must have built a dozen of them back in
Tennessee."
"Don't you have a job or anything?" I asked, realizing as I said
it that I was probably being kind of rude. In fact it sounded like
something my mother might say.
"Not right now. Actually, I'm going back to college this
September. I dropped out for a couple years, just to sort of travel
around and see what things were like."
"Oh yeah? What did your parents think about that? Mine
would have a cow."
"They thought it was a good idea. My dad always says that
you don't need to be in any hurry to get educated, that it's more
important to learn how to live."
"Yeah," I said, "I heard there were parents like that. I never
met any, though."
"I don't guess there are that many parents like mine. They're
pretty special. My dad's an artist. He used to run around with the
beatniks back in the 1950s. Now he makes a ton of money from his
paintings. He figures that since he never had to work very hard for
his money, no one else should have to either."
"You should send him over to have a talk with my parents."
"Oh, I don't think that would accomplish much. I've seen
enough of your parents to have a pretty good idea of where they're
coming from. Pretty religious, aren't they? Probably Republicans,
too."
"I don't know about who they vote for. But yeah, they're
gung-ho for the church, that's for sure. But their biggest thing is
being 'respectable.' All I ever hear about is 'what will people
think.' You ask me, they need to see a good psychiatrist."
"You're a pretty stressed out boy, aren't you?" He smiled at
me again, in a way that seemed genuinely friendly.
"What do you mean?"
"Just what I said. You're under a lot of pressure. Very
nervous. High strung."
"Sounds like you think you know all about me."
"I don't know all about you. But I know a few things."
"Like what?"
"Well, think about it. I mean, you leave your shades wide
open and the lights on, a guy would figure you wanted to be seen."
He gestured in the direction of my house. Sure enough, there was
a clear view of my window. I felt pretty embarrassed. But I still
didn't leave.
"What kind of pervert are you?" I said. "How come you sit
out here in a tree spying on me?"
"What kind of pervert are you," he asked back. "Putting on
a show like that for your neighbors?"
What happened next took me totally by swprise. He reached
out his hand and put iton my shoulder. Then he put his other hand
around my waist and pulled me closer to him. For some reason I
didn't feel like resisting. The word "queer" kept racing through my
head, but it was like I was watching a movie or something. I just
kind of waited to see what would happen.
The next thing I knew, we were lying next to each other on the
floor of the treehouse. His hand was making a slow circle, around
and around, on my chest. Without even thinking about it, I realized
that my own hand was kind of rubbing up and down on his leg. This
was way more than I had bargained for when I snuck out of my
house. But to be honest, it didn't feel that bad. I figured I'd go
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along with it for a while.
Yeah, right. A few minutes later, my pants were off and so
were his. Don't get me wrong, I'm no virgin, far from it, but I'd
never been in any situation like this. Still, when you got down to
it, it wasn't that different from being with a girl. You just put
different things in different places. To tell the truth, I kind of liked
it.
I didn't let him know that, of course. When it was over, I put
my pants back on really quick, and started climbing down the tree.
"Where are you going?" he asked, grabbing hold of my wrist.
''I've gotta get home," I said, trying to wriggle free. "I'm
supposed to be in my room."
"OK," he said, letting go. "Come back and see me tomorrow."
"I'll see. I don't know if! can," I mumbled. I dashed across
the yard and over the fence.
I lay on my bed for a long time, as ifl were in a trance. I fell
asleep with the lights on, and didn't wake up till about midnight.
My mother was standing there in the doorway staring at me. "Get
your pajamas on and go to bed," she told me, and closed the door.
There was no school the next day, and I woke up really late.
On a typical morning, either my mother or father is in here by eight
o'clock with a list of projects for me to do, but for some reason, they
hadn't bothered me that day. They must have gone shopping or
something, because the house was completely quiet.
My intention was to get the hell out of there as quickly as
possible, above all making sure that I didn't run into that guy Will.
It's not like I felt that bad about what happened yesterday or
anything, I just didn't want to make a habit of it.
But as luck would have it, I wasn't even halfway across the
front yard before I heard him calling my name. He was dressed in
the same all-black outfit he was wearing yesterday, even though it
was really hot out today.
"Where're you going?" he asked.
I started to answer, until I realized that I didn't know. I had
mainly been interested in getting away from there. I thought for a
minute, and then I said, "Downtown, I guess."
"Want some company?"
A lot of people think I'm a jerk, but I'm not a big enough jerk
tocomerightoutand tell someone no, ldon'twantcompany. Well,
actually I am, but it was different with someone like Will. I could
be really rude to kids at school, but maybe because he was older or
something, I felt like I had to be polite to him. "Yeah, sure, I guess

so."
I don't remember whose idea it was, but somehow we ended
up taking the short cut down the creek bed. See, where we live is
up on a hill above downtown, and you can either go down a bunch
of winding streets, or you can follow the creek, which is pretty
much dried up in summer, and gets you there a lot faster.
Of course we never got there at all, as you might figure. We
just hung out in the woods all afternoon, having sex and just lying
around talking. Then later when it was getting dark, we climbed
out of the woods and Will bought some beer at the 7-11. I don't
even have any idea what time I got home; Ijustknow I was roaring
drunk. I barely remember any of it, but my mother filled me in on
all the gory details the next morning.
She must have spent almost an hour yelling at me, and the
whole time I could barely keep from laughing, because while she
was in an uproar about me being drunk, I was having a great old
time imagining the look on her face if she knew what else I'd been
up to.
I was grounded for the rest of the year or something like that.
It didn't really matter; if you added up all the time I'd supposedly
been grounded for, there was no way I'd be leaving the house
before I was 65. Anyway, about ten that night I was out the

window, down the tree, and into Will's bedroom.
Even with the door closed, his house was like a three-ring
circus. People yelling, TVs and stereos blaring, it sounded like half
the city lived there. Except for when my mother is on the warpath,
our house sounds like a cross between a church and a library, so I
wasn't quite used to it. But Will has two brothers and four sisters,
all younger than him, so I guess you'd expect there to be a little
noise.
Whatever. At first I was paranoid, like what if someone came
busting in to Will's room, like i:nYmother was always doing. He
laughed at me. "Nobody's going to come in," he said, "and even
if they did, so what?"
"So what? Yeah, right, like your mother's going to come in
here and see you in bed with the boy next door and say so what?"
"She's seen me in bed with boys before. My first boyfriend
was a good friend of hers."
I thought he was joking. Gradually I realized that he wasn't.
"What's withyourfamily?"ldemanded. "I mean, aren't-they
a little weird? A lot weird, in fact?"
"All depends on what you think is normal, I guess."
I didn't have any answer for that. So I decided just to relax and
enjoy myself. Which I did. Will woke me up at about five a.m. and
said that I'd better get back to my house if I didn't want to get
caught. Part of me wanted to say the hell with it, to stay there with
him and let my mother go berserk when she found out. But like
Will pointed out, he could get in a lot of trouble because of him
technically being an adult and me not being one. So I snuck back
home, and that was fun too, the idea that I was really putting
something over on my parents this time, not just the usual drinking
or smoking dope or staying out too late, but something that would
totally send them into orbit.
But as fate would have it, my little sister Serena saw me
sneaking in. "Where have you been?" she wanted to know.
"None of your business," I naturally responded.
"You'd better tell me," she whined, "or I'm telling mom and
dad."
"Shut up, you little brat," I told her.
"OK, I'm telling."
"All right, tell them. And just in case you 're wondering, I was
having sex with the new guy next door."
Now most sisters would probably have ignored a statement
like that, figuring that if it were really true, you wouldn't be saying
so, and vice versa. But Serena is pretty used to me, in other words,
nothing I say or do surprises her. So she just asked, "Really?"
"Yeah, really. You should try it yourself. He's pretty good."
I threw in that last bit just to flip her out. She's still a virgin, at least
I think she is. I mean, I still was when I was 12.
The funny thing about Serena is that while on one hand she's
just a miniature version of my mother, all prim and proper and
about as spontaneous as a robot with dead batteries, there's another
side to her that you don't see too often, but is definitely there. Like
the time she carved an X into her arm with a kitchen knife because
of some TV show she saw about Satan worshippers. She didn 'tcut
too deep - Serena's too practical a girl to scar herself for life - but
it almost gave my mother a nervous breakdown, and you could tell
that even though Serena never cracked a smile during the whole
ordeal, she got a huge kick out of it.
"So are you gay now?" she asked.
"Of course not," I snapped back. "What a stupid question. I
was just having sex."
"How does that make you different from someone who's
gay?"
She didn't have to ask that, because I had started thinking the
same exact thing. Up till now, the idea had never crossed my mind,
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but there it was: I had had sex with another guy a bunch of times.
And I liked it. Didn't that mean I might be a faggot?
"Shut up and leave me alone," I yelled, and pushed past her
into my room. I laid there on my bed for a long time, not able to
sleep. even though I'd been up most of the night. I figured I'd better
stop hanging around with Will.
I managed to avoid him the rest of the week, what with school
and everything. On Friday night I saw him as I was leaving to go
downtown, but I pretended I didn't hear him calling my name.
Saturday I stayed in all day long. Every time I looked out my
window I could see him. Either he was goofing around in the yard
or hanging out up in the treehouse. He kept looking up at my
window, but I knew that as long as I didn't have the lights on, he
couldn't tell if I was in there.
The next day, though, I had to face him. When my family all
went out to get in the car to go to church, there he was looking over
the fence straight at me. It was if his eyes were saying, "You'd
better talk to me soon or I'm going to do something that will
embarrass us both." He tilted his head just slightly in the direction
of the treehouse, and it was obvious that he wanted me to meet him
there later.
I tried to ignore him, and told myself that there was no way.
But when we got back from church, there he was again, making that
same kind of gesture with his head and eyes, looking more intense
than ever. I was surprised that my parents didn't even seem to
notice what was going on.
I was still on restriction, so I went up to my room, supposedly
to do homework. But around two o'clock I heard my parents
leaving, and I realized that I had the house to myself. At first I was
excited, since that doesn't happen too often, but then I got scared,
realizing that Will might know I was home alone.
He did, too, because minutes later I heard him calling my
name. I ignored him for a while, but he kept calling louder, and I
figured I'd better answer before the whole neighborhood started
nosing in. I stuck my head out the window and said, "What do you
want?"
"Why don't you come over?"
"Don't feel like it."
"Just for a few minutes. I want to talk to you."
"About what?"
'>'Juststuff. Please?"
I pulled my head back inside and shut the window. I hoped
he wouldn't start calling me again, and he didn't, but when I looked
out, he was still staring up, as if he were waiting for me. I figured,
oh, what the hell, and went downstairs and into the back yard.
He smiled, nice and friendly, but kind of hesitant, too.
"Haven't seen you in a while."
"Yeah, well, I've been busy with school, you know."
"Oh? Suddenly decide to turn over a new leaf and become an
honor student?"
"Yeah, right."
"Come on over and let's hang out in the treehouse."
"What for?"
"Just for fun. Come on.''
I told myself that there wasn't going to be any sex, that we'd
just hang out and talk, and maybe I could tell him that I didn't want
to turn queer or anything. And at first it was okay. I said I didn't
like the way things had been going, that I didn't really feel. like
doing sex stuff anymore.
You could see that it hurt his feelings, though he was trying
to be nice about it. But every time I'd look out of the corner of my
eyes I'd see him staring at me with this pathetic, hungry look, like
he couldn't make up his mind whether to burst into tears or to go

wild and devour me.
And I was having a hard time making up my own mind, too
Part of me wanted to turn away from him and get the hell out of
there, to never talk to him again and try to forget that I'd ever
known him. And the other part of me wanted to smash him in the
face in, to turn it into a bleeding mass of pulp that would never say
another word to me, never give me one of those sad, forsaken looks
again.
It was just a fantasy, of course. I may act like a jerk a lot of
the time, but I'm not the violent type. Basically, I'm a coward.
Somebody starts trouble with me, and I'm out of there anyway I
can, that's my philosophy. But Will represented the kind of trouble
that there wasn't any easy way out of.
All this time he was talking to me and! wasn't hearing a word
of it. He was really getting on my nerves though, not for what he
was saying but the way he was saying it. His voice took on this
whiny tone that seemed to say, "I need you, please don't tum your
back on me," and the more he talked, the more I couldn't stand his
ugly guts.
I decided that I'd better leave, and started searching through
my mind for a good excuse. I figured if I told him that my parents
were going to be coming home any time now, he'd let me go, but
when I tried that, he just started talking about how I was old enough
now that I shouldn't let my parents control me. Of course he was
right, but just then I felt like I'd rather have my parents controlling
me than him.
Still, everylhing would have been okay if he hadn't made that
one last stupid move. I was sort of easing my way toward the exit
when he reached out and grabbed me. I started to just take his hands
off me, but before I could, he made the mistake of letting his left
hand slip down a little too far onto my stomach. I don't know why
it is - maybe something happened to me when I was a little kid or
something - but I just can't stand to be touched on the stomach.
Even when he and I used to have sex I'd never let him touch me
there. I went kind of berserk.
I pushed him away, hard, and his head bounced off the wall
of the treehouse. He didn' tlook mad, or even hurt, just bewildered.
He reached out for me, and I slipped away from him, which caused
him to fall forward and land flat on his face.
That's when things got really weird. Right next to his head
was the hammer that he'd been using to build the treehouse. The
handle was covered with about six different colors of paint, but the
main one was pink. For some reason, that made me sick. It didn't
seem right for a hammer to have a pink handle. And it didn't seem
right for a faggot like Will to be using a hammer, no matter what
color it was.
I grabbed that stupid hammer and started bashing his skull in.
The first couple times I hit him it was kind of gross, the way it felt
all squishy when the hammer actually hit his head. But after that,
it started feeling almost like fun. I know that doesn't make me
sound like a very nice person, but I'm just telling you the truth.
I don't know how many times I hit him or how long it went
on. Eventually there wasn't enough left of his head or his face to
bother pounding on, and it wasn't worth the trouble hitting him
anywhere else because it didn't do enough visible damage. I
finally passed out or blacked out, I guess, because the next thing I
knew there were police and parents all around, and I was getting
taken downtown in the back of a squad car.
The police tried scaring me into thinking I was going to be
tried for murder, and tried as an adult on top of that. But I could
tell from the looks on their faces that they weren't taking the whole
thing that seriously. At least a couple times I overheard them
referring to Will as "that faggot" or "the goddam queer," and I saw
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that there wasn't going to be that much trouble getting out of this
one.
"He was molesting me, you know," I told the police, and it
was if! had uttered the magic words. Instantly I was transformed
from a villain into a hero, and even the couple of cops who seemed
genuinely offended by what I'd done to Will - I suspected them of
being gay themselves - started treating me as if I were a poor
innocent child instead of a cold-blooded killer who'd just turned
some guy's brains into sushi.
I ended up being in the newspapers and everything, and I was
suddenly a lot more popular at school than I' dever been before. Of
course most of the kids were just being nice because they were
hoping they'd get to hear what it was like to kill somebody.
Personally, I didn't mind talking about it, in fact pretty soon I was
making jokes about it, which just made the other kids think I was
even cooler. It also pretty much guaranteed that nobody would
ever pick on me, because the word went out that I was completely
psycho.
Even my mom started treating me different. I couldn't tell if
she was afraid of me, or if she secretly thought I was cool for doing
something she'd never have the nerve to do herself. Ever since

then, I've been able to come and go whenever I want, and she never
even wants to know where I've been. In fact, she's always asking
me for advice about things like how to re-decorate the house or
what to do with Serena, who's been behaving like a real brat lately.
Sometimes I feel more like her husband than her kid.
Which reminds me, not much later, my dad ran away with
some 22 year-old secretary from church. Nobody even knows
where they went for sure, but somebody said they saw them
checking into one of those sleazy motels downtown by the bus
station. My mother tends to laugh whenever his name comes up,
and claims that she couldn't care less what happened to him.
That's kind of how I feel about Will, too. I know it sounds
bad, and I really don't feel like he deserved to die for something
that was at least partly my doing, but that's just the way things
worked out. I guess he was just in the wrong place or wrong time
or something. Guys like him should probably stick to the big cities.
His family moved away right after it happened, so there's really
nothing to remind me of him anymore. I hardly even think about
him at all; in fact I don't even know why I bothered writing down
this story. I must have too much time on my hands.

Hank Williams: The Biography, by Colin Escott
Sometime in the winter of 196S-66 I had reached one of
several low ebbs in my life, a state made more bitter yet perhaps
more bearable by the fact that I was only 18 years old at the time.
I was working the midnight shift at a brake drum factory in
Ypsilanti, Michigan. I'd cut myself off from my family and what
few friends I'd had, and my only companions, apart from some
hooligans who hung around at the local pool hall, were a few of the
men from the plant who lived in the boardinghouse where I stayed.
They were all Southerners, mostly from Kentucky orTennesee,
except for one real life cowboy - the only one I've ever met - from
Colorado, and, of course, myself. Most of them had only recently
come north, and were terribly homesick.
The lady who kept the boardinghouse was a brassy, pinchfaced moneygrubber who overcharged us and fed us grits that we
always swore were full of fly specks, but for those transplanted
mountain boys it provided at least a little oasis of Southern-ness in
a town that was not always tolerant of a hillbilly twang.
Mornings we'd get off work at 7 am and stand around
shuffling our feet in the midwinter cold waiting for the liquor store
to open. Loaded up with a case or two of Pabst Blue Ribbon, we'd
hop in someone's car and head out to the back roads for a rollicking
couple hours, and then dash back to the boardinghouse in hopes of
beating Mrs. Adams' deadline ("No breakfast served after 9:00
am").
It was on one such morning, it seems like it must have been
a Monday, with my head pounding and my stomach aching and a
plate of inedible grits staring me in the face, that I first heard Hank
Williams.
I was well used to country music; a tinny clock radio atop the
icebox blared it incessantly from first thing in the morning till the
evening television shows came on, but I had never taken more than

passing notice of it. But there was something in that voice that cut
through the noise and confusion, and I suddenly realized that
everyone had stopped talking (except for the landlady, who never
shut up). A few of those roughneck Southern boys very nearly
looked about to cry.
It was "Your Cheatin' Heart", which nowadays just about
everybody knows to be the greatest country music song of all time,
but which at the time I'd never heard before. When I asked who
the singer was, you'd have thought I was asking what color the sky
was or if it was true that you needed two hands to tie your shoes.
Nearly everybody joined in to remedy my ignorance, and for about
the next hour I was given a crash course in the life, times, and
greatness of Hank Williams.
Much of what I was told turned out to bear only a passing
resemblance to the truth, but as I was later to learn, that was par for
the course when it came to Hank. The important thing was that
before the day had gone by I had tracked down and purchased my
very first Hank Williams record, the first of half a dozen that I was
to wear out the grooves on. A month or two later I got my first
guitar, and I'll let you guess whose songs were among the first I
learned.
That's more than 29 years ago now, which is just about how
long Hank Williams lived, and I went on to play a good deal more
than "Your Cheatin' Heart" and "Kaw-Liga". But still, I'd say
about half of everything I know about music came straight from
Hank, with all the rock and roll and folk and punk rock and show
tunes and everything else I picked up along the way making up the
other half.
Many folks have attempted to dismiss Hank's work as three
chords and a cornpone drawl, but I'd reckon that they have never
truly heard him. Deceptively simple, most of Hank's tunes require
paying attention, putting aside your city-slicker sophistication,
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and above all, listening from the heart. His brutal, sometimes
discomfiting honesty may not be in fashion today, but the emotions
and feelings it embodies are as timeless as music itself.
Considering his penchant for almost embarrassing selfrevelation in his lyrics, it's ironic that so little is known about Hank
himself. Nearly all of his songs, particularly the tales of heartbreak
and sorrow for which he is best remembered, provide a window
into the dark night of his soul, but they tell us next to nothing about
the man himself. And oddly enough, though I've been listening to
Hank and playing his songs for well over half my life, I myself
never knew more about him than a few stories, many of dubious
origin.
Part of the reason was that Hank's body was not even in the
ground before a whole gaggle of predators descended upon his
legacy, including, sadly, his ex-wife and his own mother.
Determined to milk everything they could from his legend, they set
about rewriting history, giving themselves starring roles, of course,
and studiously white-washing the fairly sordid events that had
characterized Hank's short and tragic life as much as his music.
Now comes a new book which does a great deal to lift the veil
over Hank's life and times. I won't say that it's the first book todo
so - I've heard of another, written by Chet Flippo, that comes well
recommended - but it's the first I've seen. It makes for compelling
reading, especially if you care at all about Hank, but its portrait of
untutored genius coming unglued, of a desperately lonesome,
driven man going off the rails in a blaze of ignominy, should prove
fascinating even to someone who's never heard a country tune in
their life.
It probably won't, though, since the tale of a tortured artist
destroyed by his own success is a distressingly familiar one,
especially in our own time. So if you're not interested in Hank as
a singer or a person, I won't recommend this book to you, even
though I'd like to, since I really have trouble imagining how empty
a life without Hank must be. But for those of us who realize that,
Mr. Escott' s bookis essential reading, and he is to be congratulated
for producing one of the most intelligent and concise biographies
I've read in some time.
Brighton Rock, by Graham Greene
There's a musical connection here, too, and not just that the
book was recommended to me by Patrick, the guitarist/bassist and
all-around genius of the Potatomen. For reasons that remain not
completely clear to me even after having read it, four of the
characters (Dallow, Pinkie, Spicer, Cubitt) make a cameo
appearance in the Morrissey song, "Now My Heart Is Full", that
hung around the charts for a while last spring.
I've been to Brighton a few times myself and always found it
intriguing, but never managed to see much beyond its mildly
eccentric and uniquely British facade. The tacky and lonely
seaside town is a recurring image, not only in the music of the
Smiths and Morrissey, but throughout English literature and
cinema, and once you've visited a few such towns, it's easy to see
why.
Easy to see why, perhaps, but not to explain, although
grabbing quickly into my copious hat, I can offer up a facile theory:
that going down to the never too distant seashore forces the
Englishman to contemplate the inescapable reality that his glorious
nation is only a relatively tiny island, much like himself and John
Donne and all that... oh, never mind, we're here to review books.
BrightonRockis set in the 1930s, not too long before World
War II would change England forever, and not for the better,
according to most old-timers. However, the seamy underside of

working class and sub working class life portrayed here doesn't
look all that appealing either. The story focuses on a luckless gang
of half-baked thugs led by a cold-blooded and hate-driven teenager
who is almost - but not quite - too villainous to be plausible.
Not quite measuring up in the plausibility department,
however, is the book's heroine, a blowsy but lovable middle-aged
woman who presumably represents the heart and soul of the "real''
English people, and who sets out on an improbable trail of Miss
Marple-style detective work to do away with the boy andrescue the
fair maiden (yes, there is one, of course).
Even when taxing credulity, however, the action remains
fast-paced and fascinating enough, and apart from the mild
unbelievability of the meddling Mrs. Arnold (all in a good cause,
of course) and the virginal, naive young waif she rescues from
Pinkie's machinations (Greene seems to have a problem with
women characters), Brighton"Rock provides a gritty portrait of
Depression-era thug life in a town that's probably now most
famous for the mods-and-rockers battle of 1964 and the movie they
inspired, Quadrophenia.
A couple other notes: there is a movie of Brighton Rock, which
apparently everyone in England has seen, but I haven't. I'm
looking forward to seeing it now, but I'd recommend reading the
book first, especially to Americans. And, though I searched
assiduously through the text, I couldn't find any reference to my
favorite line of"Now My Heart Is Full", the one about " ...loafing
oafs in all-night chemists." Oafs abounded here, loafing and
otherwise, but nary a chemist in sight
0

Movies
Reservoir Dogs
I resisted seeing this for the longest time. Something about
the hype, the imagery, the wildly enthusiastic recommendations of
many of my film-buff friends, put me off. Maybe I'm just a
contrary kind of guy.
Anyway, while in London for a couple weeks in November,
I finally found the time to check out a few movies, and I figured I
owed it to both myself and my friends to at least see what all the talk
was about. In the view of a surprising number of people, writerdirector Quentin Tarantino is the hottest new thing on the film
scene, bar none.
So I decided to go see both Reservoir Dogs and Pulp Fiction,
but didn't get around to seeing the latter, or, rather, I decided not
to see the latter, because Reservoir Dogs, in the plainest possible
terms, is a real piece of shit. Not because Tarantino isn't talented
- iri fact he's extraordinarily so - and not because the film is lacking
in style, plot, or character development. Except for certain glaring
flaws, which I'll get to in a moment, it excels in all those areas.
But just as the many good qualities of Reservoir Dogs are
attributable to the near-genius of its creator, so too must its ultimate
failure be laid at his doorstep. It would be easy, too easy, to deduce
that Tarantino is not a very nice man. Oh, he might be quite
charming, as indeed parts of his film are, but when it gets down to
essentials, I'd figure him as pretty despicable. Perhaps he deserves
pity more than scorn, but I find it hard to find much sympathy in
my heart for a man who takes an enormous talent along with nearlimitless access to one of the most powerful media and art forms
of our day, and squanders it on making pornographic snuff films.
That's essentially whatReservoir Dogs is; its obsessive, morbid
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fascination with blood, gore, and violence might be excused in
teenage boys who haven't yet moved beyond the video-game level
of perceiving reality, but it's more than slightly disturbing to see
a whole theater of adults laughing uproariously as the camera pans
lovingly over gaping wounds and pain-contorted faces with the
same clinical, antiseptic detachment a conventional porno film
devotes to beaver and cum shots.
I left the theater feeling slightly sick to my stomach, and not
because I'm particularly squeamish. I've seen equally ugly sights
in real life; a couple of which even happened to me personally. But
I don' tlike living in a world where the glorification and enshrinement
of pure ugliness is elevated to the level of art, and I like it even less
when artists are willing to prostitute themselves to that end.
Prostitution itself is of course a virtual inevitability in a world
as permeated with inequity as ours. is, but even in that context,
prostitution for no reason is doubly distressing. Put it this way: it's
sad but at least understandable if a pretty girl with no brains or
talent has to sell her body to survive, but if the same pretty girl also
possesses a brilliant mind which for one reason or another she
chooses not to use, it suddenly seems a lot more tragic.
Again and again in the dialogue sequences Tarantino displays
an uncanny knack for writing, pacing, and, to a lesser extent,
character (one of his main devices, the portrayal of a churlish sort
ofloutishnessasbeingnotonly"real,"butevencuteandendearing,
was getting tiresome long before Tarantino came upon the scene).
If he were inclined to do a little more work instead of falling back
upon schlocky tableaux ofultraviolence, Tarantino could be one of
the great filmmakers ofour time. As it stands now, he's just a lazy
bastard, with the emphasis on both words.
The Hudsucker Proxy
Quentin Tarantino should be locked in a room and forced to
watch this movie 300 times, or until he gets it right, which might
take even longer.
This is the kind of film Tarantino might make if he had the
guts and acuity to actually use his talent instead of coasting on a
slipshod stream of ethically and (for the most part) esthetically
bankrupt imagery.
It has a number of things 1n common with Reservoir Dogs.
Retro to the point of being post-modem, it shamelessly plunders
every movie genre ever devised and invents a few new ones; it
careens precipitously between the somewhat plausible and the
wildly surreal; and it manages to make outrageous comedy out of
some very serious business and vice versa as Well.
What it also has, and which Tarantino lacks in spades, is a
moral compass. I know I'll get slammed by the quasi-intellectual
brigades for introducing so archaic a concept as morality into the
rarefied realms of art and pop culture, but sorry folks, that's just the
way it is. You can no sooner divorce morality from life than you
can air from breathing, and since art is more important, or at least
more real, than life, it's doubly true.
.,·.
It's not that I insist movies teach a lesson, and although The
Hudsucker Proxy contains several of them, they are nearly as
hackneyed as they are heartwarming, mostly along the lines of It's
A Wonderful Life. What I do expect is that a filmmaker have some
viewpoint, preferably something more than the worm's eye view
of a dung heap that Tarantino and his ilk specialize in.
Having such a viewpoint is what makes The Hudsucker Proxy
far funnier than Reservoir Dogs, and, as far-fetched as it gets at
points, especially in its deus ex machina ending, far more realistic.
The story of how a simple but honest young man from the midwest
comes to the big city and wins out despite the forces of cynicism,

greed, and naked ambition arrayed against him is the kind of cliche
that cliches themselves are founded upon. Doesn't matter, though,
because it works . The writing is great, too; the acting works so well
because the lines they are given are so consistently OTI (over the
top) that the actors don't have to be.
Ditto for the cinematography, which brilliantly reproduces
the era(l958 -59) while evoking many of the best filmmaking
techniques of the 1930s and 40s. Why films like this aren't massive
hits instead of the brain and heart-dead rubbish that mostly fills
America's screens would be a mystery to me if America weren't
the same country that just elected a troglodytic rabble of raving
lunatics and moronic thugs to take charge of its most precious and
powerful democratic institution. Having no values is no longer
enough.
Dazed And Confused
Only America can produce movies like this; that is at once its
glory and its shame (America's, that is). In light of that, it's
probably fitting that I saw Dazed And Confused at a theater only a
fewstepsawayfromLondon'sPiccadillyCircus,
where a bemused,
largely English crowd (it was winter, hence, few tourists) laughed,
snickered and gaped at the antics of what was presumably meant
to be a quintessential group of American teenagers in the midl 970s.
I personally knew no such teenagers - something which I
count among my blessings - but I have observed from a safe
distance enough reasonable facsimiles thereof to know that this
movie possesses a certain awful realism.
Viewed as an
anthropological document, it's fascinating, and I'm sure will be
even more so a century or two from now. Seen as nostalgia, it's
· hilarious, though I suspect the advertising campaign's blatant
advice that the movie would be best enjoyed under the influence of
marijuana ("see it with a bud") indicates a certain lack of confidence
in the material's strength to stand up its own.
The PR also touted Dazed And Confused as an American
Graffiti for the 70s, and to a certain extent it fills that bill. The big
problem with that idea, though, is that while American Graffiti
works especially well because it chronicles an era that stood safely
before the brink of lost innocence, by the time the 70s rolled
around, innocence was not so much something to be lost as a
carcass to be trampled, disfigured, and dragged through the streets.
In other words, it's slightly more difficult to care about the
characters in Dazed And Confused, unless, of course, you're
interested in the spiritual antecedents of Beavis and Butthead.
Which, considering that the slightly less hip buddies ofB & B have
just been elected to Congress and are now running the country,
perhaps you ought to be.
The Mask
Normally I don't review movies I've seen on airplanes, since
they 're so heavily (and hamhandedly) censored that it's not really
fair. Actually, I don 'tnormally even watch the movies on airplanes
for much the same reason.
But I was feeling too lazy to do much of anything else on a
recent flight from Boston to London, and since I knew the chances
of my ever paying to see The Mask were next to nil, I thought I'd
at least take a look.
Well, surprise, surprise, itwasn'thalfbad. Thatdoesn'tmean
it was half good, either, but at least it didn't make me want to jump
out of the airplane the way some other films have. Of course I was
expecting to hate it, probably owing to an instinctual aversion I've
had toward Jim Carrey ever since I first saw his promo picture for
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J
Ace Ventura, Pet Detective, an aversion which deepened
considerably when Carrey told some interviewer how God was
working through him by casting him in such a profoundly insightful
role.
Well, maybe in real life Carrey is an idiot and an asshole with
an annoying smile (baboonish grin, more like it), but that would
just go to show that he's a pretty decent actor, because in The Mask
he comes across as downright charming. I mean, you almost care
what happens to him. There's also a nice twist in the movie when
the roles ofbeautifulf emmefat ale and plain-but-honest-and-loving
girl sidekick are reversed: this time it's the obviously beautiful one
whose love turns out to be true.just the way mostofus would prefer
it in real life if we'd bother being honest with ourselves.
Still, while I enjoyed the movie overall, I think some
reservations are in order regarding any film whose most brilliant
performance, far and away, is that of the Frisbee-catching dog.
American Heart
This is another movie I resisted seeing when it first came out,
mostly because the reviews were almost universally raves. If that
sounds a little contrary of me, well, that's the way I am, as any
longtime readers will attest.
But that wasn't the only reason. I don't always avoid movies
that the critics love; what tends to put me off is if they love a film
for what I consider the wrong reasons.
In the case of American Heart, the prevailing tenor of the
reviews was something to the effect of, "This movie is great, but
it'll be a flop because the public is just too darned stupid and
philistinish to appreciate such great art."
Well, frankly, if I were willing to buy into that sort of critical
approach, I'd save it for my own artistic efforts; as it is, I've had it
up to here and somewhat deeper with "great" art that ordinary
people are supposedly incapable of grasping.
In the case of American Heart, the reviews might have been
self-fulfilling prophecies, because it didn't do much at the box
office. True, the movie is slow-paced, and sufficiently gritty to put
off someone in search of nothing more than a 90 minute
entertainment fix. Still, it's no more lethargic than My Own Private
Idaho or Drugstore Cowboy, both of which it vaguely resembles,
and not just because of the Pacific Northwest setting. And as is also
the case with those films, its worm's eye view of the deep underside
oflow-rent urban life is as compelling as it is morbidly fascinating.
Those of us who've actually seen or lived the sorts of
misadventures portrayed here will probably see this film in a
different light, and not necessarily a better one. The relentlessly
self-destructive course pursued by so many of the characters
frequently evokes queasy memories of a time when life presented
itself as a succession of insurmountable walls rather than an
infinite number of open-ended doors.
Before I ramble too far off into the land of abstraction, I
should note that American Heart, which takes its name from a pen
pal magazine aimed at women who wish to befriend prisoners, tells
the tale of a perennial loser (Jeff Bridges), who, on his.release from
prison, finds himself saddled with his unwanted 14 year-old son
(Edward Furlong).
What ensues could be seen as a generic child-is-father-to-theman tale of male bonding and testosterone-infused lessons in
living, but it's far more than that. What we have here is a love story,
and because the boy is so androgynous and imprecise in his mien
- coming across at various intervals as a petulant child and a
crotchety old man - it greatly transcends the normal bounds of
father-son relations.

Both Bridges and Furlong give great performances - Furlong
in particular may be the firstdisciple in the new Leonardo DiCaprio
school ofactors - but at least as vitalis the setting, both physical and
moral. Seattle never looked more like the Emerald City - at points
during the film, it was all I could do to resist packing up my bags
and moving there immediately - but even more compelling is the
sordid environment which essentially every single character, with
the possible exception ofBridges' forgettable love interest, inhabits.
When you put the word "American" in the title of any work
of art, you 're making big claims, but American Heart delivers. It
may be something akin to the heart of darkness that we 're viewing
here, but it's a heart nonetheless, and it's American as hell. Yet
another film that Quentin Tarantino should be compelled to watch
multiple times before he's ever allowed near another movie
camera.
Three Colors (Red)
I usually avoid this sort of thing like the plague: foreign
movies with the word Art plastered all over them. This one had the
extra strike against it of being a Polish film that not only wasn't set
in Poland, but wasn't even in Polish.
Not that I'm especially devoted to upholding or promulgating
Polish culture, just that I think filmmakers, and artists in general,
are best off concentrating on what they know. I've spent enough
time in England to be pretty familiar with the language, customs
and culture, but I doubt I'd ever be able to do a convincing rendition
of myself as a native-born Englishman. On the contrary, of all the
writing I've done, the best almost inevitably is rooted deeply in my
own experiences in Northern California and Michigan.
Of course maybe this filmmaker, whose name I've forgotten
already, is so much more talented than me that he can easily
produce a film in a second language (French) and a third country
(Switzerland) and still have it ring true. And, in fact, Three Colors
(Red) was a lot more watchable and a lot less tedious than I had
feared. Its female protagonist was very pleasant to look at, and
though it's fairly difficult for one such as me to identify with the
hardships of an incredibly beautiful supermodel, I was able to find
something of a soft spot for her even in my cold, cold heart.
Still, as is usual with these artsy films (I saw it in Notting Hill
Gate, where the goatee quotient, always above average, sailed
clear off the scale), things looked better than they played, and
people were forever doing things that only made sense if you
reminded yourself that you were at the movies. The ending was
suitably ambiguous, so much so that it wasn't really an ending at
all, which would normally cause me to fear a sequel if this hadn't
already been part three of a trilogy. (The first two parts are Three
Colors (Blue) and Three Colors (White), and though I won't be
going out of my way to check them out, I wouldn't be half surprised ·
to find that one of them contained the real ending.)
All this seemingly negative carping aside, though, it wasn't
really that bad. I might go across the street to watch it, maybe even
down the block, but I wouldn't bother catching a bus or train unless
I had a free ticket. But I've found worse ways, quite a few of them,
in fact, to pass a rainy night in London.
Strictly Ballroom
A few years ago I developed an Australian fetish, probably
owing as much as anything to an Australian pen pal who I managed
to transform, via ineluctable leaps of imagination tweaked by
improbable hopes, into a budding romance.
The romance crashed quickly to earth within days of our
actually meeting in the flesh, and my obsession with things
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Australian (I once read 12 books about the last continent in a single
week) soon followed it into oblivion. But seeing this movie just
may have rekindled an old flame; while I don't plan on looking up
my former pen pal, I found myself seriously contemplating
emigration to the land Down Under, Crocodile Dundee, stinky
Foster's Beer, and bad English accents notwithstanding.
It would hardly be original of me to note that Australia has
produced some of the most remarkable films of the past ten years
or so, but I've never let a lack of originality stop me from spouting
off to my heart's content, so I'll reiterate that oft-made point and
add that Strictly Ballroom is strictly brilliant, puts most
contemporary American cinema to shame, and should immediately
be seen by all my readers, unless, of course, you are part of that
misanthropic and ill-tempered minority who appreciates neither
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers nor the Ramones, in which case
you are absolved from seeing this movie provided you immediately
deposit yourself (preferably from a high elevation) into the nearest
ocean and drown.
You know the plot before the movie is five minutes old: the
fact that good will triumph, that evil will be banished to the realms
of disgrace and ridicule , and that the handsome boy and the ugly
duckling turned beautiful girl will fall marvelously in love and live
happily ever after is never in doubt. None of that, however , is
capable of spoiling this movie. In fact you find yourself cheering
on the inevitable.
The film explores the arcane world of competition ballroom
dancing, a social subset at once so bizarre and mundane that one
could easily question whether there really is such a world at all.
Given the endless capacity of human behavior for selfdifferentiation, there probably is, but ultimately it doesn't matter,
for the movie's rendering of the incestuous intrigues, power grabs,
naked ambition, and the power of love and dreams to rise above it
all meets to a T Oscar Wilde's requirement of true fiction: to
describe in perfectly accurate detail a world that doesn't exist.
It's especially interestiilg to those of us who've at one point
or another become involved in our own versions of cultish
subcultures: the tempest-in-a-teacup portrayal of events that seem
nearly life and death to the participants yet remain inexplicable if
not invisible to the vast majority of humans reminded me very
much of similar struggles that I've seen unfold within the hardcore
punk scene.
I'm sure mbst of it is down to the filmmakers' skill, but
Australia (the specific location is never identified; I presume it's
greater Sydney) never looked more fantastic - perhaps surrealistic
would be a better choice of words. The colors, especially in the
outdoors scene, resemble nothing seen in nature , but stir the soul
in a way that makes you want to go dancing and singing down the
streets, all of which look like an elaborate stage set, but which I
suspect were just as the camera, albeit mounted at strange and
unpredictable angles, found them.
I hesitate to introduce the word "post-modem" into a serious
discussion of anything, but in a limited sense it would be useful
here to describe the landscape and architecture displayed here,
both external and internal. The pastiche-and-montage approach to
culture is plastered all over the screen, but it hardly ever gets
annoying, except perhaps in the film's early going, when superfluously, it seems to me - a distracting pseudo-documentary
style is introduced. Fortunately, it is largely forgotten later on as
the plot picks up and thickens.
The entire movie is framed within the ironic wink that
virtually defines porno art, but unlike so many other examples, it's
a loving, compassionate wink, the sort we give to dear old grandpa

when he's three sheets to the wind or to children we see locked so
deeply into playing at some fantasy that we envy them for possessing
an imagination with more substance than our so-called reality. See
this movie, then find someone you love and go out dancing. Or go
out dancing and find someone you love. Or just plain go out
dancing. Life needs a lot more dancing.

A Man Of No Importance I The Browning Version
These two films don't have a whole lot in common except that
I saw them both in the same week and both feature - in fact largely
depend upon and revolve around - the talents of their star, Albert
Finney .
Finney is an actor at the peak of his powers - I think I must
have read that somewhere, since it doesn't sound like something I
would say - and is a glory to behold in both pictures, though I found
himagoodbitmorewatchableinAManO/No/mpor/ance,probably
because the script gives him more latitude and because the movie
itself is more imaginative and innovative in its concept.
The Browning Version, on the other hand, is very traditional,
almost a period piece, even though it's set nominally in the present.
Like most American Anglophiles (I'm surprised that after all these
years, I've just now gotten around to being accused of being one,
at least it's the first time it's happened to my face), I'm a sucker for
comedies or dramas of manners, especially if they feature posh
public school accents.
The Browning Version goes one or two notches better than
that by not only being set in an actual public school (meaning, for
my non-Anglophile readers, an exclusive private school), but by
being crammed full of characteristic pomp and folderol such as
classical Greek and cricket. Finney plays a cuckolded and much
put-upon teacher of ancient languages who has managed to inspire
little more than fear in his students. He hasn't even done that well
with the adults in his world; the directors of the school who fire him
and strip him of his pension, while his wife is having it off with a
slightly crass but greatly good-hearted American (one of two or
three much-overused stereotypes with which British cinema has
managed to encompass pretty much our entire population) who I
thought throughout the picture must be Ryan O'Neal's son, but
turned out to be Matthew Modine.
Finney is saved - well, not quite saved, but has an overlong
and occasionally tear-jerking epiphany - when one of his young
students presents him with a secondhand copy of Robert Browning's
translation of Aeschylus' Agamemnon (as I ear lier implied, if you 're
put off by mildly pretentious intellectual froth and blather, look
elsewhere for your filmed entertainment) which the precocious
rapscallion (foppish brat,others might describe him as )has inscribed
with some suitably haughty Greek epigram. Of course Finney is
still out of a job, a pension and a wife, but he has regained his
dignity, or so we are to presume, as he finishes packing his meager
belongings out of the priceless and precious Anne Hathaway
cottage where he has squandered his intellectual substance on a life
of pretense, and trundles off to London or some similarly dreary
place to teach English to foreigners.
All stuff and nonsense, of course, but a great pleasure to watch
and hear, except for the draggy moments, mostly in the last third
of the film, when even Finney 's great understated emoting can not
completely obviate the brief but painfully obvious absence of both
script and screenplay. Well, I suppose that part is meant to be a bit
like life, and if there's a problem, it's that it succeeds too well. As
has been observed by far more proficient critics than myself, if
people wanted to watch movies about real life, they'd probably set
about leading more plausible lives themselves instead of always
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going to the cinema to watch someone else do it.
As for A Man Of No Importance, well, little needs to be said
except that it shamelessly borrows , steals, and rips off any and all
aspects of the Oscar Wilde legend (I suppose by now, a full century
having elapsed since the original St. Valentine's Day Massacre
that saw Wilde sentenced to two years in prison, effectively ending
both his career and life, that it qualifies as a legend, even though the
plain and gory facts are still in evidence for all to see). Which of
course is just fine with any true devotee of Wilde , himself one of
the most accomplished plagiarists in the history ofEngli sh literature.
In A Man Of No Importance (the title itself is a twist on
Wilde 's play , A Woman Of No Importance), Finney portrays a
Dublin (Wilde 's home town) bus conductor who puts on impromptu
plays and poetry reading s for his riders, addresses his driver as
Bosie (Wilde's pet name for his lover, Lord Alfred Douglas), and
dreams of one day emerging from the dank shadow of obscurity
that seems the only safe lot for a deeply closeted - even from
himself - homo sexual in an Ireland of some 30 years ago, w:1enthe
Catholic Church still held unchallenged sway.
His attempts at finding a way out, unlike what we would
expect to find in a typically American film, do not lead to triumph
or release. He is not recognized as a genius - indeed, as the title
implies, he probably is not one; he does not win the heart of the fair
lad he fancie; the closest he comes to romance is getting bashed
about in the alley outside what passed for a queer bar in the Dublin

of 1963. Ultimately, he accomplishes little but a tentative sense of
acceptance from his family, friends, and, presumably what matters
the most, himself.
It's hardly a Hollywood ending; in fact, it's difficult to
imagine such a nondescript climax and denouement getting past
any Tinseltown script editor. But it's enough, especially so long
as Finney is atthecenterofthe screen, which he is through virtually
all of the film's 90 minutes (all right, I didn't time it; it seemed
aboutthat long, which in my exacting definition of what's right and
wrong, is just about right for any good movie).
It was a bit sad and wearying and depressing , again just like
real life (see previous comment on this subject), but it was a lovely
movie all the same, and you (I is what I really mean) even come
away with a bit of sympathy for all but the most villainous
character, a real mustache -twirler of a bus company supervisor
who resolutely torments Finney throughout. I really only brought
him up, actually, to show off my knowledge ofWildean arcana; in
the film he's called Carson, the name, I'm sure you'll all recall, of
the prosecutor who sent dear old Oscar to the slammer back in
1895. Anyway, I'm sure if you go see this film, you'll pick up all
sorts of references and in-jokes that I thoroughly missed, so feel
free to do so and send them on in to me. Anyway, see the movie ;
it's quite brilliant.

How I LearnedTo StartWorrying
And Love The Smiths
It's been a lifelong pattern with me: based on the most
superficial ofreasons, or no reason at all, I'll decide that something
is no good and doesn 't deserve even the slighte st scintilla of my
attention . Most often it's a band or a style or music, but it could be
a school of philosophy , a political notion , a way of dressing or even
a person .
Then, years later, sometimes long after what I had rejected has
been and gone, I'll suddenly discover that it's the greatest, that it
speaks to me in a way that nothing else can, that it's absolutely
essential for me to immers e myself in it to live a full and meaningful
life.
That's how things happened with me and the Smiths. I had a
.chance to become a Smiths fan way back in 1984, when I was
visiting my ex-brother in law in Amsterdam . His new girlfriend
was all agog over this new English band, and insisted I just had to
hear their album .
Convinced that I already knew everything that was worth
knowing about music (small wonder that I ended up writing for
Maximum Rocknroll , eh?) , I reluctantly agreed to give the record
a listen, but before it had gotten through half of the first song, I
snapped impatiently, "Do we really have to put up with that wimpy
crap? Don't you have any Dead Kennedys?"
Musically , the 1980s were a lost decade for me except for
punk and hardcore . I suppose that's not all bad, since my allconsuming interest in that genre led me to start my own marginally
successful band and, later, my much more successful record label.
But lately it's been driving me nuts to discover just how much I
missed during those years .

Considering that I had always rejected the Smiths as fag
music, it's only fitting that I was finally introduced to them by my
(now ex-)boyfriend Geoff. When I first got involved with him, I
thought of his obsession with all things Smithsian as something to
be overlooked in light of his many positive qualities . That didn't
stop me, though, from making enough sarcastic comments to
ensure that he'd seldom play the Smiths when I was around.
Eventually I came to like him enough that I would have put
up with The Carpenters if that's what he wanted to listen to, though
I'd still try to torment him with nasty, warbling imitations of what
I considered Morrissey' s whiny vocals . But an epiphany came one
sunny spring day when everything seemed wonderful and Geoff
took advantage of my buoyant mood to put on "Louder Than
Bombs."
Bythattime I was already somewhat familiar with the Smiths;
I think I'd even bought one of their records ("Hatful of Hollow")
in an attempt to understand what Geoff saw in these fey and
pompous English boys. But it was only now that the full impact of
the music hit me, and hit me it did, from the first ringing chords of
"Is It Really So Strange?"
Geoff started singing along, in a beautiful voice that he rarely
let other people hear. As he got into it, he started mimicking the
inflections and posturings of Morrissey's voice, and for the first
time they seemed sincere instead of silly. That whole north-andsouth dichotomy contained within the song had been figuring in
mine and Geoff's relationship - we came from opposite ends of the
state, and if you know anything about California, there 's enough
baggage in that alone to have you winding up in Newport Pagnell .
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But in between the back and forth, push and pull of the verses came
the resounding chorus: "I CAN'T HELP THE WAY I FEEL!"
And I realised, I realised
That I could never
I could never, never go back home again
And I didn't want to either. I didn't care if any of my punk
rock friends walked in to find me grooving to enemy music. I
didn't care anymore about the tastes or prejudices or preconceptions
I'd fonned in the past 20 years or so. Without even thinking about
it, I knew I was having one of those priceless moments when a
single song or record can change your life.
The ability to be moved that way is something that happens
far more often to the young than the old, and it's something that,
no matter how old I get, I hope I never lose. At any rate, for as long
as that CD played, I was a teenager again. Good thing it was
originally a double LP.
The songs floated by in a wondrous haze: "Sheila Take A
Bow" (Throw your homework onto the fire, come out andfind the
one that you love and who loves you), "Shoplifters Of The World
Unite" (/ tried living in the real world instead of a shell, but I was
bored before I even began, I was bored before I even began), and
then, "Half A Person."
Although Geoff was well past 16, he was still clumsy and shy
(people who see him now tell me he's changed considerably), and
I didn't even need five seconds to understand the story of his life,
and my life, and everybody's life: we would always be, somewhere
deep inside, morbid, pale, chasing each other's tails, and searching
for any sort of vacancy, even as a lowly back-scrubber, where there
might be some sort of comfort to be found.
There were exuberant songs like "Panic," wistful ones like
"William It Was Really Nothing" (to Morrissey, the humdrum
towns where the rain fell hard were no doubt in the north of
England; to me they were Fortuna and Eureka and McKinleyville
on California's very nearly desolate north coast), charming ones
like "Ask" (Geoff made mocking moon eyes at me as he crooned
"ASKME - I WON'T SAY 'NO' - HOW COULD I?")
But the the clincher, the thing that hooked me for life, came
during "Please, Please, Please, Let Me Get What IW ant." Morrissey
sighed, "Haven't had a dream in a long time," and Geoff, mustering
all the sincerity he could - which was considerable - repeated with
wide-eyed sympathy: "He hasn't had a dream in a long time. ·lsn 't
thatsad?"
It was a bit of a maudlin moment, and I laughed at the time,
but the image stuck with me, continues to haunt me. That's what
kills most of us, the realization that we can no longer afford to
dream, that we don't even know where our dreams went or what
they were about in the first place.
Geoff's observation hit me so hard because I realized that I
myself had begun to drift into that dismal state where dreams were
so implausible that they scarcely seemed worth having. What a
contrast to the way I had lived most of my life; a life marked by a
consistent refusal to be reasonable or practical or realistic, where
imagination invariably held sway over the art of the possible.
Could it be that it was not too late, that there was still time to dream
again?
Surely that was only the most rhetorical of questions; I had
never before needed an excuse to obviate the real world or to dwell
in realms of fantasy. The only difference was that I had grown
tired, that it had begun to seem too easy to settle for a life of
uneventful mediocrity. Such a life dulls the senses until the pain
ofloss and loneliness is only an indistinct and distant memory, and
we can sleepwalk uneasily through our days, just as we slumber

fitfully yet obliviously through our nights.
It sounds quite unappealing, but it's the choice that most ofus
ultimately make. While the prospect of abandoning our sponaneity,
our connectedness, in short, our youth, seems perfectly appalling,
its attractiveness should be equally obvious. The terrible rub is that
in refusing to feel pain any longer, we simultaneously detach
ourselves from the ability to feel pleasure, indeed to feel anything
at all.
But it was a choice that I was no longer going to be making.
The Smiths had come along in the nick of time for me. No, I
suppose itdidn 't have to be the Smiths. For someone else, perhaps,
it couldn't have been the Smiths. But in my case, it was obviously
just what I had needed. To be poignant and vulnerable, yet witty
and literate, to be crassly profound and profoundly crass all in a
single perfectly crafted sentence grafted to a musical line of the
most elegant simplicity, this was something I had always not quite
dared to imagine being possible and yet here it was; if Morrissey
and Marr could lay their souls on the line so forthrightly, how could
I attempt any less?
Of course all that seems very long ago now, going on two
years and several lifetimes, in fact. It's been nearly a year since
I've even seen Geoff, let alone shared moments such as those with
him. And having read numerous biographies and interviews about
and with the Smiths, many of my illusions about the people
involved have been dissipated though not quite shattered (it's
happened with all the pop heroes of my lifetime, and you'd think
a guy would learn by now, but I really don't care to).
I own copies of nearly every song the Smiths ever recorded,
and there are times when I go for days without listening to anyone
else, other times when I don't listen to them at all for a few weeks .
For quite a while now they've supplanted the Beatles as my
favorite group of all time, even though the Beatles had the sort of
broad appeal that a quirky, eccentric group like the Smiths never
could.
Strictly speaking, the Smiths are not a pop group in the same
sense as the Beatles, and though Johnny Marr, for at least a few
shining years, was the greatest guitarist who ever lived, neither he
nor the group exhibited the broad diversity that the Beatles did. But
for me, it's the Smiths all the way, for their capacity to make me
feel, for their willingness to take their music in a completely
opposite direction to where everyone else was going in the mid to
early 80s, and, I suppose, in no small part, for the way that they will
always evoke the memory of Geoff.
When he and I split up(/ can smile about it now but at the time
it was terrible), I at first wondered ifl'd ever be able to listen to the
Smiths again without too many bad memories being dredged up.
As it's turned out, no I can't, but I listen anyway. In fact he'd only
been gone a week or two before I said finnly to myself: "He can
break my heart and rob me of dignity, but I'm not going to let him
take away the Smiths."
That thought occurred to me as I was setting out on a long trip,
and while on that trip I started writing a series of short stories
inspired by Smiths songs, and I also wrote the first of several songs
that were at least subconsciously in the Smiths vein. Some of it was
enormously pretentious, some just embarrassingly sincere, but
there were moments when art and life intersected in a way that
nearly - very nearly - made it all seem worthwhile.
Morrissey has been an object of much ridicule for his wellpublicized stance as The Most Miserable Man In The World, and
it's difficult to say how much if any of that image is mere posturing.
My own observation is that it's difficult if not impossible to write
truly sad songs or stories without having experienced to the fullest
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the sadness they embody. If that is true, it brings up an artistic
dilemma: considering the comfort and insight that his songs have
furnished to vast numbers of tortured adolescents (in attitude if not
in years), would Morrissey think that it has been worth it? Does his
fame or record royalties or some not readily apparent sense of
altruism prompt him to say, "Well, all right then, I don't mind
suffering as long as great art results from it''?
I'm brought, as ever, back to the story of David, a 1970s
version of Geoff if there ever was one (since the Smiths didn't yet
exist, he had substituted King Crimson). When I met him he lived
in a seaside garret, rarely venturing outside except to buy more and
denser philosophy books; he spent nearly all his waking hours in
pursuit of musical and/or philosophical perfection. When I
questioned him as to what kind of life that was for one so young,
he responded forthrightly, "I'd rather be great than happy." Years
later, as he sat guzzling beer on a sun-drenched porch, seemingly
oblivious to all those passions and pretenses of late adolescence, I
queried him again on the subject, with the implication that he had
abandoned his earlier goals. "What could be greater than to be
happy?" he shot back.
I don't know. I didn't know then, I still don't know now, and
I'm beginning to suspect that I will never know and at some point
will cease to care. But that point hasn't come yet, so I still listen
to the Smiths, and heartily recommend them to anyone who ever
felt him or herself swept away and caught up in and overwhelmed
by the whole panoply of human emotions, and who, instead of
running for cover of the nearest drug or distraction or half-assed
shadow of a relationship, opened up to let the whole splendor and
horror and vast yawning emptiness and aloneness that hallmark
what it is to be a human being wash over them.
Good times for a change
See, the luck I've had
Could make a good man turn bad
Cue the mournful mandolin-like guitars, grow all wistful and
plaintive as though life were a John Hughes movie where we'll
always be teenagers and even if there isn't a happy ending, there '11
always be another chance to do it up right next time. As far
removed from reality as you can get, sure, and yet never forget that
life imitates art at least as much as the other way around. While we
have precious little control over our lives, a tentative and not
always fleeting grasp of art lies - sometimes in more than one sense
of the word - eternal in our trembling hands.

REVIEW: Morrissey at the Brixton Academy, Feb. 24, 1995
I'll start right in by admitting that my stubbornness and
occasional narrow-mindedness has caused me to miss out on a lot.
I was first introduced to the music of the Smiths back in 1984, but
because I was a "punk," I refused to listen to it. So I passed up,
without even thinking, many opportunities to see what I now
consider to have been one of the greatest, perhaps the greatest band
ever.
A great volume of lead-colored water has passed under the
proverbial iron bridge since then, and though it seemed a bit
ludicrous to make any great effort to attend a Morrissey concert in
1995, I was more than willing to endure the ridicule of friends who
thought I was absolutely bonkers for carrying on like a hyaperactive
adolescent over someone who many feel had seen his best years a
decade or so ago.
Even if you don't subscribe to the widely held view that
Morrissey solo is not a patch on the greatness achieved by the
Smiths, it's hard to see how Morrissey on his own could ever
surpass the legacy of that band. Nonetheless, what he has

accomplished these past eight years is none too shabby; in fact, I
would rate itas ranging between very good and absolutely brilliant.
But face it: although the man would no doubt have been able
to make a very successful career for himself even if Johnny Marr
had never existed, it's not so likely that he would have accumulated
the adoring legions of fans who greet his every move or arched
eyebrow with a fervor generally reserved for returning messiahs .
Well, it's easy enough for me to laugh atthe slavering masses;
after all, I was one of them. I had resisted getting overly excited
until very nearly the last minute, not least because of Morrissey's
record of frequent and sometimes last-minute cancellations. Even
on the day of the gig, I lolled around the house, not thinking very
much about the evening to come. I turned up at the venue late, par
for the course with me anyway, then went off elsewhere to eat pizza
and drink beer.
By the time I actually entered the Academy, the opening band,
Marion, were nearly finished. Apparently they had begun playing
right on schedule, quite a novel concept in the musical circles I
normally inhabit. They were all right, I guess, if a bit generic: a
five-piece pop band with a singer whose croonings contained the
vaguest echo of Morrissey-isms, that having sufficed, however, for
Time Out to label his band "Smiths-ian." Not true.
After Marion had cleared out, I had an opportunity to prowl
about the cavernous reaches of the Academy's ground floor
checking out the audience, whom I had expected to be nearly as
interesting as the show itself, but here I was a bit disappointed. A
bit relieved, too, actually, since I'd had some hesitation about how
well I'd fit into the sort of crowd I'd seen portrayed in Morrissey
videos, a languid throng of pale, androgynous, lily-clutching
youths of the sort that would have Oscar Wilde dashing back from
the next world for an encore.
But while there were a few of that ilk (and I was fortunate
enough to have one of them pressed up closely against me throughout
Morrissey' s hour-long set), the bulk of the crowd were remarkably
mundane: white (apart from the staff, I counted one black face
there, and he was no more than half African), middle class, and, I'm
sure it's safe to say, overwhelmingly suburban. Nor did I feel out
of place because of my age; though I was undoubtedly one of the
older people there, there were a number of fans who made me look
like a spring chicken, well, May or early June, anyway.
As a veteran of nearly 18 years of going to punk rock shows,
I'm quite familiar with the compressed, throbbing mass of humanity
that accumulates in front of the stage and is generally known as
"the pit." Having braved the pit for the likes of the Clash, Sex
Pistols, Ramones, and, in more modem times, Operation Ivy,
Neurosis, Bad Religion, et al., I wasn 'tanticipating that a Morrissey
pit would be too challenging. And in one sense it wasn't: there
were none of the flying fists and boots that make punk pits so
exciting and potentially lethal.
But nevertheless, it was as challenging a pit as I've ever
encountered, and left me as physically drained and exhausted as
any of the thrashing hectic circle dances of yore. The operative
factor here was pressure, constant, unremitting pressure from any
and all directions at once. I imagine it's something like being deep
under the sea and caught in the middleofhalf a dozen unpredictable
cross currents.
Nothing really remarkable was going on except that about ten
times as many people as was physically possible were trying to
occupy the approximately 20 square meters directly in front of the
stage. I frequently thanked the powers that be for my steel-toes, not
that I ever had to apply them to anyone's shinbone, but simply
because they probably saved me a fractured or at least painful toe
or two. You see, I wasn't giving up any ground, but this didn't stop
some lunks from trying to stand on exactly the same spot where I
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already stood, even if that meant literally on top of my shoes.
From the moment the room went dark, I and my companion
- whose name I never knew and who slipped away wordlessly as
the house lights came up - moved as a single organism toward the
front, until we were within no more than five feet of Morrissey's
frequently outstretched hand. It was quite odd the way that we had
attached ourselves to each other, based on nothing more, probably,
than an instinctual recognition that both of us were going straight
to the front and that nothing would stand in our way. Nothing, that
is, but the one large, undoubtedly beef -fed brutus who was the last
remaining obstacle separating us from the stage, and whom we
were never able to fully dislodge.
Once we had established our position, it was simply a matter
of maintaining our balance, not a simple matter, actually, especially
at times when one or more of my legs would be forcibly lifted from
the ground for long intervals. But having four legs between us, we
did all right, and, cornily enough, I was reminded of the Smiths
lyric that goes," And everything depends upon how near you stand
to me." Neither of us would have lasted five minutes on our own
in that crush.
Oh yes, you're saying, but enough crowd dynamics, what
about the music??? Well, it was nothing short of stupendous and
magnificent and shimmering with greatness. Even now, looking
back upon it 24 hours later, it's hard to believe that it was real.
Oddly enough, the closest I could come to a criticism would be that
it was all so perfectly done that it almost didn't seem real;
immersed, as I've been so for long, in the DIY world of makeshift
PA systems and malfunctioning guitar amps and lighting consisting
of a single bulb that gets shattered by an over-enthusiastic stage
diver, perhaps I'm just too easily impressed by a professionally
done show.
But I think it was more than that. Everything was so
meticulously done, all the instruments tuned and re-tuned, all the
spotlights individually checked, even the smoke machine given a
trial run-through before the band took the stage. It was obvious that
little if any margin was being left for error, and it might have been
the sheer excellence of the presentation combined with the delirious
excitement of seeing one of the greatest performers of our time
suddenly appear before us that made it hard to believe that it was
actually happening.
The music was so loud, and yet flawlessly played, without a
hint of distortion. Morrisse,y came prancing and flouncing into
view, looking far better than any of his recent photographs would
have suggested, and swung effortlessly, almost second -naturedly
into "Billy Budd," one of my favorite songs from Vauxhall And/,
and a pleasant surprise, since I'd heard he hadn't been playing it at
earlier shows on the tour.
I had intended, or at least thought about writing down the
songs he performed so that I could list them in this review, but
needless to say, from where I stood, that was out of the question,
not that I could have been bothered anway. As a result, though, I
can only give a really ragged recounting of precisely what songs he
did do, and did I say "really ragged?" Yes, I did, the words being
purposely borrowed from my favorite line in the song "London"
("You left your girlfriend on the platform, with this really ragged
notion that you 'II return"), I myself being the longstanding king of
really ragged notions.
Anyway, the point is that about a third of the way into the set,
he mumbled something about returning to Brixton, and then
slammed into "London." After years of rarely if ever performing
Smiths songs in his solo shows, Morrissey had introduced
"Shoplifters Of The World" as his regular encore on this tour, and
nearly everybody present was already looking forward to that. But
this was an extra added treat, and the crowd, myself included, very

nearly went berserk. And yes, it sounded so much like the Smiths
that with your eyes closed, you would have been hard pressed to
tell the difference.
What else? There was "Have A Go Merchant" from the new
EP and at least one if not both of the other songs too, there was
"Jack The Ripper" and an uproarious "You're The One For Me,
Fatty." And of course, "National Front Disco," which I probably
enjoyed least of all, partly due to the not necessarily ironic
singalong of "England for the English" emanating from the lager
louts directly behind me.
A surprisingly large portion of the show consisted of slow
numbers; even Morrissey' s unremarkable interpretation of"Moon
River" had the audience rapt with both attention and sentiment,
something I'd doubt even he could pull off with an American
audience. Here, in a moment that evoked the grand English
tradition of the music hall, half the crowd sang along with the
treacly lyrics, making me aware once more of just how glad I was
to be able to see this show in London rather than the USA.
He performed most of the songs from VauxhallAnd I, of which
"Find Out For Yourself' and "Speedway" were especially
remarkable; he didn't do "Every Day Is Like Sunday" or
"Suedehead," which would have disappointed me except that I
had already heard that they had been left off this tour's set list.
After a brief, decorous pause, he did the encore that everyone was
anticipating, "Shoplifters Of The World," and just like that was
gone. The lights came on, bright and cruel, the crowd began to
dissolve, except for about 20 roughnecks right behind me who
started a full-on rugby scrum over the tattered remnants of
Morrissey' s shirt that had been tossed into the audience a couple
songs earlier. I thought about how funny it might be if I had come
prepared with an extra shirt or two to toss into the dogpile before
wandering off into the not too chilly and occasionally rainy night.
I remember thinking, too, that this was the first show I'd
attended in years where not once had I thought about the passage
of time or wondered about how many more songs there would be
before it was over, where I was completely enthralled from start
to finish. When it came time for the show to end, I could sense it,
yet I, and I'm sure nearly everyone else in the audience, would
have gladly stood still for another hour's worth of music.
But that would have left us exhausted rather than exhilarated;
as it was, it's hard to imagine a show more perfect. And unlike
most shows I've seen recently, this one grew rather than dwindled
in my mind as the next days passed. I know I'll sound like a
babbling teenager, and I don't mind a bit: it was one of the most
amazing and memorable experiences of my life. I tried to stop
myself thinking it, but only partially succeeded: that all the bloody
and reprehensible history of the British Empire could very nearly
be forgiven if it could culminate in the creation of music and art
such as this.

MORRISSEY at Theatre Royal Drury Lane, February 26,

1995
My expectations weren't so high for this show; I felt fairly
sure it couldn't live up to Friday night's, if only because almost
nothing could. On top of that, I think the novelty of staging what
is essentially a rock and roll event, albeit one with grand and well
justified artistic pretensions, in a posh West End theater (the usual
fare at this particular one is the long -running musical Miss Saigon)
is outweighed by the self-defeating incongruity of everyone being
assigned to a seat.
Granted, I don't think anyone's posterior spent a scant
second attached to said seat once Morrissey made his appearance,
and the ushers and numerous bouncers had a fulltime battle on
their hands trying to keep the aisles clear, but it just wasn't the
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same. I didn't even try to get nearer the stage, being fortunate
enough to have a seat only about 50 feet distant, so I resolved to
simply enjoy the music, which of course I did, even if the set list
was virtually identical to Friday night's.
I don't even mind opening myself up to merciless ridicule by
admitting that on three separate occasions I was in tears from the
sheer beauty of the songs, and was fascinated almost from start to
finish. Unlike Friday, though, there were a few moments when the
magic was shattered, one of which, shockingly enough, came
when Morrissey muffed a note early on in "Moon River" and
subsequently held back whenever he'd get to the high parts,
rendering an already inconsequential selection superfluous. The
crowd loved it anyway. "Moon River" was preceded by a freakout finale to "National Front Disco" that was at least twice as long,
cacophonous, and intensely lit (about halfway through I began to
fear a strobe-induced epileptic seizure) as it needed to be.
Morrissey himself, possibly because this was the last night of
the tour, perhaps also because these were the sort of surroundings
to which he'd prefer to be accustomed, was in fine form, much
more relaxed and voluble than he'd been the other night, and
offering up some ad lib or other between almost every other song.
Unfortunately, I can't really remember any of them, so perhaps
they weren't so brilliant ,as they seemed. Oh, except during one
interlude when the whole theater had grown quiet but for one joker
who persisted in hollering "MOR-RIS-SEY!" to which the Great
One replied patiently, "I told you I'd see you later." Well, it
seemed clever at the time.

But the concert ended on a very sour note indeed. The band
had justre-taken the stage for their proforma encore of "Shoplifters
Of The World", sarcastically introduced by Morrissey as "a
moment of blinding spontaneity," when the stage was absolutely
mobbed by punters anxious to take their last chance at giving the
Mozzer a ritual embrace. They'd barely gotten eight bars into the
tune before Morrissey and/or the microphone vanished beneath a
human wave, and moments later he was rushed offstage by
security, followed immediately thereafter by the rest of the band.
There was a stunned silence, some booing, and then a great
stomping and cheering of the crowd urging them to come back, but
it was not be. Up came the lights, the audience booed some more,
but very politely, as well-bred British audiences are wont to (1think
many American audiences would have ripped the place apart), and
filed like dutiful sheep to the exits.
I was bitterly disappointed at not hearing "Shoplifters" again,
and hated for such a splendid event to have ended so
anticlimactically, but I braced myself against the cruelties of fate
and determined to go on living all the same. I wandered out into
the West End; it had grown quite cold, and people were striding
purposefully toward their destinations rather than ambling and
strolling the way they had been earlier in the evening. While I
walked home (a good five miles), I sang the entire "Louder Than
Bombs" album and threw in a few "Vauxhall And I" songs for good
measure. Well, that last bit's not really true, but it could be. Ought
to be, in fact. Life really can be quite grand sometimes.

The Rise of Queer Punk:
Here We Clone Again?
Today San Francisco's Castro District is world famous, but it
wasn't always that way. In fact it wasn't even always called the
Castro District; when a bunch of us moved into a house near 14th
and Market in 1972, most San Franciscans still referred to the area
as the Eureka Valley.
The neighborhood was changing fast, though. Rents were
still very cheap (wepaid$150 a month for a four bedroom flat), and
that attracted a very diverse mixture of cultural, social, and sexual
deviants to an area that until recently had been a relatively obscure
working class district.
You could have referred to the early 70s as the post-hippie era,
though I don't think most people would have dreamed of using
such an expression then. It would have sounded too much like an
admission that the 60s were really over, and a decade or more
would still have to elapse before some people were ready to
concede that.
But it was clear, had been for a while already, that the hippie
scene had run out of gas. You didn't need to look any further than
the boarded up shops and mean streets of the Haight-Ashbury for
evidence; many of the original hippies had split for the country (as
AbbieHoffman put it in WoodstockNa1ion: "Hippies were always
splitting for the country."), and many more had at least partially reentered the mainstream.
Those who were still interesting in stretching boundaries and
breaking down barriers had to look for more challenging issues
than the right to grow one's hair long and smoke pot all day, since
that sort of thing no longer raised an eyebrow in San Francisco, or
indeed, in much of the rest of the country. At the same time, years

of opposition to the Vietnam War had created a psychology that
encouraged people to form mass movements to deal with problems
of all sorts.
That's my vest-pocket analysis, anyway, of some of the
reasons that much of the cultural and political impetus of the 60s
began flowing into sex and gender issues; by the time the 60s gave
way to the 70s, women's liberation was a major force in the
counterculture and becoming one in the dominant culture as well.
Following closely upon its heels was the obviously related cause
of gay liberation.
Both movements were radical departures from politics as
usual. Although the antiwar and New Left movements had grown
radical enough to speak openly about overthrowing the government
and replacing it with some unspecified version of Maoism or
anarchism or communalism, some of the most fundamental
relationships among people remained unquestioned. Women were
expected to function as a sort of ladies' auxiliary to the revolution,
cooking the brown rice, bandaging up riot wounds, and comforting
their brave men when they returned from the front. "There's only
one position for women in the revolution," said one outspoken
militant whose name unfortunately escapes me at the moment,
"prone."

As for homosexuals, they were nearly as invisible in the New
Left as they were in the larger society. They were there, of course,
and tolerated as long as they kept quiet about it. Among the
apolitical hippies, the "lifestyle" rebels, as the serious politicos
scornfully dismissed them, there was somewhat more tolerance for
differing sexualities, but "tolerance" was about as far as it got.
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Although American society was beginning to look very different
as the 60s came to close, substantively, things had changed a lot
less than you might think.
While women's and gay liberation in a sense grew out of the
60s counterculture, they also played a role in its disintegration.
What made the social and political movements of the late 60s so
impressive - and so frightening to the entrenched power structure
- was their apparent monolithic nature: for a brief time it seemed
that every young person in America was rushing to join the new
tribe. Although the women's and gay movements actually addressed
more fundamental issues than the loose-knit amalgam of hippies
and leftists had, they also helped make the early 70s a time of
fragmentation into a variety of single issue groups.
Anyway, enough of the history lesson; I just wanted to try and
place things in context. The way it pertained to everyday life in San
Francisco in 1972-3 was that there were a whole bunch of
interlocking scenes that you could identify with, and a lot of the old
definitions were breaking down. For a while, at least, it was as
though you didn't need to worry about asking people if they were
gay, straight, bi, or none or all of the above . It seemed kind of
quaint and old fashioned to insist that you were exclusively one
thing or the other.
Things didn't stay that way for long, though. In mid-1973 I
left San Francisco for a year, and when I returned, it was like reentering a different dimension. Gone were most of the androgynous,
gender-bending sexual pioneers; in their place was a rapidly
growing army of brown leather jacketed men with mustaches and
short cropped hair. Though blatantly gay, they looked almost like
a caricature of stereotypical masculinity. Though it was to be a
yearor two yet before someone hung a tag on this new phenomenon,
the age of the clone had arrived.
Although a few people, myself included, found the new look
and attitude distinctly unpleasant, clone culture quickly became
thedominant, virtuallyexclusiveparadigmformalehomosexuality.
It wasn't just a look, either; a whole way of life went with it, one
that included disco music, all night orgy rooms and steam baths,
amyl nitrate (poppers), and an almost ritualized promiscuity.
Certainly there were many who didn't join in, but they were shoved
to the periphery; for the tens of thousands of young men who were
flocking to San Francisco to explore or liberate their sexuality, the
Castro Clone would be the main role model.
I, as well as most people I knew, eventually moved away from
the neighborhood because what had been a diverse and open
community now seemed like an increasingly closed one. If the
clone lifestyle appealed to you, there probably couldn't have been
anywhere better on earth to live, but there was not much tolerance
for those who didn't fit the mold. If you weren't sufficiently
masculine in appearance, if you weren't sufficiently promiscuous,
if you weren't sufficiently homosexual (bisexuals were scorned as
traitors or wimps, and heterosexuals deemed barely worthy of
speaking to), it could be a very lonely place to live.
In its heyday, boosters of the Castro - and there were many woultl'brag that it was possible to live your entire life without ever
coming into contact with a straight person. "We have gay bankers,
butchers, traffic cops, and grocers." one such blurb from a gay
paper of the time read, "Anything that you need or want can be
obtained right here by dealing with another gay person. Our
culture has staked a claim on this land and we are saying loud and
clear that this is gay territory, now and forever. Straights need not
apply."
To people who had endured a lifetime of persecution and
shame at the hands of mainstream America, this was heady stuff.
It was also pretty delusional . When, a few years later, AIDS swept
down upon the fairy kingdom, gay nationalists were to learn very
quickly that homosexuals couldn't do everything for themselves.

Nobody was demanding that only gay scientists be allowed to
search for a cure, that only gay doctors be allowed to treat the ill,
that only gay taxpayers be asked to foot the bill.
Today, although the gay population has been decimated, gay
culture is stronger than ever, and not least because it's had to come
to grips with reality. People began to realize that while sexuality
was a vital component of their lives, it wasn't the sole defining
characteristic. At the same time, traditional gay culture long ago
lost its cutting edge and has largely been incorporated into the
mainstream.
Which meant, naturally, that it was time for something to
come along and push the boundaries further towards the edges, and
that of course would be the amorphous movement summed up by
names like homocore or queer punk . It's tempting to make what
seems to me the obvious analogy: as riot gm! was to women's
liberation, the queer punk scene is a modem updating of the gay
liberation movement.
Riot gm! and queer punk were both
outgrowths of a counterculture, i.e., the mainstream punk scene,
that had begun to run out of energy. And also, just as their
predecessors of a couple decades earlier had, both riot grrrl and
queer punk addressed issues that hadn't been dealt with adequately
within the larger counterculture.
One of the first inklings I had of the new queer punk scene was
when Tom Jennings, one of the early Gilman Street scenesters,
started complaining that Gilman was a distinctly unwelcoming
environment for anyone who deviated from a strictly heterosexual
norm . For some reason, I hadn 'tever given the issue much thought,
but he was quite right. Out of those first stirrings of discontent
came Homocorezine, which, along with] D .s,published by Bruce
LaBruce and G.B. Jones in Toronto, virtually created the queer
punk movement out of thin air.
No, that's not really true; you don't create social movements
so much as create an environment in which they can develop, and
that's what was provided by Homocore, JD.'s, and the host of
similarly oriented zines that followed. Within a couple years
enough people had been attracted to the new scene that it was
possible to put on music shows and zine conventions exclusively
devoted to queer culture. Matt Wobensmith started his all-queer
Outpunk record label, and groups like QTIP (Queers Together In
Punkness) began putting on regular social events.
So far, so good, eh? How could anyone find fault with a
movement and/or scene that filled what was obviously a significant
need? Certainly not me, you would think, especially since I had
been enthusiastic enough about it to contribute articles to all but
one issue of Homocorezine, and committed our label to putting out
records by the overtly queer group Pansy Division.
Well, leave it to me, and I'll find something. Actually, the
queer punk scene was only a year or two old before I started noting
disturbing parallels to the earlier gay liberation movement. Foremost
among those parallels was a tendency to define and evaluate
everything in terms of sexuality. True, even if Freud wasn't
completely right, sexuality plays an integral part in virtually
everything wedo. And it's hard to overstate the impact on a fragile
young psyche that growing up homosexual in an overwhelmingly
heterosexual society can have.
If queer punk had never accomplished anything else besides
reassuring thousands of previously isolated people that they were
not alone in their feelings, that alone would be ample justification
for its existence. But when being queer becomes an end in itself,
when people forget that sexual freedom is just one of a host of
interrelated issues that stand in the way of a truly happy and healthy
society, then it run the risk of wandering off down the same garden
path that led so much of the gay liberation movement astray.
What really started me thinking about this was when I first
started noticing that there was a certain queer punk "look." And
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while one of the biggest improvements of queer punk over gay
liberation is the much greater degree of integration that exists
between lesbians and male queers, I first noticed this tendency
mostly among the guys.
It's not that easy to put my finger on what exactly that "look"
is, especially since it overlaps considerably with traditional punk
and alternative rock styles, but some of the most obvious
manifestations are multiple piercings and tattoos. I imagine both
are rapidly going out offashion on the queer punk scene now that
MTV has helped bring them to shopping malls and suburbs across
America, but I don't think what they represent will disappear so
quickly.
What that is, in my opinion, is a sort of exaggerated masculinity
(obviously I'm again speaking in terms of male queers here) that
seems to me to have some of the same motivations as the macho
man syndrome underlying the Castro clones. It's not so much that
people are trying to pass themselves off as real he-men - no matter
how burly their stance or rigid their manner, most of them give
themselves away the minute they open their mouths - but rather
that they 're superseding their individual identity with a collective
posture. What starts as liberation, as a breaking down of barriers
and constraints and preconceptions, all too often ends in donning
just a different sort of uniform.
You mightthink I'm being too demanding, and I probably am.
I expect a lot out of my social movements, and few if any really
serve my own needs in more than superficial ways. I welcomed the
women's and gay liberation movements, but never felt more than
a tangential part of them, and that goes equally if not more so for

their modern counterparts. The greater degree of tolerance that has
resulted from those movements benefits me, but so too has the
greater diversity in society that the civil rights movement has
produced, and the lesser and greater changes resulting from a
whole panoply of political, cultural and social developments, both
past and present.
What really concerns me is the tendency toward a politics of
identity, i.e., analyzing everything in society in terms of one or two
often highly personal issues. Of course everyone should be free to
make love with whomever they want to, but even when/if that day
comes, there will still be crime and poverty and environmental
degradation and abused children and power-mad politicians to
contend with.
And I'm not claiming or even suggesting that today's queer
punks are oblivious to that fact, just asking that they bear in mind
that being queer, no matter how vital it is to their personal sense of
identity, is not going to radically alter the world around them. And
it is that world, with all the social inequities and warped personal
relations that it contains, that has produced malignant forces like
homophobia in the first place.
So run wild in the streets, paint your face or hair or clothing
whatever crazy colors you want to, and make the world see that the
drab and repressed realities that people have been willing to settle
for are just not on anymore. But don't stop there; that's all I'm
asking. Don't lose yourself in an insular sub-society that slowly
but surely disappears up its own behind. Hey, I like the Village
People as much as the next guy, but for all of our sakes, don't be
a clone.

November/December 1994: Boston - Cambridge - Portsmouth
- Portland - London - Chicago - Lafayette
OK, it's kind of cheating to even mention Boston; all I did was
fly in and out of there and drive through it on the way to Cambridge.
Still, I had really meant to actually spend some time in the city this
time, but while I'm sorry it didn't work out that way, everyplace
else I went in New England was great.
Well, almost great. No, the places themselves were great, but
my night in Cambridge was marred by a very unpleasant reunion
with some onetime very good friends who apparently didn't feel
that way anymore. But more about that in a minute.
My main reason for going to Cambridge, apart from just
seeing the Berkeley of the East, was to visit an e-mail pal called
Alissa. She goes to Harvard, like me is an enormous fan of Joy
Division and the Smiths, and also like me, has taken chronic
depression to the level of a highly refined art form.
There have been times, in fact, when during our computer
conversations she's left me very nearly breathless with the depth
of her despair, expressed all the while in sharp, ironic prose that's
almost clinical in its detachment and yet extraordinarily passionate
in the manner in which it inevitably recoils from passion. In light
of that, I was moderately surprised (only moderately, for people
have observed the same thing about me) to find that in person she
was bright and outgoing, smiled easily, and was as ready to laugh
at herself as she was to both scorn and pity the destructive foibles
of nearly everyone around her.
A long-winded way, I suppose, of saying that we had a

lengthy gossip and griping session over dinner and coffee, and it
wasn't until we ventured out into the streets around Harvard
Square that things started taking a turn for the worse. It was my
own fault, I suppose; I had grown restless after sitting for an hour
or two in what passed for a hipster cafe, and told Alissa that I was
anxious to take a look at the streets of her town. But when we went
outside, the intoxicatingly mild air of earlier in the evening had
been replaced by a biting cold wind that made a leisurely stroll
through the picturesque and historic (by California standards,
anyway; Harvard dates back to the 17th century) cityscape
impossible.
Eventually we decided to go back to her room so that she
could get a warmer coat, and when we got there we found that her
drums were missing. Some bandcalledHuggy Bear, herroommates
said, had come and taken them to the Harvard radio station where
they were about to play live on the air.
I was beside myself with excitement. One of the main things
I'd been looking forward to in New England was the chance to see
Huggy Bear again. The way things had worked out, I was supposed
to be in England during precisely the couple of weeks that they
would be in America, and I had purposely juggled my schedule so
that our paths would have a chance of crossing somewhere around
Boston. But I had no idea that they would be in Cambridge that
night; my best bet of seeing them was to have been the following
night, but I was also scheduled into the studio with the Queers that
day, so there was some question of whether it would be possible.
Alissa wasn't overly enthusiastic about going down to the
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radio station with me (like me, she shys away from "scenes," i.e.,
places where lots of scenesters are likely to be congregating). But
when she saw how important it was to me, she agreed to take me
down there, though it took a bit of arguing to get her to come inside.
Huggy Bear were already playing in the glassed-in studio
when we walked in. Their backs were turned to me, and I pressed
my face against the glass, hoping that one or more of them would
turn look in my direction so I could at least wave. If nothing else,
I wanted to see the expressions on their faces when they saw me,
since they had no ideal was going to beon this side of the country.
Finally Nikki looked at me, and in a fit of childishness, I made
an exaggerated face at her. She barely acknowledged it, and turned
away again. I supposed that she was concentrating on her playing,
as I would have been if I were in her place, but I expected that at
the first opportunity she'd point me out to the others. She didn't,
though, and while I eventually got each of the others to notice me,
none of them did more than raise their eyebrows quizzically. Jet
lag, I wondered? Or were they having a hard time recognizing me
through the studio window?
I assumed that must have been the case when, after they'd
finished their set, they filed out into another room and made no
attempt to approach me. I burst through two doors and attempted
to intercept Jo and Nikki, but they just brushed past me. Then I
approached Chris, but while he smiled and pronounced "Lawrence"
as ifto say, "Where won't you turn up?" he didn ' t make any further
conversation except to ask me for change for the soda machine, and
once he'd gotten it, wandered off .
This was the same boy, I thought, who, the last time I'd seen
him, had spent much of a June day wandering across St. James,
Hyde, and Kensington Parks talking about anything and everything
with me, and now all he wanted was change? Something was very
bizarre here, and when I saw Nikki and Jo sitting off on the other
side of the room, I decided to try speaking to them instead.
As I drew near, they seemed to not recognize me at all, not
even when I stood right in front of them. In a sudden panicked
moment, I wondered if they really didn't remember me. Had I
drastically changed my appearance, my hair color, anything? No,
even then, they'd seen me in a variety of manifestations, and we'd
spent far too much time together for them to have forgotten.
Yet even when I spoke to them, they took their time answering,
and when they finally did, it was as though I were some anonymous
and not particularly desirable fan, or, worse, an inquiring journalist.
They both mumbled in that thick pseudo-Cockney accent that
middle class scenesters adopt when they're trying ·to gain street
cred or maintain a romantic obscurity. It was not a way that Jo or
Nikkinormally talked, at least not that I'd ever heard before. And
though I'm pretty familiar with a variety of English accents, I could
barely understand a word of it.
It took several minutes of this before I could even get them to
acknowledge that they knew me. Nikki kept saying, "It doesn't
matter" or "It's nothing," and it wasn't until she appended
"Lawrence" to one of those statements that I could be sure she was
really talking to me. Finally, Jo returned to something more like
a nonnal conversational tone, and said, "I suppose we should have
written, but wasn't it quite obvious that things were a bit weird
when we last saw you in June?"
No, it hadn't been , I said, in fact, I d been pleased that the two
of them had come in from the suburbs to spend the better part of a
day with me in London. I didn't remember anything at all
particularly awkward about the day, except that I'd been feeling a
bit more depressed than usual, but in my case, that sort of thing is
hardly worth remarking on.
Well, it seemed, in their eyes I'd been guilty of a couple of
crimes, which, when added up to a pattern of attitudes and

expressions that they believed they'd detected in my writing and
behavior, made me no longer worthy of their friendship. The
specific offenses of that day in June had been, first, that while we'd
been having dinner, I had supposedly concentrated all my attention
on Jo and ignored Nikki,and that secondly, while we were waiting
outside for a bus, I'd noticed a cheesecake photo in the window of
a gay bookstore featuring a somewhat unpleasant looking man
with unnaturally large pectorals, in response to which I'd expressed
the opinion: "I don't understand why they think that's attractive . I
don't care for large breasts in men or women."
Apparently, that, top of the fact that I'd supposedly been
paying more attention to Jo, who is tall and thin, than to Nikki, who
is shorter and fuller-bodied, led to the fatal (for me, in this case)
conclusion that I discriminated against people on the basis of their
body types.
Looking back on it now, several months later, I'm inclined to
say, as a number of my English friends did, "What a load of
bollocks." But at the time I took it quite seriously, because I really
liked and respected everyone in the band. I tried reasoning with
them, pointing out that we all have certain tastes and preferences
in the sorts of people that appeal to us, but that that doesn't mean
we reject people who don 'tfitthem. And !also pointed out that one
of the privileges of friendship is saying things and sharing
confidences that you wouldn't say to the general public, but none
of that counted for anything.
Besides, I was upset that they were accusing me of judging
them personally on the size of their breasts when I hadn't ever in
my life given ten seconds of thought to either of their breasts. I
resented their stereotypical assumption that I, being male, would
automatically notice and think about such things.
"We have a policy," Jo was saying, "that when anyone singles
one of us out at the expense of the others, we automatically
withdraw." Right, I thought, and I suppose you all sleep with Blur
to avoid anyone in the band feeling left out. Actually, I had a more
than sneaking suspicion that none of this would be happening if I
were in Blur, or at least looked like I were, but no ... they would
never judge me on my physical appearance, would they?
When I finally left them, with nothing having been resolved,
and Nikki refusing even to speak with me, I had intended to make
a serious effort to patch things up. I'd write a letter, I thought,
telling my side of the story and offering to do whatever I could to
correct any misunderstandings. I planned on coming to their show
the next night and giving the letter to Nikki or Jo or whoever would
accept it. I didn't care if I had to grovel a bit; it would be worth it
for the sake of the friendship.
With that in mind, I said goodbye to Alissa and drove to New
Hampshire (one great thing about New England is that it's all
scrunched in close together, so that when things tum rotten in one
state, you can drive about ten minutes and be in a whole new state).
The farther I got from Cambridge and Huggy Bear, the more
inclined I was to say the hell with them and their whole selfobsessed and narcissistic little scene. By the next afternoon, it
didn't really seem worthwhile going back down to Massachussets
on the chance that they might be willing to treat me as a human
being, let alone a friend.
In my life I've had numerous failings out with good friends;
I've hurt them and they've hurt me, but one of the definitions of
friendship - at least in my book - is that you rise above such things.
that you help your friends and they help you to change and become
better people, and that you don't write them off simply because
their attitude didn't seem quite right. I'm probably going against
my own advice here, because by the sim.ple act of writing and
publishing this, I'm pretty much guaranteeing the end of any
possible friendship between myself and most if not all the members
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ofHuggy Bear .
Yet I feell tried in every way reasonable to communicate with
them and received only abuse and contempt in return. If they (Jo
and Nikki, primarily) don't like seeing themselves portrayed in
print this way, I can't help it; I don't always like what I see when
I pass a mirror either, but I don't feel the glassmakers of the world
are part of a conscious conspiracy to oppress me.
The next day I spent much of the afternoon and evening in a
recording studio in Portsmouth, New Hampshire . Things went
painfully slow, partially, I was convinced, because the engineer,
nice guy that he was, smoked way too much pot. By the time we
finished up, it was too late to even think about going down to
Cambridge for the Huggy Bear show that I no longer cared about
seeing, and instead I drove up to Portland, Maine, to fulfill a
promise I'd made to myself a few months earlier when I'd passed
through Portland on a stormy afternoon, but hadn't had the time to
take more than a passing glance at the town.
I'm a big fan of Portland, Oregon, as well, and there is sort of
a symmetry between the two towns, tucked away in the upper left
and right hand corners of the country the way they are . Of course
Portland, Oregon is far larger and far more thriving; you get the
feeling Portland, Maine saw its best days sometime in the middle
of the last century.
But it's my kind of town, stark, bleak, rich with character, full
of classy old architecture, and a perfect backdrop for dark, brooding
fantasies. I could easily imagine myself living there, though
probably only as a mad old eccentric who hadn't spoken to anyone
in 20 years and who muttered curses and kicked at passing cats as
he stalked down the snow-covered streets in the midst of a howling
northeaster.
Well, I was only staying for a day, so I wasn't too worried
about sinking into that sort of slough; what I did do was walk and
walk and walk, despite chilly temperatures and a biting wind, until
I had blisters on my feet and chapped eyeballs. Then I ate some sort
of food at some sort of hipster cafe, then walked and walked some
more (I stopped and changed my sho.es first).
One of my favorite places was some sort of hill about a mile
from downtown, not the kind of place tourists would normally go
- in fact I got stared at a bit - but probably a good place to rent a
cheap apartment if you 're on welfare . The houses were all wood
frame and all from the last century, ifnotthe one before that. It felt
real. .. American, if you think of American in terms of pre-Disney,
pre-McDonald's, pre-Schwarzenegger and OJ. Simpson. If I
moved to Portland, that's the hill I'd live on, no doubt about it.
Back to Portsmouth later that night, which is a fine town in its
own right, and one of the oldest towns in the USA to boot. 1623
was when it was founded, according to the signs, and when Hugh
(of the Queers) and I took a walkout to the beach on an improbably
warm November day, we passed a wholeclusterofhousesfrom the
1700s, and one even from 1675 that is still lived in. East Coasters
may see nothing remarkable in this, but in California we have "old
towns" and historical districts made up of buildings from the
1920s, so you see the difference in perspective.
I walked all around Portsmouth, both with Joe and Hugh and
by myself, and pronounced this town eminently suitable as well.
They even have good cappuccino. The only drawbacks Icouldsee:
it's kind of small, but then I'm the kind of person who can find
Garberville (population 1300)charming; apparently it's inundated
by tourists every summer; and for several months of the year,
including those during which the tourists are blessedly absent, it's
beastly cold. Still, I added it to my list of places where I could live,
provided, of course, that I had plenty of money to pay my heating
bill and buy warm jackets.
Anyway, we did have one wonderfully warm and non-rainy

day, that being the one I mentioned already when Hugh and I
walked several miles out to the beach and through some snooty
Stepford-type town whose name I can't recall at the moment. But
that afternoon I had to go down to Boston and get on a plane to
London, and seeing as how getting on a plane to London is one of
my favorite things in the world, surpassed only by getting off a
plane in London, I was in a fine mood . Huggy Bear were long
forgotten.
London is not always at its best in November , but this time it
was. It was just excellent: grey and gloomy, yes, but in the most
soul-stirring of ways. It was warm, too, almost identical to the way
it had been in Portsmouth that morning, and it stayed that way for
the entire three weeks that I was there.
Asitturnedout, it was to be the warmest November in history,
which by English standards isn't saying much, but was ideal for
me. The temperature hovered in the 50s or high40s the whole time,
and the rain was graceful enough to confine itself to late nights and
early mornings when I wasn't likely to be abroad anyway . There's
something about bare branches against swirly grey skies that just
drives me wild, that makes me want to wander aimlessly for hours
if not days through the streets and parks of London and lose all
track of time or space or the notion that life might ever dare to pass
meby .
And that's what I did a great deal of, when I wasn't brooding
in my room, something I also find London remarkably good for. I
started work in earnest on a book I've long been planning, and
spent much more time than I ever had before poking about in the
West End and Soho. I even saw the Queen in Leicester Square,
coming out of a movie, all dressed in a whitf gown and white fur
and a tasteful little crown.
Actually, she looked a lot better in person than she does on
television. She kind of reminded me of my mother, actually, if my
mother had spent her life riding around in limousines waving to
people and being waited upon hand and foot. But then I suppose
that's the kind of image they teach you to cultivate at queen school.
The only thing that I regretted was that we hadn't been at the same
movie so I could feel a little more in common. She had just come
from Miracle On 34th Street (the remake), which I am must be
awful, while I had seen the truly execrable Reservoir Dogs (review
elsewhere in this issue).
I also met an interesting fellow called Rik, who had sent me
his zine (PMS) and now wanted to interview me for it. I remember
ranting and raving about Maximum Rocknroll a lot; it will be
interesting to see what I said if he ever gets around to printing it.
I saw some mostly boring punk gigs at the Laurel Tree in Camden
Town, which is allegedly a very trendy place, but apparently not on
the nights when I'm there (the story of my life, easily). Actually,
I remember now that I met Chris, one of the people who puts on the
gigs there, and he wasn't boring at all. I suppose it's not his fault
that most bands are.
Oh, I went to a major label gig, too, on the guest list, of course,
to see Lance Hahn play guitar for Beck, who was interesting, even
entertaining, for about half the time he was on stage, and seemed
genuinely nice. Then I had to go back to the USA, and I was most
annoyed. I'm almost always annoyed when I have to leave
England for America, but this was considerably worse than usual.
I made faces at people all the way to the airport, and looked so
grumpy when I got on the plane that I thought everyone would be
afraid to sit near me.
It almost worked, too, but at the last minute some terrible
woman who looked like she used to be a nun (or maybe still was)
took the seat next to me. The thing is, I'm sure she was a perfectly
nice woman, butljustdidn 't wantto know about it. Especially not
after she produced a bag full of (no doubt organic) fruits and
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vegetables and began to oh so nicely and methodically eat them.
The way I see it, you 're on a plane, you eat junk food with the rest
ofus. And what's worse, she had perfect table manners. I tell you,
it was a dismal spectacle.
And in answer to your next question, no, I don't usually make
a practice of talking to my seatmates on airplanes or anywhere else,
not unless they are truly amazing or want to have sex with me or
something, and by the way, if this woman had wanted to have sex
with me (not that she gave the slightest indication of any such
thing), I would have been headed for the emergency exit.
Uninteresting seatmates on airplanes are one of the many reasons
headphones are a good invention. Sorry to sound so churlish, but
that's just the mood I'm in, probably because I'm writing this on
the eve of yet another trip from England to the land of the Yankee
Yahoo.
Anyway, I landed at Chicago, the customs man wanted to
know how I could have been traveling for three weeks with only
one small suitcase (because I never change my clothes, dim bulb),
and headed straight out for Indiana. God, what a glamorous life I
lead.
But I ran out of both time and space to talk about Lafayette
now, so that will have to wait for another issue. Suffice it to say that
we worked on a record there (the Queers), the weather finally
turned lousy (it was already well into December), and for a change,
I actually wanted to get back to California. The weather was lousy
there too, as it usually is in December (I guess we can put up with
one bad month a year). I didn't even want to leave again, at least
not for a few weeks. And then I did, and what happened follows:

January 1995: Corvallis - Portland - Olympia - Seattle Vancouver - Victoria - Santa Rosa: The Second Potatomen
Tour
To begin with, let it be known that I was infinitely better
behaved this time than on the first Potatomen tour (see Lookout
#39 for the unsavory details). Perhaps it was a case of lowered
expectations or a thickened skull, but things just didn't bother me
as much. About the only thing that did get on my nerves was when
people started getting too cheerful and optimistic in the tour van.
But between Patrick and myself, we soon put a damper on that.
This was a very low-key and small-scale tour, probably
because not very many people have heard of us (or, according to
some people, because they have heard of us, and we suck), but we
didn't have to go through too many hardships, apart from the heartrending pain of occasionally playing somewhat less than brilliantly.
Ourvandidn'tbreakdown, nobody gottossedinjail, and we didn't
even have to sleep on many floors.
Of course there were those moments ... Well, nothing too
serious, really, just those times when you have to ask yourself why
you're driving 14 hours through a blinding rain of Biblical
proportions to drag your sorry and soggy asses out.onto a stage and
perform for 20 or 25 minutes in front of a handful of people that
mostly never heard of you and might just as soon be home watching
television except they got tired of listening to their parents nag at
them.
Well, because it's fun, of course, or so they tell me. Yessiree,
notl1ing like being out on the road again, playing music with my
friends, and ... oops, I think that's a Willie Nelson song there. Um,
maybe because it's a good career move? Not sure about that one
either; we haven't noticed sales of the new Potatomen album
rocketing through the roof after our latest foray into the heartland,
and if I'm not mistaken, we lost more money on this tour than the
last one.

Then I guess it was fun, or else we 're insane, or both, because
I can't think of any other reason for doing it. In fact it was so much
fun that by the time most of you read these words, we'll be at it
again, criss-crossing half the damn country, and I can barely wait.
But in the meantime, maybe I should do a post-mortem or autopsy
or critical analysis or something on the last one, and who knows,
maybe I'll change my mind.
One or two things readers need to know about the Potatomen:
first, they are the least "punk" ofany band on the Lookout label. In
fact, they're not punk at all. That's not to say that we aren't good;
in fact in my completely unbiased opinion, the Potatomen are the
product of near ifnot sheer genius (by way of an opposing opinion,
I hear that Ben Weasel hates us) (so I guess we must be doing
something right). But we 're also a bit stubborn, I guess, or maybe
just plain thick-headed, since we've deliberately turned our backs
on the surest way of selling records these days, i.e., sounding like
a generic East Bay pop-punk band.
Secondly,_the Potatomen have been through some changes
since their days of singing on the sidewalk in front of Gilman Street
(and some say it's been downhill ever since, but never mind). Not
only have we lost two members and gained two others, but Patrick,
our resident musical genius (and pompadour quiff ed fashion plate)
has switched from bass to guitar.
Ideally, we should be able to clone Patrick and have him play
both bass and guitar (through the miracles of modern digital
technology, that's just what we did on our new album), but it's a
little harder to pull this off onstage. So we went through a painful
period of about 10 months where we dido 't play live at all while we
searched for the perfect bass player (who could also sing).
And that's not all. After our last tour, drummer and backup
vocalist Chris Appelgren quit the band (well, actually sort of just
skulked away, perhaps hoping no one would notice that he'd ever
known us) to form the Pee Chees. I can't blame him completely;
anyone who knows him can see he's much too handsome to be
stuck behind a drum kit. It left a big vacuum in the P-men; Chris
was, after all, a founding member, and it was hard to think about
going on without him.
But the Spudmen wouldn't die tl1ateasily, and Chris was soon
replaced by former My Name Is Chris stickman Utrillo Belcher,
who practiced faithfully with us all through the summer and fall,
only to leave the band only weeks before our long-awaited comeback
tour. Well, into the breach came Adam LaBelle, who, even if he
is from the North Bay (Santa Rosa) had the power, the style, and
most of all, the love of all things Potato-ish, to take on the job with
virtually no preparation.
And at long last came a bassman, too, from the far-off land of
Indiana, in the person of Mass(imiliano) Giorgini, who's played
for 10 years with Rattail Grenadier (recently reborn as Squirt Gun)
and is perhaps even better known as the sound engineer behind
several successful Queers and Screeching Weasel records. Mass
is a wonderful person in addition to being a talented musician, and
if he has a fault, it's being too cheerful and upbeat, a quality that
doesn't always sit well with us cynical and hard-boiled Northern
Californians. Well, we'd soon break him of that.
As it turned out, such habits aren't so easily broken, especially
when it became clear, much to our dismay, that new drummer
Adam was no true Californian either, but a closet Indianan: He and
Mass quickly formed an alliance of positivity and open-mindedness
that proved most unsettling to the atmosphere of sardonic gloom
preferred by Patrick and myself, but we were able to make the
necessary accommodations. About the harshest conflict that
happened along the way was a protracted debate on the merits and
demerits of facial hair that lasted pretty much throughout the tour.
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We started out no more than six hours behind schedule, and
I soon managed to put us another couple hours behind by missing
not one but two freeway exits and ending up in the city of
Sacramento, which is not where any sensible person wants to end
up. especially when they are on their way to Oregon. But we
merely grimaced, thanked our lucky stars that Sacramento is a fate
that has only rarely afflicted any of us, and continued north. The
rain fell harder and the night grew blacker. We passed tluough
nearly all of the unsightly Central Valley under cover of darkness
and finally parked our soggy asses in a Motel 6 in one of the largest
cities I know of that has not a single convincing reason for existing:
Redding, California.
Needless to say, perpetual optimist Mass found Redding "not
too bad," going so far as to say it seemed more pleasant than
Berkeley, despite the fact that we were smack dab in tl1emiddle of
what looked to be America's largest and most unsightly strip mall.
We breakfasted at one of Redding' s finest dining establishments I believe it was called Denny's, or something like that - and set
forth into tl1emountains.
It was Friday the 13th, and though I generally don't believe
in such a tl1ingbringing bad luck - if anything, I tl1inktl1eopposite
- we promptly had some, with Patrick being pulled over by an
unusually sullen and uncool California Highway Patrol officer.
Normally the CHP guys are reasonably friendly, even when
tl1ey're slapping you with a two hundred dollar ticket, and normally
they '11also knock 10 or 15miles off your true speed, but this guy
was just the opposite; poor Patrick got a ticket for going 80 mph
when, if he ever got anywhere near that speed, it was only for the
briefest of moments while going downhill.
A bad omen? Patrick seemed to think so, and I had to spend
the next few hours not only cheering him up, but also driving,
which was not calculated to cheer me up. But so what? My only
real regret was that we didn't have time to revisit the quirky and
weird Yreka, the town at the top of Northern California that, if there
were a fourth dimension, would be the capital of it.
But we did get to to stop at Ashland, a place where the sun
even shone briefly, for the first and only time in many days.
Ashland is the kind of hipsterish, poserish place that people like us
love to complain about and nonetheless unerringly gravitate to, if
only because they have an abundant choice of cappuccino joints.
Mass, as unnervingly cheerful as ever, proclaimed the Seattle-style
cappuccino he obtained from some bookstore-cum-cafe as the best
he had found on the west coast, and went on to aggravate the
situation by proclaiming himself some sort of expert on cappuccino
just because he's Italian (while it may be true that they had
cappuccino in Italy before they did in San Francisco, I'm sure that
it was never done quite right until the San Francisco Italians
showed the old country ones what was up).
But I digress even further than usual. By the time we got to
Corvallis, it was raining harder than ever, and our nerves were
frazzled with the fear that we wouldn't be able to live up to our own
expectations. I had been warned that tonight's show would
probably not be an ideal setting for us, since it had been cobbled
together at the last minute and had us on the bill with two funkmetal bands who gave cliches a bad name.
Thankfully, at the last minute an East Bay-style pop-punk
band called Round Nine was added, and they saved the day, I mean
night, because all their young friends and admirers came to see
tl1emand were willing to stick around and see us as well. All right,
maybe it wasn't quite like that, maybe some people had actually
come to see us. After all, Corvallis had been the scene of our
biggest triumph on last year's tour (again, see Lookout #39).
Anyway, we were nervous as hell, we bungled our way through
half the songs, couldn't tell if were in tune or out, if anyone could

hear the vocals or not, and yet people mostly jumped around and
danced and cheered, so it couldn't have been all that bad.
One of the coolest things about Corvallis, apart from the (as
always) warm and wonderful people, was the place where we
played, the Jackson Street Juice Bar. It's the kind of hangout that
both blends and transcends a variety of cultures. I mean, gosh,
there were even people with beards there, and they were welcomed
into the fold along with the rest of the crossover hippie-punks and
heavy metal gangsters (well, I made that last part up).
I got to meet one of my e-mail pals, tl1elovely Aneles/Selena,
and got interviewed at length on the Tim Yohannan-Jello Biafra
contretemps; fortunately or unfortunately, depending on your
point of view, most of my comments were lost to posterity due to
a malfunctioning tape recorder. And after tl1eshow, we were given
free lodging in the adjacent hostel. Why, it was all so wonderful
that we never wanted to leave.
Except, of course, that we were looking forward to Portland,
that great jewel of a city to the north. Well, Adam doesn't
necessarily agree, but I swear that Portland looks more magnificent
every time I see it, especially when you compare it to the tawdry,
faded, mean-spirited and small-minded atmosphere of San
Francisco. What's more, all of us except Mass had friends there
that we were excited about seeing (Mass, on tl1e other hand, has
friends everywhere, regardless of whether he has met them yet or
not).
Still, I was a bit nervous, too, because Portland was where
everything had turned bad on last year's tour, everything, that is,
consisting of my legendary bad mood that I insisted on inflicting
upon everyone else. So this time I was being especially careful to
remain as cheerful as I ever can be, which of course, as any of you
who know me will attest, isn't very.
It didn't work, of course; I was angry, annoyed, and irritable
from the moment we entered the city limits and took a wrong turn
that led us through some tunnel and into the netherworld of god
knows where - West Portland, I suppose, if there is such a place.
Things improved momentarily after I made somebody else drive,
but as soon as we arrived at the venue for that night's triumph and/
or shame, they went back into a tailspin.
Why that should be is a mystery; by rights I should have been
ecstatic to be at the Power House. Not only were we greeted by
several old friends, including Eureka alumni Erin and Sam (yes,
the one in the song), but everyone was all dressed up up and singing
along to the Smiths at a volume usually reserved for idiotic punk
rock records. And they were so nice, and so cool, and so stylish:
everything that's generally lacking from the East Bay social scene.
Naturally I was miserable.
I told myself that it was because these people were too
glamorous, too self-assured, too irretrievably young, and that I could
never fit in, never be accepted. Yes, I was wallowing. It's
necessary for my art, you see. Ha ha.
The fates were aligned against us from the start. Outdoors the
downpour continued with only occasional respite; indoors, with
several hours stretching out in front of us like so many hangman's
ropes before the appointed hour to perform or die, the beer flowed
freely and I brooded in a corner, trying to teach myself to play
guitar before taking the stage (a sodden corner of the basement,
about two thirds of which was flooded with roiling brown waters
that, while they may not have consisted of untreated sewage,
certainly smelled like it).
There was the unpleasant prospect of being electrocuted if
one touched the wrong combination of instruments, wires and
microphones, there was the the sodden darkness that made it
impossible to see our instruments (it's true that real musicians can
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play with their eyes closed, but yours truly always leaves the
Potatmnen one short of a real musician). And then there was the
broken string, the musical misfortune that is at worst a minor
calamity to most guitarists, but to me represents ultimate disaster.
It all goes back. you see (hey you, stop yawning and pay
attention), to an experience I had some five years ago, at one of the
last shows I played with my old band, the Lookouts. Although
we'd been pretty much a running joke through the early (and
middle. and maybe even late)years ofourcareer, by 1989 or 1990,
we· d gotten to be quite good, ifl do say so myself (well, no one else
will, so ... ), and for that reason I wasn't even the slightest bit
nervous about opening for Bad Religion in front of about 500
people crammed into Gilman Street.
And we got off to a rip-roaring start; I think we'd never
sounded better, until, that is, The String broke. Now I'd played
enough live shows by then to be able to change a string pretty
quickly, but this time, something went wrong. It was partly
because I'd been wearing some enormous hesher wig that had
made my head sweat so much that I couldn't see. My fingers were
likewise so soaked that they couldn't get a grip on anything, let
alone a tiny guitar string. And as the impatient catcalls mounted
from the audience and even from my own band, nervousness set in,
soon to be banished by outright panic.
It must have taken 20 minutes to change that string, every
second of which was like a year off my life (and yes, I realize that
means I should be dead now; never take a calculator to someone
else's hyperbole). Our set was pretty much ruined, and ever since
then, I've had a morbid fear of breaking another string on stage.
When the Potatomen started playing regularly again, we decided
to keep an extra guitar on hand in case of such an eventuality. And
so we had done; when, after about six or seven songs, a string
snapped without warning, my first instinct was to reach for the
spare guitar.
Unfortunately it wasn't tuned, or if it was, it was a rare
Albanian pentatonic zydeco scale, so I couldn't coax anything
resembling music out of it. Panic set in, the audience (using the
most grandiloquent term available to describe the 30 or so people
present) started drifting away, and I, in despair, did a couple more
songs with my broken-stringed and out of tune guitar. It was an
ignominious conclusion, but hey, I've been there before. Afterwards
I sat upstairs in a room drinking beer, ashamed to show my face,
thus missing the great country-punk band Elmer and the disco
dance party that followed.
On the bright side, that was the low point, performance-wise,
of the Potatomen tour, and nearly everything else about Portland
was so pleasant that I didn't really mind. See, this was the tour
where I went beyond ego, or maybe it was just the realization, born
of many years of attending shows, that most people don't even pay
that much attention to the band anyway. By the time I gotten
through sulking and rejoined the living, our drummer Adam was
entertaining what was left of the crowd by getting uproariously
drunk and threatening take his clothes off and beat everybody up.
I think he actually did attack one person, but fell on the floor in a
heap before he could do any damage. Adam is not exactly a trained
killer, so we weren't too concerned.
Oh yes, then there was Olympia. For some reason the place
terrifies me, even though I actually like it quite a lot (you 're not
supposed to admit that if you're from Berkeley). It's always
reminded me a lot of Arcata, which is another sort of cool,
hipsterish type town where at first I felt totally intimidated but
gradually came to feel completely at home .
The difference is that while Arcata eventually sunk back into
a slightly stoned obscurity, Olympia went on to turn hipsterism

into a major growth industry. I know it's silly that at this point in
my life, after all the places I've been and people I've known, a
bunch of shiny perpetual adolescents with perfect bangs and Vneck sweaters can reduce me to a whimpering social outcast (what,
you thought that's what I'd always been?), but that's just the way
it goes, I guess.
Anyway, I was told later (by someone in Berkeley who is
apparently far better connected than I am) that all sorts of important
scenesters were there to watch us, but since I was too cool to talk
to them and they were too cool to talk to me, I never found out who
they were. I also heard (from the same person in Berkeley) that we
had done well, which came as news to me, since nobody had really
said what they thought or clapped much or anything. But I guess
that's what they do in Olympia. I know, it's weird, but I still like
the place. And thanks to Dale, who put on the show at his house
without (I don't think) even knowing who we were.
Next: another of my favorite holiday destinations, Seattle. I
used to hate this town, but it's really been growing on me. It's still
pretty weak compared to Portland (Portland is what Seattle would
be if it ever lived up to its reputation), but for the first time I could
see why people really enjoyed living there .
We arrived exactly at sunset, and if you know Seattle, you'll
remember that the city sort of slides down a medium sized hill
(nothing compared to Frisco hills, not to be chauvinistic or anything)
into Puget Sound (well, not literally, unless there's an earthquake).
We were headed right down to First Street (mostly because we had
no idea where we were going) and it was absolutely amazing the
way the air suddenly all turned to gold as the sun made one last stab
at breaking through the gloom. It was really quite unearthly, more
like being on another planet than another city.
Oh, well, the show sort of had its drawbacks, the main one
being that it was not exactly our kind of scene (after I thought about
that for a while, I realized that there probably was no such thing as
"our kind of scene," meaning which we'd have to either go through
life as musical outcasts or create our own scene). The people who
were putting on this show (a benefit, by the way; you can see that
after a juice bar, two basements, and now a benefit, we weren't
exactly getting rich so far) might best be compared to the sort of
crossbred hippie/punk/anarchists who put on chaotic Food Not
Bombs benefits in People's Park. Not bad people at all, just
operating in a parallel universe.
Anyway, we hardly knew anyone there except for a handful
of friends and loyal masochists who showed up. and we played to
an audience who remained seated throughout and who clapped
very politely after each song . I thought we were playing really
well, but it was really impossible to tell how we were going over.
But then I guess if you have to ask ...
There was no show the next day, so we had a chance to hang
around Seattle and experience what the hype is all about. Actually,
it was cold enough that I mostly stayed in the apartment that David
(he makes a guest appearance in some capacity in nearly every
issue of Lookout; you 'II find him tl1istime in the article called "The
Tyrannr Of Taste" and in the one about the Smiths as well) was
able to set me up in. It had a styling view of downtown and the
Space Needle, plus it was in walking distance of Capitol Hill. I
mean this was really Seattle .
Nonetheless, nothing happened; I didn't meet Matt Dillon or
Courtney Love, didn't shoot heroin and had only one cup of
espresso. But it was restful, kind of the way San Francisco used to
be out in the avenues, back in tl1edays before everybody moved to
places like, oh, Seattle. San Francisco still has better coffee,
though.
Next came our favorite place, Vancouver, BC. Unfortunately
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there's always that nasty little problem called a border, which
mean-spirited customs authorities frequently use as a barrier to
prevent bands from reaching the promised land of Canada. There
are a variety of dodges to get around this obstacle; the one we
haven't tried yet but may next time is swimming across, with our
equipment lashed to our backs.
But this time, we opted for stashing our equipment in Seattle
and posing as a van load of typical American yobbos coming to
drink beer and ogle Canadian women (it wasn't as big a stretch as
you might suspect), to which, of course, the authorities have no
objection, as long as you bring plenty of money.
At our Vancouver show we were slated to open for Canadian
superstars, The Smugglers, always a tough act to follow (or
precede). Luckily The Smugglers are among the most easy-going
musical celebrities we've ever known, so they didn't make us feel
inferior at all (even though we probably are). In fact they were so
friendly and welcoming and helpful that we were able to overlook
the fact that half the audience sort of stared at us like we were mold
growing on a piece of cheese.
It was a bit bewildering, because I thought we were playing
pretty well, but then I remembered that Canadians don't tend to be
quite so demonstrative as Americans (normally a point in Canada's
favor, except when it comes to demonstrating approval of me and
my band). I felt that we were definitely beginning to hit our stride,
now that the tour was nearly over.
After the show, I got interviewed at great length (but apparently
not great enough length, because he called me up later in Berkeley
to ask still more questions) by the legendary Narduar the Human
Serviette. I know, I know, you're saying, so who isn't legendary
these days? What's so special about this Narduar the Human
Whatever?
Well, first of all, for American readers, serviette is Canadian
for napkin, and if you don't know who Narduar is, you 'II just have
to go to Vancouver and experience him . Suffice it so say that he
is an internationally renowned interviewer, famous for the relevance
and piquancy of the questions he poses to the numerous celebrities
he encounters. For example, when Mikhail Gorbachev, then head
of the Soviet Union, came to Canada, run of the mill journalists
asked him boring things about glasnost and nuclear disarmament;
Narduar confronted him with the issue that was really on most
people's minds: of all the world leaders the Premier had met, which
wore the biggest pants?
Surprisingly enough, Narduar didn't quiz me about either
Green Day or Rancid's pants size, but he did get me involved in a
man on the street interview with a couple of passing drunks, who
Narduar hectored mercilessly for not knowing who "the famous
Lawrence Livermore" was, until they finally remembered having
seen me on TV, and ended by asking me for my autograph to give
to tl1eir kids.
I also got to tell about my teenage gang years, going to
Woodstock (the first one), getting my nose broken (first from one
direction, then the other), and more detail about my personal life
than even my parents would probably be interested in. This was all
for some Canadian radio broadcast, and it seemed as though it was
a lot more detail than your average radio listener could possibly
want to hear, until I remembered that things work differently up in
Canada.
You see, because the population of Canada is relatively small
for such a large country (only one tenth that of the United States in
a country half again as big), they don't have to rush people in and
outoftl1e limelight as quickly as they do here in the United States.
You've heard, of course, about Andy Warhol predicting that in the
future everyone would be famous for 15 minutes, and that was
before the population explosion and the raising of ad rates; now it's

only about 5 minutes.
Well, in Canada, it's different; there everybody gets to be
famous for 15 hours, and while they usually try to spread it out over
a longer period, since I was a visitor, they let me have my 15 hours
all at once. Of course I'm a little worried about what I'll do with
myselfnexttime I go to Canada, since by that time I'll have become
a complete has-been.
But then, with one night to go in Canada, disaster struck. Due
to an emergency, Patrick had to go back to Berkeley, and we were
faced with either cancelling the biggest show of the tour or playing
it as a three-piece, two pieces of which had only been in the band
a couple weeks, and the third (me) being prone to massive bouts of
insecurity and incompetence. Somehow I was talked into attempting
to play the show anyway, even though Grant from the Smugglers
kept trying to wind me up by telling stories about other bands
who'd been booed off stage and had beer bottles flung at them.
He was making it all up, of course (I think), but I was more
than usually nervous, since I wasn't used to playing in bars, and this
particular night was cheap beer night for the local university
students. In most American towns, that would be a prescription for
disaster, but the more advanced nature of Canadian civilization
saved us, and we were virtually welcomed into the arms of the
genially sloshed and vaguely alternative crowd of barely or not
quite 20-somethings (in British Columbia, the drinking age is 19,
and something tells me it isn't enforced too strictly).
I had determined to just grit my teeth and get through the show
by force of sheer will, and as I stepped out onto the stage in front
of a packed house (don't worry, Narduar's radio show hadn't made
us overnight successes; the crowd was for the cheap beer and the
headliner, cub, though not necessarily in that order). Well, it will
all be over in 20 minutes or so, I told myself, closed my eyes, and
hit the first guitar chord.
When I opened them on the second chord, everyone was
dancing, which was a big difference from the punk shows we play,
where everybody stands staring at us and thinking to themselves,
"What the hell is this?" And people danced all the way through,
and cheered, and I was almost sorry to get off stage when it was
over. As I wandered around the club later, girls actually started
coming up and talking to me, something that had pretty much never
happened in my entire musical career. Perhaps you begin to see
why I find the quality oflife in Canada to be greatly advanced over
that in the United States.
Of course nothing we had done could begin to compare to the
the massive Jovefest that followed when cub took the stage. They
played for over an hour and probably could have played for two
more. They are a band that has really come into their own since I
first saw them last year in California, and I wouldn't be at all
surprised to see them becoming massively successful.
Even better than the way the night's show had gone (oh, I
guess I forgot to say; it was at Harpo's Cabaret, a spectacularly
situated second story bistro perched on the waterfront of lovely
downtown Victoria) was the agreement reached afterward: that,
beginning in April we'd do a series of shows with cub all across the
USA, and, that, dear reader, is probably where you'll find me,
somewhere between Bismarck, Billings, Butte, and Boise, as you
finally reach the end of this Jong-winded commentary.
Oh yeah, the boat ride back from Victoria to Washington has
got to be one of the most spectacular journeys on earth. Then we
drove for what seemed like days in the pouring rain, only to play
a mainly forgettable show (well, the show was fine; it was us who
were forgettable) in Santa Rosa, and then home to bed. I'm
packing my bags for the next tour even as I speak.
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